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Rulemaking 13-09-011 
(Filed September 19, 2013)

SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY (U 902 E) 
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RESPONSE TO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PURSUANT TO THE 
ASSIGNED COMMISSIONER AND ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE’S 

RULING PROVIDING GUIDANCE FOR SUBMITTING 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

San Diego Gas & Electric Company (“SDG&E”) submits this request for approval of its

2015-2016 Demand Response Program (“DRP”) proposals and response to request for additional

information in accordance with the guidance provided in the January 31, 2014 Assigned

Commissioner and Administrative Law Judges ’ Ruling Providing Guidance for Submitting

Demand Response Program Proposals (“Ruling”). As discussed in further detail below,

SDG&E seeks Commission authority to: (1) implement the revisions to selected DR programs;

and (2) approve a two year portfolio budget of $42,210,940 to continue its DR programs in 2015-

2016, with budgets of $20,629,469 for 2015 and $21,581,471 for 2016, respectively.

A brief discussion of the various program proposals are provided below with detailed

discussions for the specific programs and budgets in the following Appendices: Appendix A

SDG&E DR 2015-2016 Proposed Budget; Appendix B—Program Implementation Plans with

Changes; Appendix C—Program Implementation Plans without Changes; Appendix D

Proposed Tariffs, Schedules and Contract Changes, and Appendix E—December 2013 Monthly

Expenditure Report.
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In addition to its 2015-2016 DRP Portfolio proposals, SDG&E provides its response to

questions 2 and 3 as outlined in Section 4 of the Ruling.

II. BACKGROUND

SDG&E’s current 2012-2014 Demand Response Programs (“DRP”) portfolio, and

associated budgets, were approved by the Commission in Decision (“D.”) 12-04-045, dated April

19, 2012 (as later corrected by D. 12-08-023, dated August 20, 2012 to correct inadvertent errors

and mathematical errors in D. 12-04-045). SDG&E’s current three-year DRP budget, as adopted

by these decisions, is $65,806,526 (See, D.12-04-045, at pages 194 tol95.)

Immediately following the issuance of D. 12-04-045, and in response to the outage of the

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (“SONGS”), SDG&E received direction from the Energy

Division, by letter dated April 25, 2012 to file a Tier 3 Advice Letter proposing DRP program

augmentations and improvements to be effective no later than July 1, 2012. In response,

SDG&E filed Advice Letter 2351-E on April 30, 2012, proposing modifications to its Schedule

PTR—Peak Time Rebate Program, to slightly expand the scope of that program, and the

establishment of a new SummerGen 2012 program, both proposed to be funded through budget

fund-shifts from existing, approved DRP program budgets.

The Commission approved SDG&E’s proposed revisions to Schedule PTR, and the

establishment of a corresponding budget of $6.4 through a budget fund shift from the Capacity

Bidding Program, through Resolution E-4502, dated May 24, 2012. SDG&E subsequently

withdrew the proposal to establish the SummerGen 2012 program.

Subsequently, SDG&E filed Advice Letter 2370-E, dated June 1, 2012, to propose the

establishment of a new Demand Bidding 2012 Program (“DBP”), to be funded by a proposed

budget fund shift from an existing, approved DRP program budget. The Commission approved

2
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SDG&E’s establishment of DBP and its proposed budget by Resolution E-4511, dated July 12,

2012, as well as the budget shift of $1.8 million from the Base Interruptible Program (“BIP”) to

fund DBP for 2012.

Both the PTR revisions and the new DBP program were proposed and authorized for

2012 as near-term augmentations in what was then anticipated to be a temporary SONGS outage.

When it later appeared that the outage might last longer than anticipated, SDG&E received

further direction from the Energy Division on November 16, 2012 to fde an Application

proposing additional DRP augmentations for 2013 and 2014 in light of the continuing SONGS

outage. In response, SDG&E fded Application (“A.”) 12-12-016 on December 21, 2002.

Through A. 12-12-016, SDG&E proposed a series of DRP portfolio and budget

augmentations for 2013 - 2014, to include the following:

(1) An increase of $1.6 million to SDG&E’s previously authorized DRP budget

for 2012 - 2014 to fund the DBP and expanded Customer Education,

Awareness and Outreach (“CEAO”) activities.

(2) A budget fund-shift of $4.9 million of unspent, previously authorized budget

funds (pursuant to Resolution E-4511) for the PTR program back to the

original source program, CBP, in an effort to restore CBP to its previously

authorized full budget.

(3) Continuation of the previously authorized DBP program, with certain

modifications, most notably the establishment of a new, day-of, 30-minute

notice product, and continue the budget funding of DBP through the budget

fund-shift from BIP as authorized by Resolution E-4511.

3
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(4) Authorization to issue a new Request for Proposals (“RFP”) solicitation to

seek proposals from third-party vendors for new programs and technologies

to implement load control programs.

(5) Authorization of a proposed new Community Partners initiative element of

SDG&E’s CEAO program to continue and expand to include south Orange

County Community-Based Organizations.

The Commission approved the proposals SDG&E submitted through A. 12-12-016 in D.

13-04-017, dated April 18, 2013.

On September 19, 2013, the Commission issued its Order Instituting Rulemaking to

Enhance the Role of Demand Response in Meeting the State’s Resource Planning Needs and

Operational Requirements (R. 13-09-011). As part of this rulemaking, the Commission indicated

that it would be considering the impact on the IOU’s next DRP cycle applications, and the

possibility of adopting a one or two year Bridge Funding cycle to allow existing programs to

continue, with some modification as the Commission and parties proceeded with the issues

raised by R. 13-09-011.

As a result, on January 22, 2014, the Commission issued D.14-01-004, approving two

years of bridge funding for the DRP programs in 2015 and 2016, and indicating that, “.. .it would

be practical to revise the programs on a narrow basis to improve their success.” On January 31,

2014, the Commission issued the Ruling, which, among other things, directed the IOU’s to file

their proposals for program improvements for 2015-2016.

III. SDG&E 2015-2016 DEMAND RESPONSE PROGRAM PROPOSALS

SDG&E’s 2015-2016 DRP proposals, as described below, include enhancements or

changes to some of programs designed to result in improvement to program performance, but

4
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without any change to the capped portfolio budget amount approved for 2013-2014 in D. 12-04-

045 and D. 13-04-017. SDG&E expects that, should the Commission approve its program

proposals, the program changes will be implementable within 90 days of the Commission’s

approval and completely updated no later than December 31, 2014.

A. PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES WITH MODIFICATIONS

In the following sections, SDG&E describes the various propose program enhancements

and budget adjustments to specific programs and activities. These enhancements and budget

adjustments are designed to improve customer participation and experience, and ensure that the

overall portfolio is cost effective. Detailed PIPs are set forth in Appendix B.

1. Capacity Bidding Program (“CBP”)

SDG&E is proposing several changes to the Capacity Bidding Program (CBP) all of

which are designed to increase participation and improve program flexibility. SDG&E is

proposing to add a 30-minute option to CBP with an incentive that is 15% higher than the current

day-of incentive. We anticipate having residual Demand Response for this program because of

this new product. The 30-minute notification product can be very valuable to SDG&E as it

explores bidding this program into the CAISO wholesale markets in the near future. SDG&E is

also proposing to allow non-residential customers with demand less than 20 kW to participate in

the program. This adjustment is intended to open the program to small agricultural customers

who have pumping load that can be shed quickly but may not meet the existing 20 KW

threshold. A third party aggregator has concurred that eliminating the 20 KW minimum load

drop would increase program participation and provide underserved nonresidential customers of

20 KW and below. Finally, SDG&E proposes to adjust the penalty structure to make it less

complicated.

5
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2. Demand Bidding Program (“DBP”)

D. 13-04-017 approved DBP revisions for SDG&E for 2013 and 2014. These revisions

included incentives to non-residential customers capable of providing at least 5 megawatts (MW)

of load reduction during a program event. This program was later refined to provide incentives

for: (1) a DBP-Day Of (“DBP-DO”) 30-minute product available to customers who would

provide a 5 MW load drop; and (2) a Day Ahead product with specific triggers designed for the

United States Navy (“DBP-N”).

Planning for 2015-2016, SDG&E solicited feedback from DBP customers to identify

what worked well and what can be improved. Based on the feedback received, SDG&E

proposes to continue both products with the following changes:

(1) Increase the DBP-DO energy payment from $500/MWH to $600/MWH.

DBP-DO would also require customers to reduce up to 60% of their bid in

order to receive payment. This change would result in a revised Cost

Effectiveness ratio of 2.02.

(2) For the DBP-N, the energy payment would increase from $400/MWFI to

$500/MWFI and changing the minimum load reduction from 3MW to 2MW.

This change would result in a revised Cost Effectiveness ratio of 2.45.

3. Local Marketing Education & Outreach (“LMEO”)

The Local Marketing, Education and Outreach (“LMEO”) program encompasses local

program specific marketing, education and outreach efforts for the 2015-2016 implementation of

SDG&E’s Peak Time Rebate (also known as Reduce Your Use, or “RYU”), Small Customer

Technology Deployment (also known as Reduce Your Use Thermostat, or “RYUT”), Permanent

Load Shifting program, Technology Incentives, CPP-D and various Smart Pricing dynamic rates.

6
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For the 2015-2016, LMEO consolidates the previous marketing programs; Customer Education

Awareness and Outreach (“CEAO”) and Other Local Marketing (“OLM”) efforts. The total

budget request for LMEO for the 2015-2016 program cycle is $3.7 million dollars, a reduction of

8% from the 2013-2014 combined approved CEAO and OLM budget of $4,030,000.

Pursuant to D. 12-04-045, Ordering Paragraph 22, SDG&E has re-categorized the

individual Demand Response program marketing requests into one consolidated LMEO

program, which is a subcategory of the Marketing, Education and Outreach category. In

addition, SDG&E is consolidating the various education and outreach costs related to dynamic

pricing and its CPP-D rates (Critical Peak Pricing -Default for our commercial customers) in this

fding. Due to the similarities between the dynamic rates adopted in D.12-12-004 and CPP-D

(which is also a “dynamic rate”). This budget consolidation is consistent with the direction in

D.12-12-004 (at page 56),

“(W)e require SDG&E to recover post-2015 costs related to the dynamic rates 
adopted in this decision in its future Demand Response Program and Budget cycle 
applications. This treatment will allow a review of any ongoing costs, including 
education and outreach costs related to dynamic pricing, in the context of an 
examination of similar activities. We believe that this will best ensure that 
SDG&E coordinates its future education and outreach efforts for energy 
efficiency, demand response, and dynamic pricing tariffs, and should assist in 
avoiding duplicative activities and expenditures. !

CPP-D will become the default for mid-size (20-200 KW) customers in 2015 and an

increased level of marketing, education and outreach is necessary for this transition. With this

consolidation, SDG&E will no longer request the CPP-D marketing, education and outreach

funding in SDG&E’s upcoming General Rate Case, which previously funded CPP-D efforts for

the large (200kW+) commercial and industrial accounts.

i Decision Adopting a Dynamic Pricing Structure for Residential and Small Commercial Customers and 
Denying the Motion for Approval of a Settlement Agreement, December 27, 2012.

7
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Despite ordering a single-program consolidated budget for “other local marketing” in

D. 12-04-045, the current Demand Response monthly report requests that SDG&E break out

program marketing by individual program. For tracking and recording purposes, SDG&E

therefore submits individual line items for each program to fall within the LMEO program as is

set forth below.

Total 2015-2016 
Budget2015 Budget 2016 BudgetProgram Name

$ 250,000.00 $ 250,000.00 $ 500,000.00Reduce Your Use
Reduce Your Use 

Thermostat (SCTD) $ 400,000.00 $ 400,000.00 $ 800,000.00
$ $Permanent Load 

_______Shifting $ 25,000.00 25,000.00 50,000.00
$Technology

Incentives $ 50,000.00 $ 100,000.0050,000.00
$ 750,000.00 $ 500,000.00 $ 1,250,000.00CPP-D

N/A (Funded from 
D. 12-12-004) $ 1,000,000.00 $ 1,000,000.00Smart Pricing

TOTAL $1,475,000.00 $2,225,000.00 $3,700,000.00

The LMEO program will focus on SDG&E’s specific customer needs, working to

educate and enroll customers in SDG&E-specific demand response programs and dynamic rates.

Marketing, education and outreach will also continue to engage customers around the need for

demand response and event participation. Due to the cyclical and often localized nature of

demand response events, this ongoing engagement is crucial to overall demand response

program performance. The LMEO efforts will seek to enhance and leverage the overarching

education efforts that will be conducted as part of the newly launched statewide marketing,

education and outreach (“SWMEO”) campaign while conducting education for SDG&E

customers on demand response and dynamic rate opportunities that are available within its

8
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service territory, and encouraging participation in demand response events, which predominantly

occur only at the local level.

4. Small Customer Technology Deployment Program (“SCTD”)

The Small Customer Technology Deployment program will begin rolling out to

customers in the first quarter of 2014. The program will offer programmable communicating

thermostats (“PCTs”) to residential customers at no cost in exchange for a customer’s agreement

to participate in DR events. SDG&E will signal these devices on Reduce Your Use days to

provide automatic load reduction for these customers.

The results of the 2014 deployment and DR season will be used to determine any

adjustments/enhancements to the program in 2015 and 2016. SDG&E requests the full 2013-

2014 budget amount for the 2015-2016 SCTD program to allow for continued implementation

and provide services to new customers in the succeeding years based on 2014 results and lessons

learned. At a minimum this effort would include maintaining engagement levels for customer

who enrolled in 2014. At full capacity, this effort would include recruiting, enrolling, and

deploying devices to additional residential customers, including targeting customers who are on

the new dynamic pricing rates (e.g., Smart Pricing Program (“SPP”)) rates. SDG&E will also

continue to look into the use of additional technologies, for example pool pump controls, as

outlined in the SCTD PIP.

SDG&E requests the opportunity to include Small Commercial customers in the SCTD

offering in 2015 and 2016. Pursuant to D.12-04-045, SDG&E was directed to target the SCTD

program to residential customers only to avoid duplication of efforts with HAN devices

authorized in the AMI proceeding. The AMI offering will no longer be available after 2014, and

9
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SDG&E requests the option to continue offering devices to Small Commercial customers should

the 2014 efforts provide desirable results.

Finally, SDG&E will investigate in 2015 transitioning SCTD from a “no-cost” to a

customer cost-sharing approach.

Technical Incentives Program (“TI”)5.

Although, SDG&E is not planning any program operational changes at this time, it

proposes to reduce the TI budget has been reduced in order to support maintaining CBP’s cost

effectiveness with the changes proposed above.SDG&E will use the bridge years to evaluate

possible program enhancements to improve the customer experience in an effort to increase

adoption rates.

6. DR Information Technology (“IT”) Infrastructure Budget Change

Consistent with the TI program changes to support CBP’s cost effectiveness discussed

above, SDG&E is also reducing its 2015-2016 IT budget by $800,000.1 SDG&E will prioritize

the various IT projects to ensure that program support is not compromised by this proposed

reduction.

New Request for Proposals (“RFPs”) For Load Control Products7.

Technologies that can be used to improve and expand incremental load reductions are

constantly changing to improve load control capabilities and reduce costs of deployment of both

the load control devices and supporting IT infrastructure. SDG&E requests Commission

authorization to issue a new RFPs, as opportunities arise, with the objective of seeking new,

12010 Demand Response Cost Effectiveness Protocols, pages 29 to 30. TI incentives are considered 
capital costs of the Capacity Bidding Program.
12010 Demand Response Cost Effectiveness Protocols, page 18. IT costs are considered part of program 
administrative costs of the Capacity Bidding Program.

10
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innovative and aggressive technologies for load control programs, to modify, enhance or replace

existing technologies (for example, pool pump controls) and assist customers who are on

dynamic pricing or new time-of-use rates. This is consistent with the Commission’s desire to

continuously improve and expand DR load reductions. As noted in D. 12-04-045 (at page 76),

“...PG&E, SCE and SDG&E are all encouraged to procure additional 
third party cost-effective MWs of DR through competitive solicitations, 
above current minimum levels.”

If there is a cost-effective and viable new project, SDG&E will fde an application to

request approval of the new project, request fund-shifts within its portfolio or additional program

funds, as necessary.

B. PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES WITHOUT MODIFICATIONS

In the following sections, SDG&E briefly describes the programs and activities that do

not have program changes. Appendix C provides more details on the various specific programs.

1. Base Interruptible Program (“BIP”)

BIP, SDG&E’s only Reliability program, is a continuation of the program that

commenced in 2001 and offers a monthly capacity payment to non-residential customers who

can commit to curtail at least 15% of Monthly Average Peak Demand, with a minimum load

reduction of 100 kW.

If available, BIP will use the CAISO’s Reliability Demand Response Product (RDRP) in

the 2015-2016 program years to bid into the wholesale market in accordance with CPUC

Decision (D.) 10-06-034, which adopted the “Reliability-Based Demand Response Settlement

Agreement” (Settlement Agreement) in R.07-02-041. The Settlement Agreement caps

emergency program enrollment and SDG&E will keep BIP below the level established in that

proceeding.

11
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While BIP is and will continue to be a retail demand response product that enables

emergency responsive demand response resources to state and local situations, modifications will

be necessary to meet the requirements of the CAISO RDRP during the 2015-2016 program

years. SDG&E anticipates that the program will be fully compliant with the RDRP requirements

during the 2015-2016 program years.

2. Emerging Technology—Demand Response Program (“DR-ET”)

The DR-ET program will proceed in 2015-2016 with the same direction as the 2012-2014

PIP, with a change in the measures described for Electric Vehicle research efforts. The 2012-

2014 PIP referred to a specific project around vehicle charging infrastructure, which is currently

being completed. Future efforts involving similar topics will be pursued in 2015-2016, and the

language for the Electric Vehicles has been updated to cover the goals for 2015-2016. There will

be no program or operational changes in 2015-2016. The DR-ET Program consists of evaluating

demand-reducing technologies and strategies that are applicable to the SDG&E region and

market. The focus is on technologies and strategies that promise significant, cost-effective

demand reduction in the short and/or mid-term time horizon, and that hold promise to be

sufficiently reliable and scalable for market-wide implementation. Each evaluation project will

address:

The technology’s or strategy’s overall merits
Applicability to demand reduction and related factors such as energy efficiency
Applicability to our region, market and frameworks such as CAISO
Applicability to existing SDG&E programs
Possible adoption barriers
Cost effectiveness
Risks
Recommendation about the utility’s further support and involvement

12
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The DR-ET program’s evaluation projects have may include techniques and methods that

may not be exclusively technology-driven. The emphasis of each project will vary on case by

case basis, and may include:

Technology Assessments 
Scaled Field Placements 
Demonstration Showcases 
Technology Development 
Business Incubation 
Market / Behavior Studies

Technologies or strategies found to be viable may subsequently be integrated into

existing utility programs or become the basis for new programs in support of market

introduction.

3. New Construction DR Pilot (“NCDRP”)

The NCDRP was fded March 1, 2012, but the current decision for NCDRP was not

approved until February of 2013. The current approval is through December 31, 2014. The New

construction NCDRP was approved with the intended purpose of facilitating Integrated Demand

Side Management (“IDSM”) efforts by working closely with the Energy Efficiency Savings By

Design and California Advanced Homes programs to encourage both residential and non-

residential builders to incorporate Demand Response technology, infrastructure and/or programs

into their new construction projects targeting both the eventual homeowners and building

tenants. The pilot’s purpose is to determine if providing design assistance during the early

design phase of a new construction project, with DR project criteria, obviates the need for

expensive retrofits at a later time. In addition, the pilot will enable newly constructed buildings

to participate in existing DR Programs, which has several benefits including: increasing DR

participation overall, the potential for ongoing load reduction, increased customer awareness and

engagement, and incentives to the customer.

13
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This program experienced delays in the 2012 to 2014 cycle that are also described in the

section below related to why the program is underspent. The main drivers of those delays were

the timing of the initial decision approving this pilot, the continued sluggish industry rebound in

the new construction industry overall since the recession of the prior years, and the difficulty of

retaining projects in the pilot given the remaining length of the cycle when construction projects

generally take longer than 18 months.

While the pilot has experienced delays, SDG&E sees the new construction industry

rebounding in the San Diego area and interest from builders is still high, if the timing can work.

Therefore SDG&E is requesting that the NCDRP continue into the 2015-2016 cycle. The intent

going forward, upon approval, will be to continue to work with design teams in the early phases

of new construction design to pursue projects that were not only considering Energy Efficiency

measures (namely thru Savings By Design or California Advanced Home Program participation),

but also Demand Response enabling technologies. The program will continue to focus on

identifying the level of benefits of new construction early design influence and its impact on

lower costs (than the cost of a DR retrofit), and a comprehensive optimized building design for

not only EE, but DR as well. With the availability of various dynamic pricing and Time-of-Use

rates, DR-enabled new buildings and homes will be able to select the appropriate rates that work

best for the owners/tenants. However, it is imperative to understand that most new construction

projects can take anywhere from 18 months to 3 years for completion which may still pose

challenges for the current pilot model. The long-term nature of most projects, along with the

limited time frame for NCDRP, has made it very difficult to find projects that fit the current pilot

model. If SDG&E is able to receive a timely Decision for this filing, it would help the pilot

14
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greatly, in that the pilot could then potentially recruit builders with projects now at early stages

that would continue through 2016.

Although there has been a recent increased interest in DR from the new construction

market, this market has recently experienced a gradual incline. The economic downturn over the

recent years has reduced the quantity of development and new construction. In order to

participate in the current program, those builders that may have current new construction projects

would also have to have those projects completed prior to the close of the current approved

program cycle (December 31, 2014). Not only would projects need to be completed, but part of

the pilot requirements, including a load shed test that would have to be performed after the newly

constructed building is occupied in order to verify estimated savings from implemented DR

strategies. Completing the full pilot participation process in the given time frame is a nearly

insurmountable challenge for those interested in pursuing DR for their new construction projects.

The small number of potential projects that have been able to meet the early design influence and

completion date requirements have either been delayed indefinitely (due to various reasons, such

as budget limitations, permitting delays, etc.) or cancelled completely. If SDG&E’s request to

continue this program into 2015-2016 is granted, pilot continuity over the next three years will

provide more time for builders to complete their projects.

4. Permanent Load Shifting Program (“PLS”)

Permanent Load shifting Program (PLS) is a statewide program that was designed and

implemented in collaboration with the other two IOUs and under the guidance of the energy

Division. Permanent Load Shifting (PLS) can help reduce system peak load by shifting

electricity use from on-peak to off-peak periods on a recurring basis. Shifting daily loads benefits

the grid and distribution systems. PLS often involves storing energy produced during off-peak

15
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hours to support load during peak periods when energy use is typically high. SDG&E does not

plan any changes to the PLS in the 2015-2016.

Measurement and Evaluation (“M&E”) Activities5.

SDG&E recommends keeping the same M&E budget for 2015 and 2016 that was

previously approved for 2013 and 2014. SDG&E has currently paid or committed to pay in a

signed service agreement $2,505,703 in measurement evaluation costs. This is 70% of the

combined 2012 and 2013 budget of $3,588,573. In 2012 and 2013 SDG&E had to absorb costs

of unplanned evaluations due to new program that arose out of the closing of SONGS and the

D. 13-04-0214 Ordering Paragraph 14 requirement to evaluate the 2013 Flex Alert campaign.

Unplanned evaluations included the small commercial PTR load impact evaluation, DBP load

impact evaluation, and Flex Alert load impact and process evaluations. These costs were largely

offset by delays in the implementation of other DR programs. Because the implementation of the

SCTD program and of SPP rates has been delayed until 2014, these activities did not require the

budgeted, amounts resulting in 70% of the overall 2012-2013 adopted budget being spent.

However, in 2015 and 2016 there will be no delayed programs to offset costs of any further

unplanned evaluations. So it is important to keep the same M&E budget that was adopted in

2013 and 2014 for 2015 and 2016.

Historically, SDG&E has included the budget for the M&E of CPP and TOU rates in the

demand response M&E budget. However, in accordance with decision D. 12-12-004, SDG&E is

requesting measurement and evaluation funding for the evaluation of CPP and TOU rates for

2016-2020 in its GRC proceeding. The 2014 M&E budget does include $250,000 intended for

the evaluation of critical peak pricing rates, so arguably this should be subtracted from the 2016

^Decision on Phase 1 Issues: Utility Budgets for the Flex Alert Program for 2013 and 2014, April 18, 
2013.
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M&E budget. However, since 250,000 is only 16% percent of the 2014 measurement and

evaluation budget and unplanned evaluations do occur, SDG&E does not recommend lowering

the 2016 measurement and evaluation budget at this time.

2015 2016 Total
Utility

Managed
Evaluations $1,913,116 $1,526,525 $3,439,641

Energy
Division
Managed

Evaluations $200,000 $200,000 $600,000

6. Demand Response Regulatory Policy and Support Activities

In order to provide continued program oversight and regulatory policy support activities

to the programs, including general administration, reporting requirements, regulatory support for

various data requests, participation in regulatory proceedings, etc., SDG&E requests funding at

the same levels as 2013-2014 for 2015-2016. The budget for two years is $1,531,077 with no

changes.

IV. LOAD IMPACTS, COST EFFECTIVENESS AND MEASUREMENT & 
EVALUATION

A. 2015-2016 DEMAND RESPONSE PROGRAM LOAD IMPACTS

The table below contains the draft ex-post load impacts for the average of all 2013 events

along with the demand response forecast for 2014-2016. The forecast for programs with no

proposed changes is the most recently forecast filed in April of 2013. The forecasting

methodology for programs with proposed changes is described below.
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Load Impact Forecast 
August 1 in 2 Peak Day lpm-6pm

(MW)
DR Activities Actual 2013 2014 2015 2016
Day-Ahead Price Triggered

19.2CPPD - Large C&I (>200 kW) 16.6 16.8 17.0
0.0CPPD - Medium C&I (20-200 kW) 17.5 16.7 17.8
10.4CBP Day-Ahead 9.4 9.4 9.4
1.5DBP Day-Ahead 1.5 1.5 1.5
6.7 4.4 4.4 4.5PTR
0.0Incremental SCTD Residential 8.4 8.4 8.4
0.0Incremental SCTD Small Commercial 0.0 1.4 1.4

Day-Of Price Triggered
10.8CBP Day-Of 10.2 15.9 16.8
4.1DBP Day-Of 4.6 4.6 4.6
19.4Summer Saver 15.0 15.0 15.0

Day-Of Reliability Trigger
2.0 0.8 0.8 0.8BIP

Other DR Activities
0.0Permanent Load Shifting (PLS) 0.6 1.2 1.2

74.2 88.9 96.1 98.4Total

B. COST EFFECTIVENESS METHODOLOGY FOR 2015-2016

The Ruling states (at page 3), “(I)f the changes proposed for a program included changes

to the inputs for the cost-effectiveness calculation of that program, the proposal shall include a

revised cost effectiveness calculation and result.” As discussed above, three programs have

changes that impacted the inputs for cost effectiveness. Cost effectiveness was analyzed for the

CBP, DBP, and PTR/SCTD programs to take into account the proposed program changes. The

analysis was conducted using the Demand Response Reporting Template created by Energy and

Environmental Economics (E3) and approved by the Commission for the 2012 through 2014

Demand Response Applications filed by the IOUs in 2011. For this analysis, the Template was
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updated with inputs for 2015 through 2016 using E3’s Avoided Cost Calculator.^ Load impact

forecasts were updated based on more recent information as described above. The TI and

information technology budgets were also adjusted as described in section A. The remaining

inputs, methodology and protocols used for the tests are the same as those used in the 2012-2014

fding. The results of the analysis are presented in the following table and the DR Reporting

Template can be found in Appendix F.

Net $/kW-Net
2014 Dollars Benefits Costs TRC

Benefits Yr.

$5,264,864 $5,825,222 ($560,358) ($13) 0.90CBP
$378,575 $154,260 $224,315 $89 2.45DBP Day Ahead

$1,234,256 $609,650 $624,607 $114 2.02DBP Day of
$4,436,945 $3,902,339 $534,605 $40 1.14PTR/SCTD

C. DISCUSSION OF IMPACTS OF PROGRAM CHANGES ON COST
EFFECTIVENESS

1. Demand Bidding Program

SDG&E proposes changes to the DBP and is therefore submitting an updated cost-

effectiveness analysis for this program. SDG&E is incorporating the April 1, 2013 actual result

for the cost-effectiveness calculations for the 2015-2016 program demand reduction forecast.

2. Capacity Bidding Program

SDG&E is proposing several changes to the CBP program, all of which are designed to

increase participation in the program. SDG&E is proposing to add a 30-minute option with an

incentive that is 15% higher than the current day-of CBP incentive. SDG&E is also proposing to

allow non-residential customers with demands less than 20 kW to participate in the program, and

to remove the penalty for an aggregator who achieves a load reduction that is between 75% and

^ Specifically, the file named DERAvoidedCostModel_v3_9_201 l_v4d.xlsm was used; this file is the 
last Commission approved set of avoided costs to be used for demand response programs.
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90% of its nomination. Therefore, SDG&E has prepared an updated CBP load impact forecast

that incorporates the most recent 2013 event results and includes growth in the program due to

the changes. This forecast is also used for the cost-effectiveness calculations.

The forecast for the day-ahead program is equal to the draft ex-ante CBP forecast planned

to be fded April 1, 2014 that incorporates the 2013 event results. The forecast includes no growth

for the day- ahead segment. For the CBP day-of forecast the 2014 forecast is equal to the draft

ex-ante CBP day-of forecast planned to be fded April 1, 2014, which assumes no program

changes are adopted. In 2015, SDG&E predicts that 50 percent of current load enrolled in the

CBP day-of option will move to the 30-minute option. In addition, SDG&E expects new

enrollment in both the 30-minute option and the 2-hour option due to the proposed program

changes. The estimates of new enrollment were created taking into account information from

conversations with aggregators about potential program changes and the historical pattern of

growth in the program.

The following table details the forecasted demand reduction for the various CBP

products.
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CBP Forecast by Option
August
Load

Impact
(MW)

Max
HoursNotification Year

4 2014 
4 2014 
6 2014 
4 2014 
6 2014

9.4CBP-DA 
CBP-DO 2 hour 
CBP-DO 2 hour 
CBP DO 30 minute 
CBP DO 30 minute

5.9
4.4
0.0
0.0

19.6Total
August
Load

Impact
(MW)

Max
HoursNotification Year

4 2015 
4 2015 
6 2015 
4 2015 
6 2015

9.4CBP-DA 
CBP-DO 2 hour 
CBP-DO 2 hour 
CBP DO 30 minute 
CBP DO 30 minute

3.8
2.8
5.3
3.9

25.2Total
August
Load

Impact
(MW)

Max
HoursNotification Year

4 2016 
4 2016 
6 2016 
4 2016 
6 2016

9.4CBP-DA 
CBP-DO 2 hour 
CBP-DO 2 hour 
CBP DO 30 minute 
CBP DO 30 minute

3.8
2.8
5.8
4.3

26.2Total

3. Small Customer Technology Deployment Program (“SCTD”)

SDG&E is proposing to make small commercial customers eligible for SCTD

technology. These customers are not eligible for PTR but may enroll in critical peak pricing

rates. The forecast used for the expected load reduction from small commercial customers is

equal to the small commercial forecast fded in May of 2011 as part of the 2012-2014 program.

The reference load for the small commercial forecast is based on SDG&E’s dynamic load profde
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hourly small commercial customer load shape. Since the Statewide Pricing Pilot small

commercial update results showed no statically significant load reduction in response to the CPP

rate alone, an incremental load impact forecast is not necessary. The percentage load impact in

response to enabling technology used in the forecast is 19.3% consistent with the 2009 SDG&E

CPP-D Auto-DR M&E results. The forecast assumes that 2,000 small commercial customers

enroll in 2015.

The residential SCTD forecast is the forecast filed in April of2012b with the portion of

the load forecast due to pool pump technology removed. Pool pumps are eligible for SCTD

funding and SDG&E is not proposing to change that, however, firm plans to market pool pump

technology are not in place at this time.

V. PROGRAM BUDGET PROPOSAL AND COST RECOVERY MECHANISM

A. 2015-2016 DRP PORTFOLIO BUDGET PROPOSAL

Based on the discussion above, SDG&E’s 2015-2016 DRP portfolio budget proposal is

$40,770,940 with $19,909,469 for 2015 and $20,861,471 for 2016, respectively. The program

specific budgets organized according to the approved budget categories can be found in

Appendix A.

B. COST RECOVERY MECHANISM

As approved by D. 12-04-045, SDG&E currently records all program costs associated

with its existing DR programs and its current DRP bilateral contracts in its Advanced Metering

and Demand Response Memorandum Account (“AMDRMA”). SDG&E plans to continue using

b Since a vendor had not been selected for the program in by April of 2013 and marketing plans had not 
been finalized the SCTD forecast filed in 2013 did not represent a full scale rollout of the program. 
However, both a vendor and specific marketing plan are now in place therefore SDG&E is using the 
SCTD forecast filed in April of 2012 which did assume a full scale roll out of the program would occur in 
2014.
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the AMDRMA account along with SDG&E’s Rewards and Penalties Balancing Account

(RPBA). SDG&E will continue to the existing disposition of the AMDRMA balances being

transferred to SDG&E’s Rewards and Penalties Balancing Account (RPBA”) on an annual basis

for amortization in SDG&E’s electric distribution rates over 12 months, effective on January 1st

of the following year, consistent with SDG&E’s adopted tariffs.

SDG&E is requesting that authorized demand response program costs related to DR

Operation and Maintenance (“O&M”) expenses, capital related costs (i.e., depreciation, return

and taxes), customer capacity incentive payments, and all other costs, not recovered through

SDG&E’s General Rate Case (“GRC”), be recorded in AMDRMA.

The one exception to the way SDG&E records demand response programs costs in

AMDRMA is the recording of the energy component of the DRP customer incentive payments in

its Energy Resource Recovery Account (“ERRA”).

VI. RESPONSES TO ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS POSED IN RULING

SDG&E provides the requested additional information and responses to additional

questions posed in the Ruling. Please note that SDG&E has no comment to Question 1

regarding the budget categories and dollar amounts that would be impacted by PG&E’s request

to move its employee benefits from its General Rate Case to its demand response budgets for

2015 and 2016.

A. EXPLANATION FOR 2012-2013 DRP UNDERSPENDING

Question 2: PG&E, SDSG&E and SCE shall provide responses as to why they have each 
only spent less than 25 percent of a three-year budget over the course of 20 months and 
why this unspent funding should be made available to them in the 2015-2016 demand 
response program bridge funding.

Response: As of the end of 2013, SDG&E has spent a cumulative a cumulative amount

of $18,735,059 from 2012 to December 31, 2013, representing approximately 29 percent of its
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2012—2014 approved budget. Please see the December 2013 monthly report, submitted January

2014 to the Commission in Appendix E.Z The majority of SDG&E’s 2012-2014 portfolio budget

is its incentive budget. SDG&E develops its portfolio incentive budget to ensure that it will be

able to meet all incentive payments at its forecasted total portfolio demand reduction. However,

SDG&E’s actual incentive payments depend on the number of actual participants, the number of

program events actually called, and amount of demand reduction provided during these events.

SDG&E provides specific program explanations for its underspending, particularly for its lower

incentive payments, in the following sections.

1. Base Interruptible Program

The Base Interruptible Program approved budget is $4,014,267 and the actual program

budget spent is 17.8%. There are several reasons for the program being underspent. First,

SDG&E’s BIP incentive budget allows for a possible pay-out of the maximum incentive budget

that would allow SDG&E to pay all incentives should the program meet its forecasted demand

reduction of 20 MW. The BIP incentive budget was $2,828,839. However, program changes

that went into effect 2012 have resulted in a lower incentive pay-out: (1) some large customers

dropped out of the program due to pending changes to the back-up generator limitation; (2) some

customers dropped out of the program due to non-performance; and, (3) Program redesign

successfully discouraged free-riders from continuing to participate in the program. These

changes resulted in lower incentive payments than originally anticipated.

2. Capacity Bidding Program

SDG&E spent approximately 29 percent of its authorized CBP 2012-2014 budget for the

following three reasons:

Z The complete SDG&E December 2013 DRP Monthly Report is available at 
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energv/Demand+Response/Monthlv+Reports/2013 DR.htm.
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(1) SDG&E’s incentive budget anticipated accommodating the transfer of

customers from the canceled DemandSmart contract to CBP. However,

DemandSmart participants transferred to its DBP program instead of CBP;

(2) SDG&E lost one of the aggregators in its territory at the beginning of the

program cycle; and

(3) SDG&E allowed for an incentive budget that would avoid placing

enrollment caps due to lack of program funding.

3. Technology Incentives

The Technology Incentives program realized a reduction in spending due to the

unavailability of the program from May 2012 to January 2013 to allow SDG&E to incorporate

program infrastructure enhancements to address the new incentive payment structure ordered in

D. 12-04-045 (at pages 142 to 144). In addition, this new incentive payment structure has

resulted in an overall reduction in program participation. While the number and rate of

application submittals has not declined drastically, there has been a significant reduction in the

volume of companies using the TI program. Based on customer and vendor feedback, the

revised 60/40 incentive payment split has resulted in lower participation. The 60/40 split poses a

cash flow problem for the demand response installers, who have to “float” 40% of the cost of a

project until the end of a full year or the end of the demand response program season. The

demand response installers, who are typically the project sponsors on a TI application, are then

responsible for the dollar value of the 40% based on the actual performance of the demand

response participant (e.g., the SDG&E customer). The cash flow problem becomes exacerbated

by the fact that the demand response installers have no jurisdiction or influence on the actual
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performance of customer. Therefore, fewer vendors and installers are promoting, advertising,

and ultimately participating in the program.

4. Permanent Load Shifting

Because of the lengthy processes of workshops for a statewide consistent program

design, and due to the long regulatory approval framework, the PLS program did not launch until

late 2013, resulting in lower program expenditures.

Small Customer Technology Deployment5.

D. 12-04-045 approved SDG&E’s SCTD program, pending a re-fding of cost

effectiveness in combination with its Reduce Your Use program and an updated PIP. SDG&E

was directed to incorporate findings from its Residential Automated Controls Technology

(“RACT”) pilot, which was completed at the end of December 2011, in its updated PIP for

SCTD. These updated requirements and PIP were submitted in SDG&E’s Advice Letter 2363-E

and approved effective June 20, 2012.8

SDG&E’s Small Customer Technology Deployment began the process of securing both a

device manufacturer and an installer through two RFPs in Spring 2013, following a period of

research that took place in the second half of 2012. This RFP process was completed in the Fall

2013, and contract negotiations began with the two selected bidders. Prior to these efforts, there

was little need for spending out of the SCTD budget. The program will be implemented by

March 2014, with deployment expected to be completed by December 31, 2014. SDG&E

anticipates that the majority of SCTD’s approved budget will be utilized by the end of 2014.

£AL 2363-E is available at http://regarchive.sdge.com/tm2/pdf/2363-E.pdf
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Some program underspending is anticipated due to the change in available technologies

between 2011 (when the program was fded) and 2013 (when the bidders were selected), and the

final program design.

6. Locational Demand Response

The Locational Demand Response approved program budget is $433,234 and to-date has

spent approximately three percent of its budget. LDR had a late start when the program approval

did not come until February 2013.9 The late start impacted the pilot in that target circuit needed

to be reassessed. An alternative circuit was selected which allowed for the testing of local

dispatch of Summer Saver customers on this circuit in Summer 2013. SDG&E anticipates,

however, that it will spend the majority of the program funds this summer in accordance to with

PIP. SDG&E believes that it will achieve the objectives of this pilot by 2014 and terminate this

pilot at the end of 2014.

New Construction DR Pilot7.

The New Construction Demand Response Pilot was approved with a $1.1M budget.IO To

date, only eleven percent of the approved budget has been spent ($999,000 remaining to date).

NCDRP didn’t receive approval until February 2013, so the time frame in which new

construction projects need to be completed, has been adversely impacted. In addition to the

limited time frame, the overall downturn in the new construction market has impacted the

number of potential projects. Previous potential projects that did meet the limited time frame

have since either been suspended indefinitely or cancelled completely by the potential

9 SDG&E filed its LDR pilot plans through Advice Letter 2381-E and was approved on February 7, 2013. 
AL 2381-E is available at http://regarchive.sdge.com/tm2/pdf/2381 -E.pdf.

SDG&E filed its NCDRP pilot plans through Advice Letter 2381-E and was approved on February 7, 
2013.
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participants. The small number of potential projects that have been able to meet the early design

influence and completion date requirements have either been delayed indefinitely (due to reasons

mainly around project budget limitations) or cancelled completely.

Although there has been a recent increased interest in demand response from the new

construction market recently, this market has been a gradual incline. The economic downturn

over recent years has reduced the quantity of development and new construction projects overall.

Builders that may have current new construction projects would also have to have those projects

completed prior to the close of the current approved program cycle (December 31, 2014), and

this is highly unlikely due to the long-term nature of new construction projects. If SDG&E’s

request to continue this program into 2015-2016, program continuity over the next three years

would provide more time for builders to complete their projects.

8. Customer Education And Outreach

The Customer Education, Awareness and Outreach (CEAO) program is currently

underspent due to the cyclical nature of demand response marketing campaigns, and due to how

our communications partners (advertising agencies and others) bill for their services. However,

SDG&E has committed close to 100% of the total three-year budget for CEAO at this time, with

an anticipated demand response marketing, education and outreach campaign to be launched in

the second quarter of 2014.

9. Other Local Marketing

The Other Local Marketing (OLM) budget, that covers marketing, education and

outreach for four local programs is underspent primarily to the cost-savings achieved while

implementing marketing plans for the Reduce Your Use program, and to the delayed launch of
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the SCTD program. However, SDG&E projects that it will spend close to 100 percent % of the

local marketing budget for SCTD during the summer of 2014.

10. Emerging Technology—Demand Response Program

The ET-DR program is underspent through the end of 2013 for a several reasons. First,

the ET-DR budget is planned in anticipation of viable (but unknown) technologies with the

expectation that there will be compatible and willing customers to test these technologies.

However, the actual participating technologies, which are typically new or untested, and finding

appropriate test sites and customers who willing to take on the risks of testing new technologies,

are challenging. The ET-DR vendors themselves may have difficulty meeting schedules and

deadlines to make the technologies work. Currently, there are several projects in the ET-DR

pipeline where the vendors have faced unexpected challenges to providing a final product

suitable for testing, and our planned budget spend associated with those projects is delayed

accordingly. These have caused delays in project payments. Second, ET-DR makes an effort to

leverage program funds by co-funding projects with outside agencies whenever possible. One

such project was planned for this budget cycle, but has recently been cancelled by the California

Energy Commission, resulting in spending being below budget projections. Although, the

program is currently underspent through the end of 2013, ET-DR anticipates fully spending the

allocated budget for the 2012 - 2014 cycle.

11. Information Technology

The DR IT Infrastructure budget for 2012-2014 was approved at $5,409,750. We are

projecting the current budget to be underspent due to changes in requirements, leveraging

existing capability within our Customer Relationship Management and Customer Information
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Systems (CRM/CISCO), reduced complexity in IT development, and implementation costs lower

than what was originally forecasted.

B. COMMENTS REGARDING STAFF PILOT PROPOSALS

Question 3: In the case of funding for pilots in 2015 and 2016, D.12-04-045 requires that 
pilots approved for 2012-2014 be completed by December 31, 2014. As proposed in the 
Order Instituting Rulemaking, the pilot funds will be earmarked for the staff proposed 
pilots in 2015 and 2016. Utilities shall provide comments or concerns regarding this issue; 
other parties may comment as well.

Response: SDG&E addresses this question in two parts: (1) the reallocation of2014-

2015 pilot unspent funds to the staff proposed pilots in 2015 and 2016; and (2) the merits of

funding the staff proposed pilots presented in in R. 13-09-01 Attachment All.

First, SDG&E does not have any unspent 2013 funds nor anticipate any unspent 2014

funds available to reallocate to the 2015-2016 staff proposed pilots. SDG&E’s cost recovery

mechanism, as approved by D.12-04-045, is the use of its Advanced Metering and Demand

Response Memorandum Account (“AMDRMA”) through which SDG&E records all actual DRP

program expenditures. SDG&E then recovers its program expenses on an annual basis through

the amortization of SDG&E’s electric distribution rates over twelve months, effective January 1st

of the succeeding year. SDG&E does not collect its authorized program budget through a

balancing account mechanism.

The Staff Pilot proposals include two pilots: (1) Participation of Demand Response in the

Wholesale Energy Market which consists of two components, (a) IRM 2 Enhancement in

Northern California; and (b) IRM 2 Implementation in Southern California; and (2) Pilot to

Increase Customer Responsiveness to Dynamic Electricity Rates. With respect to the IRM 2

pilots to test participation of DR in the wholesale energy markets as described in the staff

iT Order Instituting Rulemaking to Enhance the Role of Demand Response in Meeting the State’s 
Resource Planning Needs and Operational Requirements
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proposal, although SDG&E supports the objectives of the staff proposal SDG&E believes

duplicating Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (“PG&E”) IRM2 pilot would prove to be

redundant and inefficient. SDG&E will already be bidding a portion on its CBP as a Proxy

Demand Resource (“PDR”) into the CAISO market beginning 2014, thus making a pilot in

SDG&E’s service territory redundant and an inefficient use of ratepayer funds. SDG&E

proposes instead that Staff optimize the Evaluation, Measurement and Verification plan to

include the evaluation of SDG&E’s CBP PDR results, and create an effective mechanism for a

“lessons learned” and best practices between PG&E and the Southern California electric utilities

after the pilot period. In addition, the building of third party capabilities to bid into the CAISO

PDR would best be addressed as part of the ongoing Rule 24 proceeding.

SDG&E supports the Staffs proposal to increase customer responsiveness to dynamic

electricity rates through behavior-based programs. However, SDG&E’s behavior-based

programs are part of SDG&E’s local Integrated Demand-Side Management (“IDSM”) programs

and are under the oversight Energy Efficiency proceeding. Therefore, consistent with the August

27, 2010 Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Providing Guidance for the 2012-2014 Demand

Response Applications regarding the request for DR IDSM funding (at page 14), SDG&E intends

to request the approval of the DRP component for its 2015 behavior-based programs that would

include dynamic pricing rate customers in the upcoming 2015 Energy Efficiency Program filing.

VII. CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above and in the attachments submitted in support of this filing,

SDG&E respectfully requests that the Commission:

(1) Approve the approve a two year portfolio budget of $42,210,940 to continue 
its DR programs in 2015-2016, with budgets of $20,629,469 for 2015 and 
$21,581,471 for 2016, respectively;
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(2) Approve the proposed program and activities changes for CBP, DBP-DO, 
DBP-N, Local Marketing and Outreach, SCTD, TI, IT Infrastructure;

(3) Approve the continuation of the New Construction DRP in 2015 and 2016;
(4) Approve the proposed revisions to the tariffs, schedules and contracts in 

Appendix D:
(5) Authorize SDG&E to issue RFP solicitations to seek proposals from third- 

party vendors for now programs and technologies to implement load control 
programs, intended to augment and expend existing technologies and 
programs in SDG&E’s service territory;

(6) Approve the program and activities that have no changes from the 2012
2014 program design;

(7) Approve the 2015 ME& budget of $2,113,116 and 2016 M&E budget of 
$1,726525;

(8) Approve SDG&E’s cost recovery mechanism as described herein;
(9) Approve SDG&E’s CBP PDR implementation in lieu of participating in 

Staffs proposal to implement IRM 2 Implementation in Southern California; 
and,

(10) Approve SDG&E’s proposal to request the approval of the DRP component 
for its 2015 behavior-based programs that would include dynamic pricing 
rate customers in the upcoming 2015 Energy Efficiency Program filing 
instead of participating in the Staff proposal to increase customer 
responsiveness to dynamic electricity rates through behavior-based 
programs.

Respectfully submitted

/s/ Thomas R. Brill________
THOMAS R. BRILL 
Attorney for:
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
8330 Century Park Ct.
San Diego, CA 92123-1530 
Telephone: (858) 654-1601 
Facsimile: (858) 654-1586 
E-mail:

By

March 3, 2014
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Appendix A
SAN DIEGO GAS AND ELECTRIC 

SUMMARY OF UTILITY DEMAND RESPONSE PROGRAMS

AND BUDGETS FOR 2015-201.6 BY PROPOSED PROGRAM CATEGORY 
(Thousands of Dollars)

Programs by Category
PROGRAM

Budget Requested for 2015-2016Line THC
Footnote 2

Category 1 - Reliability Programs1
Base Interruptible Program (BSP)2 1,228,025 1,728,052 1,228,025 1,728,052 2,956,077
Total3 1,223,025 1,723,052 1,223,025 1,723,052 2,956,077

4 Category 2 - Price-Responsive Programs
Capacity Bidding Program (CBP)
Demand Bidding Program (D6P) 
Peak Time Rebate (PTR)

5 4,003,071
877,905

4,188,271
377,905
161,667

4,003,069
377,905
.161,645

4,188,269
377,905
161,645

8,191,338
2 1,755,810

7 161,667 323,290
Total8 5,042,643 5,227,843 5,042,619 5,227,819 10,270,433

Category 4 - Emerging & Enabling Technologies9
Emerging Technologies (ET)
Small Customer Technology Deployment (SCTD) 
Technology Incentives (Tf)

10 703,625
4,094,831.
2,990,962

707,345
4,094,326
2,999,842

703,625
4,094,826

9

707,345
4,094,326
2,785,709

1,410,970
3,189,652
5,571,413

11
12

Total13 7,739,418 7,802,013 7,534,160 7,537,830 15,172,040

Category 5 - Pilots14
Locational Demand Response (LDR)
New Construction Demand Response (NCDRP)

15 144,384
487,12.1

147,559
16 487,121 437,118 487,1.1.8 91

Total17 631,505 634,680 437,118 437,118 91

Category 6 - Evaluation, Measurement & Verification18
Evaluation, Measurement & Verification (DRMEC)
Research

19 1,913,116
200,000

1,526,525
200,000

1,913,032
200,000

1,526,430
200,000

3,439,462
400,00020

Total21 2,113,116 1,726,525 2,113,032 1,726,430 3,839,462

Category 7 - (VI; treach22
Customer, Education and Outreach (CEAO)
Other Local Marketing (OLM)
Lof

23 377,500
1,550,000

357,500
24 1,550,000
25 1,473,085 5 3,698,170

Total26 1,927,500 1,907,500 1,473,085 2,225,085 3,698,170

27 Category 8 - DR System Support Activities
Regulatory Policy & Program Support
IT Infrastructure & System Support

28 745,050
1,503,000

786,297
1,077,375

745,005 786,072
813,015

1,531,077
1,769,44029 956,425

Total30 2,248,050 1,864,172 1,701,430 1,599,087 3,300,517

Category .1.0 - Special Projects31
Permanent Load Shifting (PLS)32 1,159,825 1,077,766 1,000,000 1,000,000 2,000,000
Total33 1,159,825 1,077,766 1,000,000 1,000,000 2,000,000

34 GRAND TOTAL 22,140,082 21,968,551 20,629,469 21,581,47.1 42,210,940

Footnotes;
1 Ail budgets adopted by D.12-04-045 as corrected by D.12-08-023
2 Budget adopted by D.13-04-017
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: ID

(Note: Program ID represents the program code to be utilized in Program Builder)

tgrani

The budget dollars listi reflect the administrative, capacity and energy incentive cost.

Program
ID#

201ST Budget 20163- Budget Tota 120153-20164 Budget --jProgram
Name

CBP' $sg^44mM4M§mm
38.00

Capacity
Bidding
Program 4,003,069.00 4,188,269.00

211

]I 2 Load 20136 LoadPri: m
Impactpact

CBP Capacity
Bidding
Program

4.7133 3232223-25.8

11 Lo t<\ !-»« s\ 1*4 f ft i s-i e;\ /-J fi*A pvt UT{Note: Cost C it y oo c
‘rcTr

feetiveitess I

2013 201 6 
Cost

Effectiveness

1 m Name 15-4,1/

Cost
Effectiveness

CBP Capacity
Bidding
Program

£ lL

> (Include the following items)

• Market Sector:
o Non-Rcsidentiai

• Program Classification:
o St®tew44«Core

• Program Statement::

| The 2012-20142015-2016 Capacity Bidding Program offers customers various product options by
which participants can earn incentives to participants who reserve power reduction capacity with
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the availability and capability to meet requested load reductions during an emergency or 
abnormally high demands for power. This program is available to commercial/industrial

| customers, greater than 20 kW, receiving bundled service, Direct Access service or Community
Choice Aggregation service, and being billed on a commercial, industrial or agricultural rate 
schedule. Participation in this program must be taken in combination with the customer’s 
otherwise applicable rate schedule. This program is also available to "Demand Response 
Providers,” a third party entity that combines the loads or one or more customers for die purpose 
of participating in this program.

For multiple program participation, see Rule 41.

int I4$ raff'

-

' ....... .............\|3artici:pan.tsJ_maw also utilize Technical Assistance Technical incentive (TA/Ti) program and 
kWickview to provide automated enabling technologies and online presentment solutions that 
will increase the ability for customers to participate in DR events., in an automated fashion and 
M-p-tbens- m4©«Aai«l4t«d«MMH:gy4wag€-M4i-4¥id«s4flfcH®47d-de€4««rw-^^ 
mmgfr

i .

Comment IAS]: Are ‘'participants" aggregators or |

Comment [All]: As I umlerslandit aggregators
are both. We do provide aggregators access to 
tcWse.bvd.ew to view the 15-minute datafor each of 
(heir customers.

-v
to\

y
y

Capacity Program participants will be surveyed about enabling technology installations, DR 
events, and technology and online presentment preferences to better determine best practices and 
lessons learned for future implementation. Best practices and lessons learned from the DRWIVIP 
pilot will be used to implement new technologies and presentment solutions strategies in an effort 
to increase customer use, load reduction and integration into the wholesale markets.

This program will focus on event communication and marketing to increase the ease of 
participation.

Help lines for more information will be available for customers during DR events.

Pi

—Enrolled
participants are expected to remain in the program for a minimum of 12 calendar months and 
must have the required metering and operable communication equipment while participating in 
the program. Participants may opt out of the program anytime after their 12 month term.

/

adding Program allows individual customers or third.party Demand Response
Providers who sign up customers into a load reduction portfolio. This program will primarily 
be marketed to commercial/industrial customers, greater than 20 kW, receiving bundled
service. Direct Access service or Community Choice Aggregation service, and being billed 
on a commercial, industrial or agricultural rate schedule. Program participation criteria will 
include the following:

T

I
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1, Non.Residential Customers

3. A fifteen-minute interval data recording meter with related telecommunications 
capability, compatible with the Utility’s meter reading, time-of-use billing, and 
teIeeornmnnications systems.

I

2.

The ,..c May through October (6 months). Weekends and holidays,, , . -
e:'

r an event will be weekdays between the hours of 1 1 am to 7 pm. 
laxinuim of 2444 hours/month.I

4. Event Triggers
I'.vents may be called if the following event triggers are met at the utilities discretion:

D a y-A h c a d E v erit:
Market price > 1 5,000 btu/kWh heat rate 
focal Hmcrgeney

Transmission or Distribution finiergency 
Overloaded Equipment 
Emergency Grid Maintenance 
Fire or Fire Prevention Hmcrgeney
Extreme Weather

flay-Of Event::
Market price > I 5,000 htu/kWh heat rate
focal Emergency

Transmission or Distribution Emergency 
O v crloaded 1 :q u ip men t
Emergency Grid Maintenance
fore or Fire Prevention Emergency 
Extreme Weather

5.

I Day-Ahead Event: Customers will be nofi fled of an event by no later than 2 pm the day
before.

Day-Of Event: Customers will be notified of an event by 9 am but not later than 2 hrs before 
event.

Day-Of Event 30 Min: Customers will be notified of an event no later than 30 minutes
before event.
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jjjjjLtsl measures: There are various incentive levels provided in this program. For
incentive credit rates available through CBP for both the “Day.Ahead” and “Day.Of’ options
refer to Schedule CBP tariff under the Rate section . Direct enrolled customers, will receive
80% of the capacity incentive rates below; [Demand Response Providers will receive 100% of 
the incentive amount. |_________________________________________________________

'
• list non-incentive customer services: 

Online Interface 
o Call center help lines 
o iDSIVi referrals

o

The CBP allows participation by individual customers or through third.party Demand Response
Providers who sign up customers into a load reduction portfolio. The program provides the 
participant with a summer capacity payment in order to reserve their load reduction capacity. This 
provides the participant with a revenue stream for having this capability. The program also has a 
non.performance penalty.

The Demand Response Providers recruit participants, help them develop demand reduction 
strategies, handle notifications of load shedding events, and distribute payments. Demand 
Response Providers have the flexibility to customize their offering to individual customers and to 
diversify the portfolio sufficiently to hedge the risk. Customer contracts with Demand Response 
Providers can include various elements such as a reservation payment, an energy payment, a 
penalty, response requirements, etc. that provides a different reward/risk proposition than 
SDG&E may be able to offer.

In addition the CB program purpose is to:

• Automate DR load reduction through the Technical incentive (TA/T1) program.
| • Reduce peak-time electric load..

• Educate customers on participation benefits:
o Receive incentives for saving energy during temporary critical times.

wrtwfetjet©
o Serve as a model for other businesses and consumers, 
o Public relations benefits.
o Participation incentives whether or not events are called, 
o Participation can be through a Demand Response Provider to mitigate risk of 

penalties.

Objectives

• Provide an option by which customers can contribute toward reducing peak energy 
consumption on the utility grid, while at the same time managing and controlling their 
individual energy consumption and costs.

• Reduce energy costs through customer participation which helps the state as well as the 
SDG&E community by the reduction of peak energy demands, as well as reducing the 
likelihood of rolling blackouts and rotating outages.
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um/mc-wuioit
• Provide customers with tools to better manage their consumption and demand, maximize 

potential energy savings and participation in demand response programs,
• Target customers with maximum load reduction potential.
• Encourage !DSiV!

Emphasis will be given to identify Demand Response opportunities during the 
Energy Efficiency TA audit.

• Implementation Design

A
a

i

hmU.V J1f.i Comment [AS]; For nomination deadlines, dairt 
we know this already? I’m not sure that the pilots 
wifi tell us thaf piece right? The pilots will help to 
inform its of how lo handle more dynamic 
nominadons. but the cfcadhines are the deadlines.

-c""'
[Aay4AW©rerereHMto»«o««oh©y4titewM4o4if«e4y4ddWBjrew*i4»«§^
;pea«sE«»»-«»ii&»WrfTMT4AWwt«*ai#«refflde€H»yre©G&fiiweg«i^^
©9i*tKd-»fftofsa«wBIO»«»w6«#*4b€4?ASOo»4«*0«de-by4»f-ia-tl»-GAfSfreBai4«Tby4lwff4irty- Comment [A9]l Please review my charges to see

e am; :e; ecu.:;';;S€fe [_
Comment [A1Q]: Per Beth wc don’t need!his 
verbmgc In the PIP, The CAISC) has not resolved
"rev' i: " von nv :;a!,v:i,:,e

flMy4^rewdfJWe-adt»»istefe44w^®G<Mr4ilMfds-A)ph7B4©-aiiyA)»st0fWHsrW|w_pjW44^^^
efref4W4oado#d»€fi€»rei:ke--p«)gfMn--effMrerepTH4ieif»«te4he-41e»M^ 
KTduotioflowBowrtsftiBdTlsrewwvperiedtosdrerd-aotioBretertMdpanfe^^
payBa^Bts-peMBOBtbOwAsapxMdtywiariBgoHMMTteMTeirtbfH-MayWgh^ygh^Tei^beiWf-OTi^ 
®dddi«}wJ4B€«irii¥©s--fo)4««re©d«oti0tre&e4B«©»tiw©sre4d44e-«t»^^ 
fbcMKreJ4tyTeosfd«©<ofeetk4BwotaweT»wT»ekre^

We-4wwe-opd»fc4b«MSHP--eaf»«-ore««©wdvreM:wf©o-tos©d-OBo»t^^ +>

t, Adjust space 
Adjust space

!■
£

S

.eft. Indent:
:sng: single,

j .e»4o»add8r6dM€ti"Wt4-B«oiWwrereymotredd3yreyM)ad4reiyfaffl--€Nreoi^^
t

«/Product
1 to 4 hours
2 to 6 hours 
4 to 8 hours

dt» dtd- -Awg -Soft ■OetMay t, Left
* <■

44t44
143d
+4d»

-WOP P2W4
WWW
PPM

dvSd- i\
2W4 WPP
2-M- SM-

4WPP ASA i, Left
r-mss 4Wd :

r, Left
2_ on#re t, Left, Indent: 

pacing: single
'rProduct

1 to 4 hours
2 to 6 hours
d-toOPbews

dttn- dtd Sep
44W4-
44WP
4-W44

■Oet-May Aug
mss
gmm
msa

"re
re..

Tfi\\
V’

::
444 444 1 g_77

4444
2(04

442- [, Left.
reap sow- 

re+d
ASA frep#

f, Left

t

M-re1-- f, LeftThe CBP is open to any commercial, industrial or agricultural customer with an interval meter. 
Working directly through SDG&E or through an Aggregator, customers choose the event t»|

t. LeftLi
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2#442» 15-21)4420)6

duration that best fits with their operational needs. Curtailment durations are pre-selected by 
| CUP participants and are available in increments of:

1 -4 hours
2 ..................6 hours
4.8 hours.

| Customer participation is limited to no more than 1 event per day and 24-44 hours during a 
calendar month. Curtailment hours are between 1 1:()() am and 7:00 pm Monday through Friday, 
and exclude weekends and holidays. Customers must remain on the program for a minimum of 
12 calendar months.

The Capacity Bidding Program will hold at least one program event per year in order to maintain 
consistency with the requirements on other sources of Qualifying Capacity,

SDG&E may call an event whenever the electric system supply portfolio reaches a resource 
dispatch equivalence of 15,000 Btu/kWh heat rate, or as system conditions warrant. CBP events 
are due to such factors as weather conditions, power plant outages or transmission bottlenecks.

For customers participating directly with SDG&F,, the CBP incentive will be calculated based on 
the customer’s actual load reduction. Directly enrolled customers receive eighty percent (80%) of 
tiie hourly incentive rate whereas Demand Response Providers receive the full incentive. In no 
case will a customer receive a credit payment for a given hour if it does not meet the minimum 
energy reduction threshold, as nominated in the monthly load reduction nomination. The billing 
and payment: of incentive payments , as well as all other amounts, charges, penalties and fees due 
to or i'rorn customers will be made in the course of customer's normal billing for services.

For customers participating through Demand Response Providers, the billing and payment of 
incentive payments, as well as all other amounts, charges, penalties and fees due will be made 
according to SDG&F’s Rule No. 30, the Aggregator contract.

For aggregators we have reverted to the original program group aggregation baseline rather than 
individual meters. This provides more flexibly for the aggregators in selecting accounts for their 
portfolios. We are also expanding the Day-Of Adjustment cap plus or minus from 20% to 40%, 
this is to take into account for larger variations in the customers operations.

a»0tJMW«a{vwi444»%w««to%4y-agHs«d-twTy-aggwgaterwafl4-S©G&l44fl-Mayw4%a€Tyw«gra™-yeaiWW

crfilTiy-to-tTweewlfaiyerthe-agHiiMReBivdndTatftoBcathWlQwwfe^^
exter%orH4Mf%tp{4y4o-ea€bwtt6«sr%i«g44-m«Bf%»%%-«%essweti6w4w4l}wr50»traip%r^iwv4d#d-by-the-
©HSUwB€wto~tbwrriility^4%cfVFev4d©%%%l%14y~4o~»g§«s§ato«r4e~e»te%fl
©trieTfMTTW

• Incentives (program benefits)
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MUiior-m-nitn?-
o Participants will receive a monthly capacity payment and energy incentives during events in 

return for load reduction when requested,

teetoek)gy4fM»H#ves4ewt«ste»wtHi-wlwj4B»t*H4etdHMttogM7tr-fet^ABtew^
e4WMMrteqp«rtM%TrtiBg0B-'OE>©HM»ddfe7sp4j««rqM:©g»i¥^^

b—Gwrteitww-taiH^eeHwe-SddMyqjef-ltAWietwAsjte-J^lR-and-S+Sd*-^^

m—Tbe-f^egraBHBayHrtifeiHfcietaivArpeflrsr—^retgrq^
MaifctwigAvBfeilBMTntwdDbiHigMrtyGBtMBawddTesprMWiHliF^^

m—K«i©tas©sp«fM^wawd4»tePB«t4Bai44©twgHW8fr8»g«»gHs»yi€ore^  ̂
e4-4)R-p«rti€d|»tiefe

m—§4;>©igj^fl4244a-»4-e«w»wrty-kw«idwt¥gan4g4rtwwu»4q»rt«i|#i4j^^ 
bardArweafehasegew^^

| • Program eyelet 2012-20142015-16

• Program budget:

o Total Administrative Cost

1,1 (Managerial anti Clerical Labor, Human Resource Support and Development. 'Travel 
and Conference fees, and General and Administrative Overhead (labor and 
materials).

Total Direct Implementation Cost

• (Includesall financial incentives used to promote participation in a program and the 
cost of all direct labor, installation and service labor, hardware and materials, and 
rebate processing and inspection used to promote participation in a program.)

o Total Marketing & Outreach

■ (includes ail media buy costs and labor associated with marketing production.)

Integrated Budget Allocated to Other Programs

■ (Includes budget utilized to coordinate with other DR programs.)

(4Aw44eosslw»atedwtB3»ftteAwr4»ft«malM»~eft~WBTOfeerm4A*qjee4»^^
setM€»HHMAM4«&eB44v€«~{liab-pfeg<TM»-»«»fT4eM<AtvsriH«t4%<HseB»}Stete^
fiTe«*i«resw¥tMrrewws«4aW^

• Target audience: Non-Residentlal
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W—W©l«««M}44rts4fi4ti©atie«^-------
-r-—
W—feit4fi¥©wy%ti45«it«j^

¥-—Pfe««i45MTg-Ey^^
sh—Content

3-—S»Ct%CJC(3CsCr-|#¥y»ert-i:e«^«»ees 
»-.—Saw%«M»ey 

ii-h—Savwig-eTOfgy

• Internal Tr 
Internal grew.] 
The CBP Pro 
educate and r

igratn details and customers eligibility, 
tross program marketing collateral to

• Program Delivery
We expect participation in this program to increase becasue of the added 30 Min, product, 
and the launch of the TI program. sPgwfieaBtlWtWfeafie-ttsWCWOWaddjtkwaWttt^ 
S«wri-M#te»-wi-l4-fe#-e44^3WiW6-f»rtiW-f»t^^

»2«Hjrrer4bti4hK!«g^

Pb©4Cet*»m-wiC-p«i^
H-wtath-p«T¥t4©»4«i©4©€te+^
teCmelegMisdCiWtHte-aHdjjwtt-
refl4©SM-oppeWt«wteHt#»e«^

• Customer Research & Feedback
The CBP Program will utilize the following tools for research and feedback:

©—Gtrstetiten-Sttweys
•—Segf»etrtati©«
•—Online 
»—Mail-in

o Smart Meter Data
o DR Participation Data 
o Impact evaluations

* Measure event and non.event changes in energy use due to the program
■ Provide estimates of gross and net energy and demand saving

o Process evaluations
* Provide recommendations to improve program effectiveness
* Document program procedures and activities
* Measure customer satisfaction
* Often include surveys and/or interviews of program personnel, trade allies 

and contractors who help implement the program, and customers.

• Key stakeholders

Retailcrs/ManuiaeturcngTOS)
Technology Installers 
CCSH
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o linergy Innovation Center 
o linergy InIbrniationCenter 
o Public Relations 
o Public A Hairs 
o Smart Meter Group 
o Smart Grid Group 

CCA ISOo

• Program issues and risks

> There are “unknowns” about the technology and protocols
> Customers don’t understand DR/Prictng. etc.
> Retailers entering into the market
> CPUC/CAISO Demands
> Customer confusion on types of events
> Customer satisfaction
> livent fatigueness

• CAISO relationship, if applicable

• Statewide coordination (with other lOU’s, Demand Response Providers,
Stakeholder groups etc.)

ise

Silt

Installed technologies may be expected to:
1. Automate load reduction during demand response events
2. Notify participants that a DR event is pending, terminated, underway, or completed
3. Provide off-peak load shifting capabilities
4. Allow remote connectivity and controllability of technologies
5. Indentify and notify the utility and participants of 1DSM opportunities
6. Be reliable long.term solutions to DR and 1DSM

The enabling technologies provided to participants will be essential to automate load 
reduction within the business, alleviating the need for the customer to take actions to 
initiate DR strategies during an event. These enabling technologies will also give 
participants the opportunity to receive one time incentive of $300 kW. All SDG&E 
customers will be educated on how TA works and how TI enabled technologies can 
increase their CBP participation incentive. Participants will be provided conservation tips 
to maximize their CBP incentive. The CBP Program may also promote community 
competitions with prizes for customers that reach high levels of DR participation.

SPG&E long-term .goals:
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• Partner w/ Retailers to marketing and promote DR capable technologies
• Provide additional incentives that encourage program enrollment.
• Provide technology features and capabilities allowing for maximum utilization of DR

components.
• Enhance current online tools for participants to manage their equipment and energy bills.

• Program design to overcome barriers

Multiple Participation
Multiple participation creates confusion for customers who are notified for multiple events.

em«:ge4feeaitflrityM^4#i4»¥e4ew¥etdi-witiwMMMifeet«w6-4e-siB«»«}4e«ta
#Ki-»©twed4-©ffieM7®t4y-aH4-s©cHBte5iys44©gattoe4eeiBwitogy4Btegr8to
targtfeydiKrfciJIatRM-tiBae&r&eiMWMdeafMMddihiKrtv-towtreHRfeewTiwbfe
Be^wtHig-stTetiritytofvTaeEws-feMtotty-wqMrtMbfMBto+teTBMi-aisagedBfef^^
teHd<Ha»4h<Mtol4tyw¥ill4w¥wkwdo»elyw¥4thur»B«totetewsv4eto}s^
teebn©fegy4fltegfflft€m-*Hss€pMstowtn4-©Kf»ete4-byaititty4M«tMgeBi«Tt7^

tBdrSqtwgKWMHtokbpstoistoKtftBwigyeiMiMiBgrtectoefegtofKtrtHfbflessesites-e^^
p^gwH-©ye4e^RPl«}-e4i©i4ii»&en-efRiHs4a&k--wihUrwt-aere»»ut!»fty-§D4i&E-^^
©xeeptioaal-aiWHHt-ef-qwwetiw-eemftMy-rgrtieteeiHaattoBdae^^

fully functional; ■ - i i", 1 ", ■ - V\". -, O
'£?’ J 0"

ifflplem€e-t-a-ey--s-H-gg#sti-gH:i-s-4bat-migk4--b©-R8©4e44fQe^-#^ei^-e-p©Fati-Bg-b:y-d-ft©ter
Formatted: Normal, Add space between 
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space between Latin and Asian text, Don't 
adjust space between Asian text and numbers

Education and Awareness
The general lack of awareness about the program, in particular needs to be addressed. Greater 
outreach efforts, through workshops, association afflictions, larger assigned accounts and 
enhanced website presentations will be developed.

•---RestoPwctfe#®-

TMs-pfegKwwwfJ-trttfee-stetewide-aiwtotatMMwtotwiAIA-test-fHaeAe#^^
ORA¥Mp7a»wMi«g4eebftef0}y6sqj»gs«wj7Tifl44SIXM-pfeg«tHMtr

• Addresses strategic drivers

Tfeg^itoategwvdHwefst
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R®j^H^e-a4«paey-pK»gftiiB4wir4w«^eateT-4ii«rtT4t-piwM©fr4»ilfi€i«Bti:e«Hw«js4e4b«45M+ft»:nia 
J*depewi«Bt-%Bteffl4^>peHrteii4e--e«fH«i4beiiafeTiflr«i-«=liiiH#-0pe»i4»-i9fthe-gfM4H-«»al  

s»fe—See©Bdrit4Mlesi§pi4»d4«vgsw44ewi}»p«9pe«fcHhBee»tiws4i0F4fce-4dti^^ 
wivH^ii«HW5«tHW«7Aid40H:rtwWtty4n4to
pwgKHH4sT4e-iMmH:€4lwt«rfB€«7«ti5af»6rty4tHwail4iWe4<M»«©t4be4i#©Awrf4EiilifeHHa42«Wie 
Waltfc4A*wBK»wfl4e^^

4;fe44BteBti>441«iJtejew6€-A4e<}«a«^:fe^

*----Pi^p©sed4?fc42feg»H»4e+<MS«Mnp»tiW€-v«tb-R-Ar-R«te^M©»s«H»B«»t44©«^
-----PKjgKHB4+e«K^il>©-|MB——6:00 pm Apr Oct
■ ---- P«vgrasa4=A^»d4^Bg#HAGeiWre«itwtAlS¥©Bt4^

©0BS4}©«tiw-day»-
■ ---- P«)g»i»-lisst-Bv©»ts^-S4a)#Bg4B-34W-2Twei:jLf»wgKWB4e4ieWiiy«ast4Mi©

©wn^yeat^-ddAwKtetBatwtwent-^adafcNtwBiiwiy^^^

*—Targeted Dispateh
*—^@BM«4^*&p«BS€-i3«>gKiB«j4hat-6€m^e”d«patelwd^^

©ajM«ty^j0iK^i«4!te4mri44jy4tgatei4b<8^4!eed4©^ip©ftd^wMie^
j-f‘i n o m i r o i a n r\ <1 ilirffiKnii Ttp^rmr<

-----Ulil44«sAi44AtJ-4€sigH41>lt-pFegfam^
eapaMHfres

*—fe4awfcKtwiri«e"ags©€Mite€lwv4th4©«»tie«aJ~4i»p*^

*—yti4ti«H®©ettrag€*l-4e^3ia*t«!^«3fp:am{r4ai:get@d-4e^^

B»SA3P©gfa*H¥iH^rtife€4e«atieiMMfspart^
6©4»fM*y4«4J«a^fet4«imi»issw**4~4istrife«ti€W4*figi^

r> <~t i if a m o f~ f*A f o o It tI A ",;i1 tK^ nfiiif,, i »~r~i t -y ^ fim-ronf'rT
fc«WB»5Md®B-a*€l-4«R^^

•__ DR Integration with CAISO Wholesale Markets
' yK'j&l’ ,s ill otiii/ie a portion of the C'lnaci)^ Biddin» Program load to 

partiiipatr in the CAISO nhoh sak maii.cts. As it stands, this program is 
mo?f ciosieiy aligned with the Prow Itemind Resource (PDR) CAISO

red-t©45WC^L4aiM*a4y44T4<)+4'

]
of costs £tnd bonofiv0! rs-F intivirotma oil PlD nr DDD/Dl»gra?o

wteped-byAiAiS©
ttvttth€wrffe€AiyiDea«MAR~-p«3^^

■S«ggeste€l^wxt3teps-eH-hew-4e-a4€l¥ess-haFf4ef&

• Innovation

Allowing automated DR lessens the need for customer action to respond to DR events.

4-
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Allowing customer choice and preferences ensures that customer’s satisfaction remains high.

• Integrated/coordinated DSM (if applicable)

1. Leverage customers participating in DR to HH programs

EiVf&V

^Describe arty process evaluation or other evaluation efforts that will be undertaken by the utility to determine if 
the program is meeting its goals and objectives. Include the evaluation timeframe and brief description of 
scope, as well as a summary of specific methodologies, if already developed. If not developed, indicate the 
process for developing them. Please Include, as well, whether there are program-tracking databases that will be 
needed for evaluation purposes.)

(Note: 'This section will require input and coordination with Kevin McKinley and Leslie Willoughby)

PILOTS

Lessons Learned and Best Practices will be utilized from OR WIVi P pilot and implemented within this 
program.

P E R FO R M A N C E IVf E ’T RIC S

• Success indicators
• Key milestones

Customer Participation goal 
Customer satisfaction goal 
Load reduction goals

Factors Considered in Review' of Proposals

fe«S#i-efMt-4AyWi€*8«jdfeM#Wed4--f»«3^3€*«€l-^^
fiw»weA4sMHjt«htajad--as4h#~s«fe«e€f«eBttp«)fe€ete”pref«s^
wMefe-«€f«i»dwHf«K»ti¥i4yM®alyyjis~-efmi&»y4np«t^^
fe|v«acli-f)fetpRM»T»44estr
How«¥«y4t4eewpwi4€WH*s€4W--est«axit€MF©i1«*am«Hiww^
p»g»BWT“FefvfHW3«-4eto4e€Mt5e«s84€»fwrf4feeHi»e^^
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7.1 below.

2. Track record of perf

esgmate44eft44F0|^r4af;
eall«47-a6toal4ea44i:©p--f

ide&r

was

4T^w|«€ted4*tii«j^j«:fe«i»»€«j44qj6et©€l--p©d0B»aiM^4B4b^4«tHi^4t«4tt4iBgT-b«t4^
■^ii,ir»«"\t t-i£.•>/"«oopi'i nli,' 1 jyv-i if i.nr~l j~nrti »-y~tn r»f i p 1 n o 11 <"~v -r> l r>»t o f~ tr\ A\ r>„A°TTJ 1T “ ww7

estmat®d4«ad^fep-~a4^«aJt4«»esr

4. Cost.

6w«wflrSten*es7^»0H4y4aw‘©iy4:afe--©iH3p«jlafe»€l-^4t«atKMM^^
pfegrai»4iaTO~fB#tipte4»ggei4747an44be~ea4!rai-0H4i~pj4^
day4©-4ajM;©se«i:6«-4ispat6li^&4¥elJ-^&4©M0HtHig»6jM»att«:s-s«eb-as^Hiefgeiie«47-
Gan4rt«^eaii€44H~4M«~s«t»m€M»0Btli'S4&4;«sp©H44^

p«>graiB-4«^4apt4©4tw44«4te4R©d©s4gfl-«i44%6l»0legy4EpgK«i<M-^W7l:W^aB4-4be-»©w
^jr§444»aA®tST44iF-e*ampl%4if-a--|M:0gFawi-4ifc€4y4©-^fr-aMe-te-sttf>p4y-s0HW--©4-A#
;h'rttfS'-^J-n-[(tli-iS rt»+4rt- <*!-l,,»/- ■f’CMd-rrS-lvt'*,.• -r- ;Vt-+, Hfh.lfW' k<rH!-'

1 r*4V f-11*' Ir' *-f -*rr^1 rW t-*|4*'Sl; r< ’-rr-tfW j-W1 V ' /-l-r* r-‘ “I * Ert-I -I s-t" :* l-h-HF-H- * *r‘W-flai t ^

c
«4

;7r43«€»tMHKi4w44««4V4«ii4y4:4J«r-fH4+wsiW-tHi+^44ti-^»44<j4-bj4eeati©ftr-PeiL«3tampler6aft
A«Hpf€i§3S^4H^4k;44vafe44-E=s#1^444iy'^«H4^44ifc4^
transmi
parti€«kH^#«gfaf4w4^-t44i44tm^444tw}s-+i^4«f*w^w-cH:4s-4©6ati6Bal--{:©se«F6e-ade€fHa6y-©f
mei^HSjseelfeEeeal-fteeds?

.{.<..i.!..t.t'.'..l",j.i.r.)

i!vi(»v. 4«iart Grids and emerging
jj.u 4-n' program? Would this

«wM«g4«6liiwtegy43«60n3«^jteT©tete-©H:e€te»d{»«»e«-ArM4~4s-4»stas4«€E-a«»€>
parti€ip{»t^«stet««»^4te2^¥4li4jie~fM:egfam4B©i:ea»«4h«^^
Wew^^ftighMlto-pTOgfaffHS^aMfe+rte^^

4.-4- •P
• U/Knf klttMcllllolOfej

EEET-Siia^sfeitf^EiiJwslaiMWMMtys-^San^ei^totBefs-tttidwst^^
aii^-wliatEs-^peeted-^jf^w^

+4^47»wl»i*i«Mi€€«p4»»€^«#^artl€ipiitl»iK-Afe^9arti€+patlii^«fstef»©fs4lfc«ly4©' 
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p)

tram (DBP-DO) & Demand Bidding Program- Navy only (DBP-N)

Total
2Q132015- 
3044-2016

Budget

Program
Name

mu- 30442016
Budget201 SBudget

Demand Biddi 
Program

i

5877,904 5877,904 51,755,808

i s bv Year

2Q13 2015 
Load Impact

2044-2016 
Load ImpactName

Demand
Bidding
Program

40-7MW 4-0-7MW

H4f J1

iH-com 
(dost Effectiveness

t.C ■

Name

a 33»2.02.

fl

4012.45

1

I

i tin nI

itI

» OPhe-Both Demand Bidding Program offers incentives to non-residential customers for reducing 
energy consumption and demand during a specific day of Demand Bidding Event. Both Demand 
Bidding Program was-werc designed to overcome barriers that have in the past have-limited larger
customers from participating in demand response programs to their full potential. The program 
characteristics aim no penalties for non-performance or under performance, the immediately

I
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preceding similar day prior to the event baseline with day of adjustment, bidding demand 
reduction capabilities tho day prior and aggregation up to 5of billable meters. An event shall be 
initiated upon notice from the CA1SO of a stage 1, 2, 3 emergency or imminent statewide
transmission emergency, or as conditions warrant by SDG&E.

Demand Bidding Program- Day Of (DBP-DO) distinctions:
• A participating customer may aggregate up to 5 billable meters,
• A participatingcuslomer must be capable of providing at least 5 MW of load reduction within 30 

minutes of being notified.
• __An event shall be initiated upon notice from the CAISO of a stage 1, 2, 3 emergency or imminent

statewide transmission emergency, eras conditions warrant by SDG&E.
• Customers are notified of an event 30 minutes prior to an event,
« The customer provides their estimated MW reduction with their -signed contract and that is utilized

as their initial bid. The customer can submit a new value anytime throughout the year.
If an event is called the customer has the opportunity (30 minutes prior) to increase or*-----o

decrease their bid.
o The bid will reset after an event to their contract MW reduction value after an event.

« Customers who successfully shed load will receive $600/MWh if they achieve at least 60% of their
load reduction bid or up to 150% of their load reduction bid.

Demand Bidding Program- Navy Only (DBP-N) program distinctions:
• A participating customer may select a pool of up to 20 billable meters, with only 8 billable meters*—

to be bid in for a day ahead event.
• A participating customer must be capable of providing at least 2 MW of load reduction for the next

day during event hours.
« The customer bids the day prior to the event when the receive notification.
« An event can be initiated upon notice from the CAISO of a stage 2, stage 3 emergency, a

transmission or imminent system emergency, or as local emergency conditions warrant by
the-lMitvSDG&E.

« Customers who successfully shed load will receive $500/MWh if they achieve at least 50% of their*-— 
load reduction bid or up to 150% of their load reduction bid.

Uigned at:

• Delivery mechanisms 
o DBP-DO

o__DBP customers pw4deWf4sMWACof-tbfr-iwjtwdawrCstimated MW reduction is use for
their initial bid.

o Customer may update their bid within that 30 minute window to either increase or 
decrease their bid.

o SDG&E accepts all bids unless CAISO asks for a specific amount of curtailable load.
o__SDG&E will call events no later than 30 minutes prior to the event, notification is sent

through an email and a confirmation of bid email is sent.

2
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o PBP-N
o DBP-N customers will submit their selected 8 billable meters and provide their load 

reduction bid the day prior to the event.
o SDG&E accepts all bids unless CA1SO asks for a specific amount of curtailable load.

SDG&E will make all efforts to notify the customer of an event the day prior by 13:00.o
In the event of an event that occurs after 13:00 all parties will make their best effort to
facilitate the bidding process.

• Incentives
« The cCustomersparticipating in DBP-DO will receive $6500/MWh for DBP-DO events. 
« The customers participating in DBP-N will receive $500/MWh for DBP-N events.

*--------- formatted: Indent: Left: 0,5", No bullets or
numberingCoordination

will work internally with stakeholders to determine if conditions warm ' ' ;
er

program being activated, as well in collaboration with the CA1SO operating procedures.jTfae 
m-mi mi ■ ill continue to look for ways to enhance the measureablityof the customers load
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dy dependable quantity of DR that can be called on to mitigate transmission system 
■r contribute to system reliability needs during emergencies or price spikes.
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I
nductcd in accordance with the load 
:ssi event resuits. The impact evaluation 
:.h the CPUC. Additionally, other analysis 
re conducted as needed. One 
the three year cycle to be used to inform 

, ition of the program.

|
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Local Marketing, education and Outreach (L'MEO)
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resnonse.

rate.
• T e for small business and residential customers will launch in 2015.

Funding received as part of the Demand Response application for 2016 will maintain 
the targeted communications that are delivered to residential and small business 
customers that inform them of their rate options and of the applicable event 
management strategies (for customers on the rate with the event component) so that 
customers are engaged in conservation strategies and participate in local demand 
response events.

aiand response programs;
■cal technology to assist with demand

went days through continuous
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; is targeted at all SDG&E Residential customers. Targeting will work in 
customers who are identified as opportunists under the rollout of the 

mi iff for residential customers.kJUitlil 1 iSViii^g

iience

Couriers

• The CPP-D program is targeted at customers with demand above 20'k'W
• Thp WPP nronram is targeted at residential customers, and commercial and agricultural 

and less than 20kW

ng will:
o Convert current subscribed customers
o Employ direct targeted efforts, including online, direct mail and e-mail 
o Proactively engage with customers through outreach in order to enroll them in 

event alerts and notifications
o Increase the number of customers who are receiving and responding to event day 

alerts
• F

n 2014 through email or directt

)14 to remind them about thet

demand response season
o Recruit additional customers into the program, based on an analysis of benefits 

and program applicability
o Utiliv i&E’s network of local community based organizations in order to 

engage in marketing, education and outreach with hard-to-reach and underserved 
communities to encourage participation in demand response programs and 
conservation strategies in order to lower their bills

• Peak Load Shifting marketing will:
o Update and maintain program specific marketing and education materials
o Conduct outreach and education via specific thermal energy storage workshops at 

the Energy Innovation Center
• Technical Incentives marketing will:

o Update and maintain program specific marketing and education materials
o Conduct outreach and education via workshops at the Energy Innovation Center 

and from SDG&E Account Excutives
• CPP-D marketing will:

o Educate and inform mid-size customers of their new default rate by building the 
foundation of knowledge needed for understand id how different

SB GT&S 0099712



options/selections and actions can help customers be successful through event 
participation

o Conduct targeted direct marketing campaigns to help customers understand time- 
of-usc rates, how to prepare ft: vents, and to encourage event response
and conservation when asked.

o A dedicated web presence, including specific interactive content with rate 
information and event management strategies will be developed, 

o Conduct rates and solutions workshops at targeted industry segments 
marketing will:

o Maintain targeted communications from the rate launch
o Drive continued enrollment in the Energy Management tool and all of the relevant 

goals, alerts, subscriptions, rate analysis options and other tools behind SDG&E’s 
My Account portal.

o Dclivere messages to residential and small business customers that inform them 
of their rate options and of the applicable event management strategies 

o Utili; i&E’s network of local community based organizations in order to 
engage in marketing, education and outreach with hard-to-reach and underserved 
communities and to encourage participation in demand response events and 
conservation strategies in order to lower their bills 

o Increase engagement with customers in order to promote conservation strategies 
and participation in local demand response events.

ictives will be accomplished through the use of the following: 
and localized communications, e.g. direct mail, and e-mail 

Reminder and reengagement efforts to current subscribed customers 
Integration into Business customer outreach seminars and events

I (A. I IVU

o
o

)

>k
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hnology Deployment Program Implementation Plan (PIP)
: ii J H6

2016 Budget Total 2015-2016 
Budget

t

$4,094,825 $4,094,825 $8,189,650SCTD

I

>016 I.oad
ImpactImpact

SCTD 9.8 MW 9.8 MW

ith

Program Name 2015 Cost 
Effectiveness

2016 Cost 
Effectiveness

SCTD -CO-0.97 4-tO- 0.97

ilentify.

to air
as pool

response technologies
• The SCTD program will give customers the ability to manage various end-use

1
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linology Deployment Program Implementation Plan (PIP)
: i ' Hi

Program Fu i

• Residential customers participating in SCTD must either be on residential rates 
compatible with Schedule PTR or must have elected to participate on an optional 
dynamic rate

• The curtailment window for Demand Respor rents for both residential
and small commercial customers participating in SCTD will be based on their 
electric service rate

• Eligible residential customers with installed, paired, and verified enabling 
technologies will be eligible to receive a higher bill credit of Si .25 per kWh 
reduced on PTR event days

• Customers who participate on a dynamic rate will receive the benefits of 
managing their energy according to the time of use and shedding load during 
peak periods

Program

• Delivery Mechanisms
o SDG&E customers may be recruited through a variety of channels including 

contractors, cross-program marketing, internet marketing, and highly targeted 
direct mail or e-mail

■ Ongoing communication and/or engagement will be through the 
customers’ preferred channel when applicable.

• Demand Response Incentives
o Participating customers will receive devices at no cost or low cost through 

rebates
o Contractors can offer no or reduced cost installations
o Customers will be eligible for any incentives or reduced costs associated with 

the program/rale in which they are enrolled.
• Delivery and Coordination

o Program is designed to leverage AMI infrastructure and facilitate participation 
in existing and future dynamic rates and DR programs for which the customer 
qualifies

o Customers will have access to online information about how to participate in 
DR events, and how to best manage energy and make informed choices 

o SDG&E may roll out SCTD in a phased approach during the Bridge years, 
depending on 2014 results

• Program Objectives
SCTD will introduce the technology and empower customers to automate ioad 
reduction, to minimize the need for the customer to take action to initiate ioad 
reduction during a DR event, whether the customer is participating on the PTR 
tariff or a dynamic rate.
SCTD will provide an option for residential and small commercial customers

o

o

2
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linology Deployment Program Implementation Plan (PIP)
; i ' >16

who have not had the opportunity to participate in DR programs with 
automation
Key program goals are to

■ Optimize DR program awareness, participation through adoption of 
technology

■ Achieve a predictable load reduction
■ Deliver a positive customer experience during a demand response event
■ Leverage new and developing channels to bring cost effective enabling 

technologies to customer including the retail channel
■ Continue to take lessons learned and put in place best practices for 

continuous improvements

o

I ?gy

• Target Audience
o

A\ 1 Cd 1NCIVVUI K. UC V 1UC5 WiiCii cl V itS1 clUIC.

o SDG&E’s small commercial customers on a dynamic rate 
• Marketing, Education and Outreach

o The SCTD program will coordinate with Customer Education and Outreach 
efforts to direct customers to programs in order to create an understanding and 
awareness of Demand Response.

o The SCTD program marketing effort will focus on utilizing segmentation to 
identify the proper target audience

o The SCTD program will leverage the Utilities local knowledge and locally- 
targeted Customer Education and Outreach to enhance the applicability of the 
outreach effort

• Implementation
SCTD will take lessons learned from both previous HAN programs and pilots, 
and from the 2012-2014 SCTD implementation to inform the direction that the 
program will take in 2015 and 2016
The 2012-2014 model includes direct install to residential customers at no cost

o

o
Based on 2014 results, SDG&E will determine if it is best to continue with this 
model, or to move on towards a contractor-driven approach, a retail approach, or 
some combination of the two
Future program design may include a customer pay provision

o

o

€ii

tilize pertinent process and program impact research data 
nent t n . in i ion studies. Additional research may be 

...................... ii [ i ■ igrain.implementation.these tools

rvs

Smart Meter Interval Data Analysiso
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hnology Deployment Program Implementation Plan (PIP)
; it ' ii6

D nation datao

I

• An annual load impact evaluation will be conducted in accordance with the load impact
protocols including a ten year forecast based on ex-post event results

• The impact evaluation will be completed by April 1st each year and will be filed with the
CPUC ’ ’

• Other analysis related to program design (such as baseline analysis) will be conducted as
needed

• One process/market evaluation for the program is planned during the program cycle
• The 2012-2014 program evaluation will help inform changes/adjustments that can be made

in 2015 and 2016 to improve the customer experience

4
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Proposed Demand Response 
Program Implementation Plan (PIP) 

Technology Incentives 
2.013-5 -20146

.ves (II)

20163- BudgetBudget m4 Total 20152-20164
Budget B 'Name

$3,200,000 $5,571,41Technical
Incentives

$2,785,708.743^0040$ $2,785,7082 6000

LoadLoad
Impact

Technical
Incentives

NA

Cost Cost OOAOGest
Blfeethveftess-less

Technical
Incentives

NA NA NA

• The program provides qualified commercial customers with incentives to help with technologies that enable 
load reduction, through automated demand response, at the customer location. The program offers up to three 
hundred dollars ($3Q0.00/kw) of approved, installed and verified kW reduction from a load shed test or 10014 
of the cost of installing enabling devices, whichever is less for Automated Demand Response (Auto-DR) 
measures. Only Auto-DR measures that meet open Auto DR Standards will be considered eligible for 
incentives tinder this program.

to both end-use customers and vendors, who might be implementing the
d.(.vumuiugtvo mat nau utotoii inuiutu/

arily driven through utility Account Executives, Program Advisors, 
mntrols vendors, and engineering consultants. It is also promoted 
associations.

wvg,i iivin

through i.

TI - 1
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Proposed Demand Response 
Program Implementation Plan (PIP) 

Technology Incentives 
20125 -20146

• SDG&E Account Executives will be involved in promoting the Technology Incentives program to their customers 
and moving them to an appropriate Demand Response Program, based on what was identified in the audit and the 
capability of the facility’s Energy Management Systems (EMS).

• Customers receiving a Technical Incentive will be obligated to enroll and participate in at least one of SDG&E 
Auto-DR programs, for three consecutive years.

• Auto-DR technology provided through an aggregator will also enable SDG&E CPP Peak Day option which will
provide customers on CPP-D with an incentive payment to curtail on short notice &E requires load
reductions that were not evident in the Day Ahead timeframe.

• The incentive includes a performance based component based upon the customer’s actual achieved load reduction 
using the installed auto-DR deviee(s).

Installation Payment - 60% of the total eligible incentive will be given after installation, load shed test, 
and upon enrollment in a qualified DR program or rate.
Performance Payment - The remaining 40% of the eligible incentive is paid at the end of the first DR 
season or calendar year as applicable to the program or rate, following the payment of the 60% payment 
referenced above and is based on the actual rate of participation as determined during the DR season. The 
full 40% incentive balance will be paid if the customer’s participation is equal to or greater than the 
estimated load reduction. If the actual performance is less than the estimated load reduction, the 
Performance Payment will be reduced proportionally with the measured load reduction.
Example of the 60%/40% split

■ T! I.oad Shed tested and approved for 100 kW
■ Customer can receive up to S300/k.W of approved reduction or cost of enabling, whichever is 

less, (eligible for up to $30,000 incentive)
■ Total project cost is $35,000 and since this cost is greater than the eligible incentive, the incentive 

navment is limited to $30,000.

o

o

o

i is paid upon installation, load shed
native) 60% = $ 18,000
•ate averaged 60 kW. ( 60/100 = .60 )
naining $12,000 or in this case $7,200.

t

*—AH-addrtwmHR- 
0H-4h#-Q4tieak4&

*—TT4iiee»fiw€-payTO©rrt^-A^gr©gate«©q«i«s--Aarte-44fT4G¥-€liJ2-44 
*—SfMAOMGM 
*—Effe&i¥&4ati»aFyrttarf)©e«t»b©F
*—$d.00/kW paid monthly May through October.

tbe_aggKjgaterya»gag©4^vrth-4ie44Rrtrw4©i»©r.
• Program Cycle 

• 20152-20164

;y Incentives Program is geared to any commercial, industrial or agricultural customer with a
monthly on-peak demand of 20 kW or greater. Its purpose is to enable/incentivize measures that were identified 
by the Technical Assistance audit.

• Potential customers are those that can or are participating in one of the following programs; Critical Peak Pricing 
Default, Capacity Bidding, DemandSMART, or any authorized pilot.

TI - 2
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Proposed Demand Response 
Program Implementation Plan (PIP) 

Technology Incentives
2013-5 -20146

'trough utility Account: Executive, for the larger assigned customers, 
gram Advisors, controls vendors and auditors are utilized to reach smaller

customers.
ect customers toward automation, 
m specific material highlighting the benefits to 
til and develops marketing materials and messages 
nt process.

to have higher emphasis and surveys after measures 
ieiencies and making it user friendly for the

customer/vendor.
• A customer survey will be requested following the installation and enrollment in a DR program to evaluate the 

process and their experience with the program.
#--- A-ggWg-lt+WH1#^

*—A^^^KriviHrpfm44«r4i-!Tet-+tTiife©t-ee-t}i©-stJ:©et!14©p-trtility^i:egFamsr-A44itieeal--€(Hal+fi©d-aggf©gatefs-will-h©

men‘i’-im!-ftesfegat©fs-^-iB66titi¥©4©-h©-Hi¥©l¥©4-w4th-GRR-D-6«st©Bi©i:sras-w«ll-a6-a^GRP-day-ef^eiBp©H©Ht7-wiH
" ' Arf»4AIA-attd-af4b-©-sam€-tewMti»{4i-&s+^^

»—tH-^m¥w*40¥-agg¥egyttei:§-to-4*4¥#-f»artkApak«»-fpei»-*e*--iiet44ei^
• The TI program is going to be heavily integrated with newly redesigned TA program that has an IDSM focus.

The goal will be to properly transition those findings into the TI program along with deeper retrofit opportunities. 
This specific attemot will result in a high conversation rate than previous years.

• [!■• I 1 _a_jyi uup_-nine iu ad-) a ili> Di-in.it.d Ec-ponse Automated Server (DRAS) under its budget while
er management of ADR customers and their enrollment and

longevity in Demand Response retention.
T

icy opportunities during the entire TI process.
11 ■ i < ■■ ah il,<- T nio--i.ni1 will be stressed so that both demand response and energy efficiency

aeh customer with a “whole system” solution will should attract
iliUiC 1IIIC1CM £U1U (Jl Oil iOlC UVCiail Cl i 1C1C11C1CS.

lysis related to program design (such as a baseline analysis) will be conducted as needed. One 
process/market evaluation for the program is planned during the three year cycle to be used to inform 
future program design and to evaluate and Improve the operation of the program

Not Applicable

TI - 3
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IP)

Total
20153
20146

-Budget

Program
Name

20163-
Budget20153 Budget

3Base
Interruptible
Program

KBIT 344*4©©©
AMOW4TS- 

Weasel 1.2283)25 $1,728,052 $2,956,077

$!, 1!3 000

I)
D2012 Load 

Impact
2014 Load 

Impact
Program
Name

Base
Interruptible
Program

MW MW

I si: IT

(dost EffectivenessName

Base
Interruptible
Program

1.15

on

lion of the program that commenced in 2001 and offers a monthly capacity 
payment to non-rcsidential customers who can commit to curtail at least 15% of Monthly Average 
Peak Demand, with a minimum load drop of 100 kW.

• If available, BIP will use the CAISO’s Reliability Demand Response Product (RDRP) in the 2012
30442015-2016 program cveio years to bid into the wholesale market, in accordance with CPUC 
Decision (D.) 10-06-034, adopting the "Reliability-Based Demand Response Settlement 
Agreement” (Settlement Agreement) in Rulemaking R.07-02-041 The Settlement Agreement also 
caps emergency program enrollment and SDG&E will keep BIP below the level established in that 
proceeding.

Ull t 3 Cl WUi f II

i
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• While B1P is and will continue to be a retail demand response product that enables emergency 
responsive; demand response resources to state and local situations, modifications will be 
necessary to meet the requirements of the CA1SO RDRP during the 2012—20 M2015-2016 
program cyclovcars.

• Based on the preliminary design documents provided by the CAISO, SDG&F. anticipates making 
the following modifications to the existing BIP program design:
oOption B will be eliminated as it does not comply with notification timelines for the RDRP 

product and historically there is very limited participation in this option..
o Incentive payments will be differentiated by season to better reflect the capacity value of the 

program on a monthly basis and in alignment with SDG&St’s Resource Adequacy needs., 
o Require a least one test event annually if no event is triggered based on program criterkn 
o New Applicant pre-qualification consisting of a load reduction plan and a "pre-enrollment” test 

event that would be operated like an actual curtailment event to ensure notification equipment 
is operational and to verify the customer is able to reduce load to or below its proposed Firm 
Service Level. There would be no penalty for non-compliance with this "pre-enrollment” test, 
but the customer would not be allowed to enroll at that Finn Service Level, The customer 
would be allowed to participate in the program only after a successful "pre-enrollment” test of a 
proposed Finn Service Level and approval of their load reduction plan, 

o Participants who fail to comply with a curtailment or test event will have their Firm Service 
Level set to the level achieved during the event. In order for this to be effective for the next 
program month the Firm Service Level will need to be submitted by the 15th of the month.

o..Existing customers who want to change their Firm Service Level will be required to perform a
re-test before the new Finn Service Level can be established. Changes to Firm Service Levels

ic re-test must confirm that the new Firm Service Level

live for the next program month the Firm Service Level
f the month.

s
railed for multiple reliability-only events, including system emergencies 
ages). Transmission emergencies (loss of resources), and Local transmission

and distribution system (overload) emergencies.
• Program participants are notified of a curtailment event via the internet SDG&H website, email 

and/orand riph-a-ftwmerie-pagetext if they provide a phone number or email and have 30 minutes 
from the time of receipt of notice te-ewtad-to achieve load their load drop.

• Incentives
• Customers receive a monthly capacity payment and are subject to Excess Energy Charges if they 

do not achieve their Firm Service Level during an event in the manner detailed in the tariff.
• Delivery and Coordination

• As an emergency program, BIP is designed to be responsive to the CAISO objective to avoid 
involuntary load shedding when all market based options have been exhausted.

• Program objectives
• Provide a highly dependable quantity of DR that can be called on to mitigate transmission system 

emergencies or contribute to system reliability needs during extreme emergencies.

!A.,/it,.jv./ ciittw anu .or
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and Industrial customers who can curtail up to 15% of their firm 
)0kW and Aggregators who can provide a minimum of 1 MW of

reach
ing effort is limited and focuses on educating relevant customers with 
lore DR program opportunities that are not restricted to emergency 
not have a marketing budget as directed by the CPUC. The program
t last cycle and will work through internal and external channels to 
o would be good candidates for BIP to boost available MWs.

e participation of an Aggregator with large or small aggregated 
wed to offer energy economically in response to a reliability event for 

,, ,^,1-time emergency.V/.

• CAISO Relationship
• The proposed modifications to the program that will be made to comply with the Settlement 

Agreement will allow IMP to integrate into the California ISO market and operations and be 
dispatched by the CAISO real-time economic dispatch algorithm. The enrollment caps for the 
program which arc also required by the Settlement Agreement are designed to limit the amount of 
DR that is not visible to the CAISO wholesale market process.

• Statewide Coordination
• The CPUC, CAISO, PG&T and SCI- are parlies to the Settlement Agreement and the 

modifications to IMP are consistent with the direction and efforts to modify other emergency DR 
programs throughout the State.

• Integrated/coordinatedDSM
• Participation in BIP does not interfere with a customer’s ability to invoke Energy Efficiency 

measures. The use of a firm sendee level for event measurement and the Excess Energy charge 
Charge create a need for an increased level of active energy management, providing an incentive
for participants to seek additional tools and opportunities to manage their energy use.

I
ly a load impact evaluation of the program will be conducted in accordance with the load 
protocols including a ten year forecast based on ex-post, event results. The impact evaluation 
completed by April I each year and will be filed with the CPUC, Additionally, other analysis 
to program design (such as a baseline analysis) will be conducted as needed. One 
;/market evaluation for the program is planned during the three year cycle to be used to inform 
program design and to evaluate and improve the operation of the program.

pullets or j
-Pilots
• As an emergency program that is ultimately limited by the enrollment caps imposed by D, 10-06-034, 

any pilot activity associated with the program would be for enabling technologies from other programs 
and not exclusive to BIP.

3
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(logics Demand Response (ET - DR)

I

2016 Budget Total 2015
2016 Budget

l.> till 12 At l.

[
$707,345707,0001 ]£?03.62504AMft>gy

::

Impacts by YearI

2016 Load 
I mpaet

Progran 2015 Load 
Impact

Emerging
Technology
Demand
Response

N/A N/A

■ ,u6lal11

Cost Effectiveness
Emerging
Technology
Demand
Response

N/A

• Residential
• Program Classification

• Core

rgies that are
■gies that 
ne horizon,
nentation.

The technology's or strategy's overall merits
Applicability to demand reduction and related factors such as energy efficiency

I
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o Applicability to out region, market and frameworks such as CASSO 
o Applicability to existing SDG&F. programs 
o Possible adoption barriers 
o Cost effectiveness 
o Risks
o Recommendation about the utility’s further support and involvement

• The program’s evaluation projects may include techniques and methods that may not be 
exclusively technology-driven. The emphasis of each project will vary on case by case basis, and 
may include:
o Technology Assessments
o Scaled Held Placements 
o Demonstration Showcases 
o Technology Development 
o Business Incubation 
o Market / Behavior Studies

• 'Technologies or strategies found to be viable may subsequently be integrated into existing utility 
programs or become the basis for new programs in support of market introduction.

• Program Fundamentals
• eligibility- All Bundled and Direct Access customers
• Months of Operation Year round
• f/T-DR doesn't provide direct incentives. Instead, the program shares the pilot implementation cost 

at a rate between 0% and 100%. The actual rate and dollar contribution is determined on a case-by
case basis, and depends on the following factors:
o Total project cost to pilot customer, consisting of 

■ Parts 
* Installation

o Customer I/agemess to Participate 
o Financial viability for the pilot customer (payback time) 
o .Anticipated load drop.

• Measures:
• HVAC - Significant demand reduction potential exists for HVAC technologies, in particular related 

to space cooling in the SDG&F. service territory climate. Some projects will explore this potential by 
evaluating promising HVAC control technologies, including standalone controls as well as those that 
integrate with the smart grid. Special emphasis will be placed on technologies that arc easy to retrofit 
into existing systems and buildings as these make up the majority of the untapped market,

• I-inergy Storage - Decentralized energy storage can contribute to flattening the load curve by shifting 
demand from peak times to when inexpensive energy is abundant. Also, energy storage will support 
grid operations to balance local power supply and demand. Several innovative storage methods will 
be explored, with particular emphasis on practicality and cost effectiveness.

• Advanced Controls - A large amount of energy is wasted in unoccupied rooms or buildings that are 
fully conditioned or have their lights on, or have other active consumers of electricity that do not 
need to be running when not actively in use. A subset of projects will focus on advanced controls 
that allow for intelligently curtailing, disabling or shifting this energy use such that impact to 
building occupants is minimal. Priority will be given to technology that integrates with existing.

2
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')

enabling infrastructure such as internet connections, Wi-Fi networks, BMS, AMI, home automation.
etc.

*—Electric Vehicles - With an increase in EV vehicles in the marketplace, there is a need to identify
technologies and rate structures that enable EV charging with consideration to both consumer desires 
and grid reliability. There will be continued studies on equipment that enables start/stop and ratc-of- 
eharee controls in enable demand resnonse cartabilities. There is also an interest in understanding the 
effects of dynamic pricing options on consumer charging behavior.

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0", Bulleted + Level: 
1 + Aligned at: 0.25“ + Tab after: 0,5“ + 
Indent at: 0.5", Keep with next, Keep lines 
together, Tab stops: 0,25", List tab

dary impacts that go beyond Demand Response.

Energy I-.ITieieney
Integration of Security with Controls 
individual Customer education 
M a rk cl - w i d e C u stom cr Ed tic a t i o n

o
o
o
o

Sinologies from a quarterly scan and screening 
fer, occurs after a product has been evaluated and

i

through the utility Account Executives, Program 
itrols vendors, and engineering consultants,
; if scalability needs to be evaluated, and/or if there 
flicantly from instance to instance, 
parly, with focus on relevant factors identified in 
:-s a report for publishing on the ETCC website, 
iation about the utility's further support and

i

ies will target Residential, Commercial, and Industrial customers
it* Iti

biologies will be displayed at highly visible locations around SDG&E’s 
onstration showcases. Additionally, all emerging technology project reports 
.he ETCC Website. ” '
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• Customer Research and Feedback
• Emerging Technology will identify potential participants using customer surveys, Smart Meter 

interval data, and DR participation data, Emerging Technologies will use Process evaluations to 
get customer feedback and improve the engagementprocess.

• Aggregator considerations N/A
• CAISO Relationship

• Some products/prqjects that Emerging Technology investigates may interface with the CAISO 
wholesale market, 'The necessary considerations will be developed in more detail when planning 
each project.

• Statewide Coordination
• SDG&E is a member of the 1-imergirtg Technologies Coordinating Council. Reports on all 

projects will be published on the fi’TCC website.
• Integrated/coordinatedDSM

• DSM integration and coordination wall take place on a project by project basis. In addition to 
Demand Response, IT!" projects can include: Energy Efficiency, Energy Storage and Renewable 
Energy Generation.

• Projects incorporating Integrated Demand Side Management will be reported on the 1DSM 
Quarterly reports.

• EAf&V N/A
• Pilots N/A

4
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Pilot (NCDRP)i V/ VV V..,- \.f II II,3 L 1 U V,/ H 1 1II

2016 Budget Total 2015-2016 
Budget

getZ, \J li & o u u

New Construction
Pilot

$487,117.95 $487,117.95 $974,235.90

.316 Load
ImpactImpact

New
Construction
Pilot

N/A M/A

Effectiveness

New
Construction
Pilot

N/A

sidential New Construction (Cross-cutting)

- ........... ..... ... ,.i Demand Response Pilot Program (“NCDRP”) will be designed as an
Enabling Technology Pilot Program. The pilot tests the New Construction market as a delivery 
channel for SDG&E Demand Response (“DR”) Technologies. This will be accomplished by 
working with builders, architects, and others in integrating DR technologies into the design 
process. The technologies that are installed will help achieve load reduction during critical peak 
energy usage periods as well as provide customers with real time information on dynamic pricing.

• NCDRP will provide financial incentives as well as design assistance to facilitate participation in 
the pilot. This pilot will be administered and implemented by the same program and 
implementation staff as existing SDG&E New Construction Energy Efficiency Programs, namely 
California Advanced Homes (CAH) and Savings by Design (SBD).

1
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• SDG&E will cover 75 - 100% of incremental cost for the pilot for the installation of the DR 
enabling equipment

• The measures for the pilot may include, but are not necessarily limited to:
• Energy management systems (“EMS”);
• Internet Gateways;
• Room Air Conditioning Controllers;
• Pool Pump Controllers;
• Electrically heated Spa Controllers;
• Automated I.ighting Controls;
• Programmable Communicating Thermostats ("PCT’s”);
• Online curtailment management and monitoring tools;
• Smart appliances;
• In Home Displays (‘THD’s”);
• Load control devices 

o Smart Strips
o Smart Panels 
o Plug Load Controllers
nrn o... ... ....

nal and/or communication will allow the home to be 
g signals from SDG&E

• Design Assistance
• Working with design teams to integrate DR technologies early in the design process.
• Ensure compatibility or handshake of devices interfacing with Smart Meters, HAN, IHD’s,

etc.
• Ensure that communicating devices are within their maximum communicating range of each 

other and Smart Meters. 1 f not, ensure hardwired “repeaters” are installed and linking 
otherwise out or range devices.

• Workforce Education and Training (“WE&T”):
• Ensure contractors are aware and knowledgeable of DR enabling technologies. SDG&E will 

train contractors on the proper installation of DR enabled technologies and that the devices 
are properly connected to and communicating with Smart Meters.

• SDG&E will take lead in the training of sales staffs / leasing agents for residential projects 
and occupants / facility staff for nonresidential projects. The result of this training will 
enable staffs to educate customers on the benefits of DR and energy management.

• Marketing Support
• SDG&E will partner with homebuilders participating in the pilot in developing marketing 

collateral that explains technologies in the home and a pathway to participate in SDG&E DR
programs.

2
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Pros £

with current CAMP and SBD customers and leverage those 
relationships in identifying potential candidates for the pilot.

• Delivery and coordination
• NCDRP will complement the DR offerings in Customer Programs in two ways:

o Installation of DR enabling technology.
o Education and Outreach to prospective customers to increase number of customers 

that participate in DR programs. Also, both residential and nonresidentiai participants 
in the pilot will have Auto DR capability that will enable demand response in critical 
load demand times.

VV I G G VV or G GX

:1 Side Management
of a New Construction DR technology enabling program, 
tries that have the DR enabling technology installed into DR

programs.
• Educate New Construction market factors in DR concepts and benefits.
• Determine if the cost savings associated with early design influence are enough to offset New 

Construction participants who received the DR technologies but did not participate in a DR 
program.

• Provide design assistance during the design phase of a project that obviates expensive 
retrofits at a later time.

• Evaluate effectiveness of PLS enabling technologies, including bill analysis and operation of

fort focuses on creating program specific material 
miers with expressed interest and a call to action and 
;es that make it easy for the customer to engage in the

• As part of the new construction kickoff SDG&E will lead a training session for construction staff 
on the installation of DR technologies selected for the project.

ensure that processing and associated support staffs are adequately trained 
jiiirements.

els for this pilot are California Advanced Homes Program for the 
pants and Savings by Design for the nonresidentiai pilot participants.

3
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•8 and design teams during the design and 
es are incorporated into the project.

that aggregators and potentially their 
;red when installing enabling technologies

lot is to answer the question of what level of preparedness can 
hiding ready for Auto DR and still have aggregators able to install 
nanagement system s.

onies that have or are participating in the California Advanced 
•ograrns. This will be a prerequisite to participation in the DR 
usinesses will be energy efficient. 
response initiatives.
he New Construction DR Pilot Program will feed projects into 
nonresidential DR programs.

EM&V
• Annually a load impact evaluation of the program will be conducted in accordance with the load 

impact protocols including a ten year forecast based on ex-post event results. The impact evaluation 
will be completed by April 1st each year and will be filed with the CPUC. Additionally, other 
analysis related to program design (such as a baseline analysis) will be conducted as needed. One 
process/market evaluation for the program is planned during the three year cycle to be used to inform 

' e program design and to evaluate and improve the operation of the program.
1 fhe program is . 1 ■! pilot.

4
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(Note; Program ID represents the program code to be utilized in Program Builder)

115 Budget 22+2-2016 Budget Total 2042-30442015- *-----
2016 Budgetm IP# m

Name
PLS S U

* i|

(Note; I.oad Impact results to be obtained from Kathryn Smith)

20+2-2016
ID# Load impactt

1 MW 182QkWPLS

(Note: Cost-Hffectiveness results to be obtained from Brenda Gettig)

methodology. The incentive dollar amount was
lb (gg f lined h Ule I1 ?) O )(!.

Program
ID#

Program Name 2012 20! 5 
Cost

effectiveness

20+2-2016
Cost

Pffectivciiess
PLS

• Market: Sector
o Non-Residential

• Program Classification
o Statewide

• __Program Statement
Permanent Load Shifting (PLS) can help reduce system peak load by shifting electricity 
use from on-peak to off-peak periods on a recurring basis. Shifting daily loads benefits 
the grid and distribution systems. PLS often involves storing energy produced during

Formatted: Font: Not Bold
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off-peak hours to support load during peak periods when energy use is typically high.
As part of the 2006-2008 Demand Response Application (A.) 05-06-006, et. al. the 
Commission, on November 30, 2007, issued Decision (D.) 06-11-049, Order Adopting 
Changes to 2007 Utility Demand Response Programs. This Decision, among other things, 
ordered the Utilities to pursue Request for Proposals and bilateral arrangements for PLS 
to promote system reliability during the summer peak demand periods. A four-year PCS 
pilot was approved for all the Utilities from 2008-2011. As the Utilities ran their pilots, 
the Commission issued D.09-08-027 in 2009 directing the Utilities to work with parties to 
examine ways of expanding the availability of PLS. The study was to consider other 
ways of encouraging PLS, as well as an evaluation of what incentive payment would be 
appropriate for a future standard offer. In November 2010, a Statewide PLS Study, 
authored by Energy + Environmental Economics and StrateGen, provided information to 
the Joint Utilities for use in preparing a proposed PLS program.
In compliance with D. 12-04-045, the Utilities worked collaboratively to develop and 
propose a standardized, statewide PLS program. As part of the PLS program design 
process, the Utilities incorporated the findings from the Statewide PLS Study into the 

• program design of the 2012-2014 PLS Program.
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• Non-incentive customer services 
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■ Not to exceed 50% of project cost
f the PLS program is to shift e 

duration of the on-peak time period to off-peak time period on a permanent basis 
during the months of May 1 - October 31. Due to the year round nature of the

ts may be realized.

.1fso

A
The Permanent Load Shifting program is primarily driven through SDG&E 
Account Executives and sub-contractors to perform outreach and education. It is 
also promoted through SDG&E held workshops and business associations.

o

• Program Cycle
2040-40442015-16o

• Pro;
VC'60.421.do

Program S------- --
The SDG&E Permanent Load Shifting program provides eligible commercial customers an 
incentive to purchase and install qualified PO-S-Thcrmal Energy Storage technology for the 
purpose of shifting peak load to off peak hours on a regular basis. The typo of load shape that 
w©uWqMw44e-rt-6t*ste»6F-px4»BfeO^H:©g»fHqjtH4f€4patf©B-6afl-Oe-4«f4v«®d-by4e(4HM4egi®s^

OutFeaeTmmOfflsrftefeg-efferts-wiff-be-HBfOeiBeHtedOe-targeTdhese-ot^ 
ab©ut4}w-Pfc§4®efffl«togi-es-»Bdw!¥«feW«4fwjeH#v«ST4fte-e«stei»«Gwfi-4fe^  ̂
IbeiF-ewnw^HOeFwtiOMivdBg-ODG&iOveric-wdOrtbe-^ttsteimrteOcteHfrlyMjppoitetOties^feFetiglwa 
v«rifei4i©iH:ep€rt-pfe4tie©d-by4he-esisteHi«F-©«t«b-6entra€4e€LTOBd»tv-lJpon SDG&E 
measurement and verification of potential load shift and commissioning, a one- time incentive 
payment will be submitted to the customer. The customer may have the option of providing the 
incentive payment directly to the vendor on their behalf. Customers will also be provided the 
opportunity to use the SDG&E Technical Audit program to identify and create a PLS verification 
report, inclusive of additional energy efficiency and demand response opportunities, rebates and 
incentives.

4©~^4»eat*-««stefB«Hj-«i-4ie-a4¥t»tages-ef-)AI=OGsj-MIO»Bafy»€-tee44fHi¥^^

id«BtilyL4tBdOarge4«ist©i»©»-w4t«wv4rt«i«4i44TOi»^fcS-46elm«fegi«t^O4«0«4mg-aiM4-©«tr©aeh
effiM45~~wiI4~be4mf4em«Bi©d-te-~tb©s€-©tHA<MteftT~fcF~p«fe}rtw

gy
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• Target Audience
All commercial customers \ tory with the potential
of shifting electric load for the full duration of on peak hours to off peak hours on 
a regular, rcoccurring basis.

o

eligible

to most demand response programs in that it shifts 
lowcver the load shift occurs without triggers and on a regular 
jtind with varying technologies.

■ 1.3 S f i I! t i C4. X

red«€iflg4heme©d4bigjeaMHg4»Htfc
e—Ar-staHdaKlwjfieMvatswsmtedTeibwewjayegories^o-efteettKige^eelHMategy 

Be«traJity-aft€bj»st©ffl«ig^
e—bH5©B#¥e4©¥elswTO»«staMi«fe«i4€i--en©e«i:age^p«4teipati^^

reeemiHreiMlati#B«4«MH4heTi3g2gJg»sgi4y^r4g|gf^yTp^j^efcjTOre^y4©ngH^
acreeunguBostaivaiteWewfata-analyzedwvas^iKsedwjnTheHHaT^BefgyojtefageT

e—La€HlM5T«4«€srii©BffcHiH»g-afeeyf^^-----tbeif-desigFh
mpfefB-eHftrtkmwwdwtptMfieftAswHiewrewtlKriteBgte^^

• Advancing strategic objectives
Permanent Load Shifting can assist with system reliability and supports the 
modernization of the electric grid.

• Integr
1*1 .S customers ma\ participate with oilier Demand Response programs as long as 
the k\V load sliili is in aildilion to die PI S load shill. I lie same load shill camiol 
he iiiccnli\ i/ed In more than one program.

The identification of energy efficiency opportunities and the installation of 
recommended measures will be developed within the PL8 program where 
applicable and cost effective. At minimum, a strategy will be defined for 
customers to act on energy efficiency opportunities prior to the installation and 
commissioning of PL8 equipment.

bed by Kevin Mektnley
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• To reach projecte ,1 !„ VI goal within budget constraints.
projects per year
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Projected Program Budget

2015 2016 Total 2015-20 i 6Program
ID#

Program
Name Budget Budget Budget

$161,645t» $161,64566 $464400323,290Peak Time 
Rebate

624001

2015 Load 
Impact

2016 Load 
ImpactID#

| [624001 Peak Time Rebate 4MW 4MW

*

5 Cost
Effectiveness 

* 1.442

2016 Cost 
Effectiveness 

* 1.442
ID#

624001 T"ft... ... i. t- : IT'S,

ttiveness

ieation

4,

:d
lint
riff

• The tariff provides a bill credit of 10.75 kWh for each kWh of actual reduction during each 
PTR event. Customers with enabling technology will receive a higher bill credit of 
SI.25/kWh, There are no penalties for non-participation. That is, the customer is billed just 
as they otherwise would have been billed if the customer did not reduce usage below their 
PTR customer-specific reference level.

PTR - Page 1
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• SDG&F. may call a PTR Event on any day of the year between the hours of 1 1 am and 6 pm.
• PTR will include both Day.Ahead and Day.Of events.
• Measures

• A bill credit of 10.75 kWh for each kWh of actual reduction during each PTR event.
• A bill credit of 11.25/kWh with enabling technology of actual reduction during each PTR 

event. As described in the rate schedule enabling technology is defined as technology 
which can be initiated through a signal from the Utilityyto reduce electric use for specific 
end use equipment or appliances and has been registered with the Utility by the customer.

• Non-incentive customer services
• PTR will provide a means for SDG&F to demonstrate to residential customers some of 

the benefits of smart metering. These include:
o Greater visibility into usage
o Capability and demonstration of aggregating demand response for the benefit of the

community
o Detailed response feedback

I

c 2012, 5DG&E will 
e (PTR) Tariff 
nergy products and 
option and associated 
>G&E’s customers a

unique opportunity to:
o Receive increased Demand Response benefits though active participation; 
o Receive higher incentives through Enabling Technologies1; 
o Become more educated about conservation and energy efficiency;

Take the first step in preparation lor dynamic pricing.
• A PTR event may be called on any day of the year. There is no limit to the number of 

PTR events that may be called. As such this program will support a year round 
educational campaign in order to maximize program participation, if no events are called 
in a year, a test event will be scheduled to test related systems, notifications, and
e u. s to rn e r p e rfo r m a n c e.

• PTR events may take place between the hours of 1 1 am and tS pm. There is no minimum 
duration for a called event.
o Every time a Critical Peak Pricing (GPP) event is triggered a PTR event may also be 

triggered.
o A PTR event may also be triggered the day of an event if warranted by temperature 

and system load conditions.
o A PTR event may also be triggered as warranted by extreme system conditions such 

as special alerts issued by the California Independent System Operator, SDG&F 
system emergencies related to grid operations or under conditions of high forecasted 
California spot market prices or for testing/evaluation purposes.

o

SCHEDULE: PTR Sheet 2
PTR - Page 2
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2015-2016

• Event Notifications
o Day.Ahead Event: Customers will be notified of a curtailment event the day before

the event will occur through their preferred channel (email or text [SMS]).
o Day.Of Event: Customers will be notified of a day-of event through their preferred

channel (email or SMS).

tantsnis

cenfives are the primary driver for program participation. As noted, 
customers will receive a bill credit of SC).75 for each kWh of actual reduction in 
consumption during each Peak Time Rebate (PTR) event. Customers with enabling 
technology will receive a higher bill credit of $ 1,25/kWh.

• Program cycle
.1 anuary 1,2012-5-December 31, 20142016I o

ial Customer Segments will be targeted.
Outreach
program are to provide an overall educational campaign for 

residential customers atxtttf the PTR tariff and how to benefit from participation. All 
eligible SDG&.E customers will receive information about the rate and be provided with 
conservation tips and the benefit of utilizing enabling technologies to maximize their bill 
credit,

• The objectives of the Marketing, Education, & Outreach (M17&.0) Strategy are:
o Educate customers on how demand response and PTR are mutually beneficial, 
o Educate customers on the PTR Rate and their eligibility.
o Get customers to enroll for individual event notifications and event performance 

■feedback, which will help to achieve demand reduction MW goals.
• The educational campaign required to optimize program participation with PTR includes 

the following:
o Rate Introduction

* Rate education and eligibility..direct mail, web
o Event notification education.channels offered and how to sign up

* Pre-event notifications.email, text (SMS) and voice
* Post.event performance..email, SMS, voice and bill

direct mail, web

ceive educational materials about the new PTR rate when 
The educational materials will inform and motivate customers

lucated about demand response event days, their eligibility 
t days, how and why they are receiving a bill credit, and 
they can maximize their bill credit. This education will 

utilize direct mail, email, web, and other communication channels as they become 
available.

bUSRWI V a U U i i U|.JA Ul i f i U W

PTR - Page 3
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• Customers will be able to enroll for PTR event and performance feedback 
notifications via email and/or^text (SMS) and voice.

o Mass media, web, and social media may also be utilized for notifying 
customers who do not enroll for email or SMS notifications, 

o Event notifications will provide customers with an email and/or SMS the day- 
before the event.

o Event Performance Feedback notifications will provide customers with an 
entail and/or SMS after the event letting them know how they were able to 
perform

• SDG&F. will also evaluate and consider all relevant triggers including temperature and 
system load conditions, as well as other system operating conditions, energy market 
conditions and other emergency conditions in determining whether to initiate a PTR 
event.

• PTR will Include several elements to increase customer satisfaction with the 
program,
o Provide in.home and online tools for participants to manage their energy.
o Provide customers with choice, control, and convenience.

* Choice ~ Customer can choose how they want to be communicated with.
* Control.Customers can control how often they are communicated to; control

their energy use with specific energy savings goals (i.e. customer.specific
reference level); etc.

* Convenience.Customers can take action when it is convenient for them when
they receive a communication from SDCi&fi (i.e. day.ahead event notification).
Customers can also evaluate their event performance when it is convenient for 
them.

• Customer Research & Feedback
• The PTR program will utilize all pertinent process and program impact research data 

collected from Measurement Evaluation studies. Additional research may be employed 
to evaluate ongoing activities related to program implementation. These research tools 
may include:
o Customer Satisfaction Surveys

* Online
* Mail in

o Notification Messaging
■ Timing of receipt of messaging

Program Effectivenesso
* Analyzing the hourly event performance, notifications, customer.

specific reference levels, etc. will allow the program effectiveness to 
be measured and identify ways to improve.

* Measuring event and non.event changes in energy use and/or receipt
of notifications will allow the program to measure if notifications are 
successfully contributing to load reduction.

• Event Performance Feedback
o Customers will be sent their event performance after the event has occurred via their 

preferred channel (email,-ettext SMS and voice).I
PTR - Page 4
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2015-2016

Event performance is calculated by using the customers' hourly interval energy usage
during the event window (1 1 am to 6pm) and comparing it to their customer.specific
reference level.
Customers will be provided their event performance even if they were not able to 
reduce below their customer-specific reference level.

o

o

• Program Issues and Risks 
• Risks:

Introduction of interval data can confuse and overwhelm customers. PTR will need 
to educate customers on how their interval data is being used for PTR,
Energy is not top of mind for most consumers. PTR education will need to inform 
and remind customers of the need for demand response and how it is mutually 
beneficial.
Customer education is challenging.
Even sophisticated customers find the terminology and concepts difficult to un 
derstand.

o

o

o

chert setting parameters on their energy use. 
and response, electricity pricing, etc.

calls with the CA iOUs will take place for PTR. 
II be shared with local and statewide groups.
ers
on - Participants will be educated about the positive 
"ivironmcntal, reliability, and mutual cost benefits,
will provide customers with tips on how they can

their customer.specific reference level which
;y should aim to conserve below during a PTR 
;o receive event performance feedback the day after
to wait until theirbill to see how they performed on 
customers with feedback sooner will help customers 
energy savings.

. will utilize is providing customers with post.event feedback
vcm. vustomers will have the opportunity to sign up for 

post.event notifications via email.-and-text (SMS) and voice to see how they participated
on events compared to their customer.specific reference level. A Pilot Program
undertaken by Duke Energy in 2010 indicated that providing customers with their 
feedback via direct mail 3 days after an event still initiated a behavior change.

• PTR will also use new communication channels to inform customers on event days. A 
lesson learned from the recent PTR Pilot in Anaheim indicated that 70% of the total event 
reduction was received from the customers who received an event notification prior to the
event. Day.ahead notifications are going to be utilized for PTR to allow customers
sufficient time to change their energy use prior to the event (ex. changing their thermostat 
settings before heading to work).

• Advancing strategic objectives
• This program will advance strategic objectives by:

--------------------------------------------------  pi’ll. page 5 --------------------------------------------------

' r“r

I
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2015-2016

o Offering new communication channels and fools for customers will give them the 
choice, control, and convenience to effectively manage their energy use.

• Addresses strategic drivers
• The PTR program will allow customers for the first time on a large scale to participate in 

a rate based program. The PTR program will evaluate the acceptance and participation on 
this rate based program. With the emergence of dynamic pricing, PTR serves as a 
stepping stone to familiarize residential customers with the benefits of a rate based 
program.

• Integrated/coordinated DSIV1I: NA
• Integrate across other demand response initiatives: NA

• EM&V

• PILOTS
New Construction Pilot.SDG&FTs New Construction Pilot is proposing to install
enabling technologies on newly constructed homes (-350 homes). These homes will be 
eligible to receive the higher PTR. incentive once the technology has been registered with 
the Utility,
Proposed Residential Technology Deployment (RTD) Program.Participating
customers on this proposed program will be eligible to receive the higher PTR 
incentive as soon as they are enrolled on an RTD Program.

PTR - Page 6
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.pra Energy* utility

JI

>etween SanT
Diego Ga :r

day of
4. SDG&E and Customer shall each be referred to herein as a “Party” and collectively as the
act shall become effective when signed by both parties. Capitalized terms not defined herein 
ons assigned to them in “Schedule BIP,” attached hereto as Attachment A and incorporated

■ ,' ./O A

an

;

By entering into this Contract, Customer is enrolling in and hereby agrees to comply with the terms of this 
Contract, which by this reference aiso includes the terms of that certain BIP Tariff approved by the California 
Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”).

or izt, aan uiego, ua sz i zo.

The first time Customer is unable to meet its Firm Service Level during a curtailment eve or simulated),
Customer’s Firm Service Level! wiil! be re-tested and adjusted according to the actual! Firm Service Levei Customer 
was able to meet during the curtailment event, or Customer may discontinue its participation in BIP; provided, 
however, if Customer cannot (a) commit to a Firm Service Level! of less than fifteen (15%) of its Monthly Average 
Peak Demand with a minimum ioad reduction of at least 100kW, (b) reduce its minimum load by at least 100kW 
during a re-test, or (c) meet its adjusted F vice Level in any subsequent curtailment event, Customer shall 
be immediately discontinued from participation in the Program. All testing by SDG&E to determine Customer’s 
ability to participate in the program (excluding curtailment events, real or simulated) shall be performed without 
financial penalty to Customer.

Once Customer is fully enrolled in BIP, if a curtailment event is called (real or simulated, except for re-testing) and 
Customer is unable to meet its Firm Service Level, Customer shall be charged an Excess Energy Usage Charge 
based on the amount of excess energy above its Firm Service Level used during the Interruptible Period. Such 
Excess Energy Usage Charge shall be charged to Customer’s account independent of whether Customer’s Firm
Service Level is eventually adjusted or Customer chooses to discontinue its participation in BIP.

Form 142-05207 
(08/(/12)
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III.

ot assign this Contract without prior written consent of SDG&E, and any assignment of this 
prior written consent shall be void ab initio.

5!"

S

ys’

:>f

In no event shall any SDG&E Party be liable to Customer for any indirect, consequential, special, incidental, 
exemplary or punitive damages, business interruption or loss of profits, anticipated savings, or the like under any 
theory, including, but not limited to, tort, contract, breach of warranty or strict liability for any Claims arising under 
this Contract, including but not limited to the design, manufacture, installation, operation, maintenance, 
performance or demonstration of the Utility System.

The “Utility System” includes any metering, meter communication equipment, internet communication software, 
energy demand management software or related goods and services used by Customer for participation in BIP. 
SDG&E shall! not be responsible for any business loss, actual or implied, as a result of the partial or complete 
failure of the Utility System to operate.

Form 142-05207 
(08(0/12)
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IX
tie jurisdiction and authority of the CPUC and to any changes or 
o time, direct in the exercise of its jurisdiction.

This ( 
modi!

3 right to unilaterally file with the 
ige in rates, charges, classification,

g and signed by duly authorized 
orized to execute such documents

Form 142-05207 
(08(0/12)
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N

_________________________ (title) of____________________
this declaration on behalf of my company at the following location.

Address

City

State California Zip

Form 142-05207
(08(0/12)
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To the best of my knowledge, I understand that rny company is considered an essentia! customer at the location 
stated above under the CPUC's rules and is exempt from rotating outages. I declare that I have voluntarily elected 
to participate in an SDG&E interruptible program for all or part of rny electrical! load based on adequate back-up 
generation or other means to interrupt load when requested by SDG&E, while continuing to meet my essential 
needs.

:, SDG&E and Customer have executed this Contract as of the date first written above:

Customer: San Diego Gas & Electric Company:

By By

TitleTitle

Date Date

The following attachments are attached hereto and incorporated by reference:

Attachment A 
Attachment B 
Attachment C 
Attachment D

Schedule BIP
Customer’s Firm Service Level 
Customer Contact Information 
Customer Account Information

Form 142-05207 
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By executing this Contract, Customer hereby agrees, accepts and acknowledges that Customer shall maintain a
during the term of Customer’s enrollment in the BIP. Customer hereby 

acknowledges that the above Firm Service Level! may only be adjusted once a year during the month of 
November, and in no event may such Firm Service Level! (a) equai Hess than fifteen (15%) of Customer’s Monthly 
Average Peak Demand or (b) represent a minimum ioad of reduction of iess than 1Q0kW,

Firm Service Level! of

Customer Signature:

Date:

Form 142-05207 
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Cus

Title:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email Address:

T'itie:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email! Address:

Title:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email Address:

Title:
Mailing Address:

Name:
Title:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email Address:

Form 142-05207 
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Ci

vleter Number

Site #2
Account Name 
Account Number 
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number

via me
dumber
ess
Electric Meter Number

Site #4
Account Name
Account Number
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number

vleter Number

Attach additional Customer Account Information sheets to this contract if required, (Sheet.....of

Form 142-05207 
(08(0/12)
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22951-ERevised Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

San Diego, California Can P.U.C. Sheet No. z
: C

I

uptible Program (BIP) offers a monthly capacity payment to non-residential customers who 
! can commit to curtail at least 15% of Monthly Average Peak Demand, with a minimum load drop of 100 kW 
i and who request service on this schedule.

I S 1CJ Ddac It tit?I! 5

i BIP enrollment will be capped in accordance with CPUC Decis )6-034, adopting the “Reliability-
i Based Demand Response Settlement Agreement” in Rulemaking (R.) 07-02-041.

-e territory served by the Utility.

RATES

Committed Load Incentive and Excess Energy Usage Charges are set, forth in Table 1.

Table 1 - Committed Load Incentives and Excess Usage Charges

Jan Feb Mar May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov DecAll
B B B B B BA A A A A A

er
$2.00 $2.00 $2.00 $2.00 $12.00 $12.00 $12.00 $12.00 $12.00 $12.00 $2.00 $2.00

$1.20 $1.20 $7.80 $7.80 $7.80 $7.80 $7.80 $7.80 $1.20 $1.20$1.20 $1.20

Customers must enroll in both Terms

: The Definitions of terms used in this schedule are found either herein or in Ruie 11. c.

Customer: Applicable to aii non-residential time-of-use metered customers who can 
curtail! at lleast 15% of Monthly Average Peak Demand, with a minimum load reduction of 
id who request service on this schedule and comply with Special Condition 3. This tariff is 
to bundled, Direct Access, and Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers, 
customers are required to complete a Base interruptible Program Contract with SDG&E in 
irticipate in this Schedule BIP.

2,
:

;
:

Third-Party Aggregators: Customers can participate in this Schedule BIP directly with
SDG&E or via a Third-Party Aggregator. Customer participation in this Schedule BIP via a 
Third-Party Aggregators shall be subject to the terms and conditions of this Schedule BIP
and Ruie No. 29, Third-Party Aggregators for BIP.

a.

(Continued) :
1C0 Date Filed 

Effective
Jt 42

2373-EAdvice i.tr. No.
c

Decision No. 12-04-045 Resolution No.
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San Diego, California Can P.U.C, Sheet No. z
): C

I

c2,

o the BIP program will have to meet pre- enrollment 
in the program. Applicants will! be required to submit a 
iirnent applications. BIP application screening will also 
/ to comply with curtailment event requirements, before 
laneiai penalty.

b.

Program Operation! 3,

Interrupt! 3d: Shall be the period of time during which the Utility has informed the
customer to interrupt, load by use of a communications process utilizing equipment as 
described in Special! Condition 14. The Utility will coordinate with the customer the mariner of 
communications and provision of the interruption notice to the customer. Customer is 
responsible for assuring that any communications process is not interfered with in any 
manner. Customer is responsible to respond to the communications in a manner consistent 
with this tariff. If the Utility initiates communications indicating that an interruption period is 
occurring and other customers have received the communications then the customer shall 
be deemed to have received the communications if the Utility can verify that it initiated the 
communications to the customer.

a.

Interruptible Period Termination. An interruptible period will! terminate upon notification that 
the Stage 2 or other emergency has ended.

b.

)ir’s group recorded 
ze Level, as shown

c.

d. aggregator’s group 
)f the customer’s or

:Resetting Non-Complying Participants’ rrvice Level: Customers who fail to comply
wci, i rtailment or test event will have their F ............■ . - ■„ vel set to the level achieved
during the event. In order for this to be effective for the next program month the Firm Service 
Level will need to be submitted by the 15th of the month.

e.

:
:

f. Changes to F 'vice Level: Existing customers that want to change their Firm Service
Level! will be required to perform a re-test before the new Firm Service Level can be 
established. Changes to Firm Service Levels will only be accepted in November.

(Continued)
’

2.C0 Date Filed 
Effective
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I

3

y Soleiy for the purpose of this tariff, Monthly Average Peak 
Jemancl recorded between the hours of 11:00 a.m. and 8:00 
xclucling holidays, or when BIP events were called during a 
iths of May through October. The Monthly Average Peak 
>nthly basis, using historical demand.

g-

Customer's or aggregator’s group maximum expected ievei of 
by the customer in the Base Interruptible Program Contract (Form 

ly 15 minute interval of an Interruptible Period.

h.

Additional! Group Aggregati miremenfs:
Average Peak Demand, the Utility will sum the Monthly Average Peak Demand for each 
participating meter. The Monthly Average Peak Demand is recalculated on a monthly 
basis, using historical demand.

To calculate the aggregate Monthly

Progr. tiers: A BIP Event can occur by one or more of the following:4.

After the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) has (i) forecasted a Stage 1 
Emergency and publicly issued a Warning notice; (ii) has taken aii necessary steps to 
prevent the further degradation of its operating reserves; and (iii) notified SDG&E that a 
Stage 1 Emergency is imminent; or

a.

After the CAISO has declared a Stage 2 Emergency.b.

CAISO calls for Interruptible Load. The Utility may cail for an Interruptible Period provided 
the Interruptible Period commences within 30 minutes after the Utility initiates 
communications to the customer.

c.

d. Extreme temperature conditions impacting system demand.

SDG&E discretionary events for test purposes, program evaluation or system 
contingencies. SDG&E expects that actual events would normally, under most 
circumstances, eliminate the need for a test. In the absence of an actual event, there will 
be at least one program test event per year. Pre-qualification test for new customers and
retest for existing customer do not count toward event limits.

e.

SfiectaAOfte-Time-Qpt-Qut Window:—Be§tfmin§Oifteefm(45)-4a^-aftem4be-4at#-0T^«m«wssi©m

;

(Continued}
SCO Date Filed 

Effective
42-
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:

Sheet 4

I

4

(1) and return to the otherwise applicable ts u ' I),
this Schedule and to return to the OAT will be 
d meter read date after a timely receipt of request,

i

(2) Increase or decrease the Firm Service Level. Increases or decreases in the Firm Service 
Levei will be effective at the beginning of the next calendar month after timely receipt of 
the signed Amendment to Base Interruptible Program Contract (Form 142-05207).

Proqr BIP is available to be called year round. BIP shall be limited as to its
availability to customers based on any limitations the Utility has in getting communications 
systems in place. The Utility will! staff up as quickly as practical to provide this service to as many 
customers as quickly as practical so long as communications are in place before service 
commences.

5.

Limitation of Interruptible Period:a.

The Interruptible Periods shall not exceed four (4) hours for any calendar day, nor 
10 Interruption Periods per calendar month, nor 120 hours during any calendar
year.

Customer Specific Baseline: As written, Customer Specific Baseline does not apply to the Base
Interruptible Program tariff.

6.

Incentive/Energy Payment:7.

Committed Load Incentive Payment: Is determined by multiplying Committed Load by 
Committed Load incentive. This credit will be applied to the bill of the customer on their 
otherwise applicable rate within 90 days of the Interruptible Period. The customer’s total bill
for service, including the Committed Load Incentive Payment, shaii always be a positive
value, or zero. Committed Load Incentive shall be zero if the Committed Load is less than 
100kW or less than 15% of the customer’s recorded Monthly Average Peak Demand.

a.

Excess Energy Usage Charge: Customer shall pay a charge multiplied by Excess Energy
Usage R; large will be applied to the bill of the customer on their otherwise
applicable rate within 90 days of the interruptible Period.

b.

8.

(Continued) :
4C0 Date Filed 

Effective
Jt 42
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Sheet 5>

I

S ■ir expense, must have access to the Internet: 
or not. In addition, ai! customers must have, at,

- /irv t- that is capable of receiving a text message sent via
until! all of these requirements have been 

jarty aggregator will! be notified by the

i

i

In the event of a Program curtailment operation, customers on the Program will be notified using one 
or more of the above-mentioned systems. The Utility will also update their website with event 
information,—R©e#ipto0f--s«eh--fl«ti€©-4s-4b#--resp0«sM%^—Once notified, the

«efffi60tfom^afl.d-aeto0wte4§e-parttepa§©o4nL4b©=-G«rtateieBt^
notice does not release the customer from its obligation to participate. The Utility does not 
guarantee the reliability of the pager svstemdevice, e-mail system or Internet site by which the
customer received notification.

;

Advance Notificationi Event notification will be sent as follows:a.

Customers will be notified 30 minutes in advance of the Base Interruptible Program 
Event.

;Event Cancellation: Once a BIP event has been initiated, the subsequent event will not be cancelled 
however, the event can be terminated based on termination of the emergency situation.

10. :
:

:Contract Requirement: A customer must complete a Base Interruptible Program Contract (Form 
i5207) in order to receive service on this Rate Schedule.

11,

:
:Insurance. Insurance may not be used to pay Excess Energy Usage Charge for willful failure 

to comply. Each customer must provide the utility with an executed declaration that states “I 
do not have, and will! not obtain, insurance to compensate me in any way for any portion of 
the bills associated with the Excess Energy Usage Charge.” Such declaration (Form 142
05209) must be on file with the Utility within 30 days of the effective date of the tariffs or the 
customer will immediately be terminated from service under Schedule BIP.

a. :
:
:

Contract Termination. Customers may change their Firm Service Level! or discontinue 
participation in the Program oniy once per year, by written notification to the Utility, and 
during the month of November. Such changes will! become effective the following program 
month. Non-compliant participants wouid be allowed to make adjustments to Firm Service 
Limits after they have been re-tested or the participant can choose to de-enroi! from BIP 
within 15 days of the non-compliant event performance.

b.

Multiple Progt ation: Under no circumstance will a customer taking service under this
schedule receive more than one incentive payment for the same interrupted/curtailed toad. Eligibility
for Multiple Program Participation is defined in Ruie 41.

12.

13. Termination of Sehecluiei This Schedule is in effect until modified or terminated in the rate design phase 
of SDG&E’s next general rate case or similar proceeding.

(Continued) :
5C0 Date Filed 

Effective
Jt 42
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I

1 r or a smart meter
reading and

4if+.+e+w must be in operation for at least a
' Average Peak 
t no cost to the

3F

:j-tt 1
«■ ;i

Metering equipment must be in operation for at least a full calendar month prior to 
participating in the program to establish a Monthly Average Peak Demand.

a.

15.

16.

17.

Emergency Generation Limitations: Customers are prohibited from achieving load reduction by
operating backup or onsite standby generation.

18,

19. Dispute Resolution: Any dispute arising from the provision of service under this schedule or other 
aspects of the Base Interruptible Program wii! be bandied as provided for in the Utili e 10,
Disputes.

:
6C0 Date Filed 

Effective
Jt 42
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ail”) is made and entered 
'tween San Diego Gas & 
he laws of the State of

This Aggregator Agreement for Capa 
day of

Electric Company (“Utility”), a corporation 
California, and 
("Aggregator a
State of
referred to herein as a “Party” and collectively as the “Parties”.

into this , 200... (

organized and existing under the laws of the 
. Utility and Aggregator may sometimes be

WHEREAS, the C 
the load reductions of one c 
the Program as such a tf 
schedules.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual undertakings set forth below, the Parties
agree as follows:

1.

A rrmvi tYCtf i\r ' e as an "Aggregator” under 
I and incorporated herein by 

applicable tariff rules and 
as an integral part of this 
> set forth in Rule 30 and

i i Q f a 111 e

be amended from time to time.: movt U.vo cm tvii n >

1.2 Eligibility. As
Aggregator shall meet the cligibili

o participating in the Program as an “Aggregator,” 
ation requirements set forth in Rule 30.

. .............. ,,Iicilly defined herein, the capitalized terms used in this
ict forth in Rule 30 or Schedule CBP.

1.3 f
Agreement s tc;

11. H iMTATIONS

Representations and Warrar. 
individually for itself, as follow's:

h Party represents, warrants and covenants.2.1

2.1.1 Such Party is and shall remain in compliance with all applicable law's and tariffs, 
including applicable CPUC requirements.

2,1.2 Each person executing this Agreement for such Party has the full power and 
authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and bind the entity on whose behalf this Agreement is 
executed.

Form 142-0530! 
(10/06)
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2.1.3 'The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement have been duly 
authorized by all necessary action by such Party, and this Agreement constitutes such Party's valid and 
binding obligation, enforceable against such Party in accordance with its terms.

2.1.4 All duties under this Agreement shall be performed by such Party in accordance 
with applicable recognized professional standards.

Additional Representations of Aggregator.2.2

With each submission of a "Notic2.2.1
! A '1 I'i's x t / h i r* lo to atiooKorl l-trx i-zvf r< oc A t1 os r- h

e Customers” 
by reference, 
cpresents and 
itch notice for

(Form 
adding 
warrant.
the reini

te in. the Program and has
elected to

t (Form 142-
a Third-Party
jeh notice to 
r documents, 
the Program

torizalion To:

05300) v 
Aggregat
Utility, a
instrumet 
and for tl 
Receive (

r has 
eiiierr

i,;\ tor/Customer Contract with such
customer co h

iion of a '‘Notice by Aggregator to Add or Delete Customers” 
with respect to a service account from its representation,(I

A

(a) Such customer has elected, or has been deemed to have elected, to 
’ : its participation in the Program through Aggregator with respect to such service

and;

, r

iii. SECURITY

Aggregator acknowledges that it has provided, prior to the execution of this Agreement, any and 
all financial information of Aggregator required by Utility. Aggregator acknowledges that Aggregator
shall have a continuing obligation to provide such additional financial information to Utility upon the 
Utility's written request. Concurrently with the execution of this Agreement, and from time to time 
thereafter. Aggregator shall deliver arty security required by Utility pursuant to Rule 30. Additionally, 
Aggregator represents and warrants that there has been no materially adverse change in its financial

2 Form 142-0530! 
(10/06)
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position from the dale of the latest available and provided financial statements to the date hereof. In the 
event that (a) Utility determines that a material financial change in Aggregator has adversely affected 
Aggregator’s creditworthiness subsequent to the execution of this Agreement, or (b) Aggregator does not 
provide the financial information or security requested by Utility, Utility may terminate this Agreement as 
of the day written notice is given or require Aggregator to provide additional security as provided in Rule
30.

INC AND PAYMENT

Billing, and Payment.Terms. Dining the term of this Agreement, each Party shall make
the payments or credits to the other Party, and in such amounts, as provided in Schedule C'BP.

4.1

Billing Address. Statements, invoices a ass U.S. mail to the4.2
fo 11 ow i n g addresses:

If to Aggregator:

If to Utility:

San Dies 
Billing C

trie Company 
nager

its shall be submitted electronically or by wire transfer to the4.3 Paytnen P:
fo 11 ow i n g accounts:

i f to Aj
>'■

—

Dispit 
charges in accordance

or Charges. Aggregator agrees to resolve any disputed bills and/or
: 30. ’ ’ ”

V. TERM

This Agreement shall become effective on the date that this Agreement is signed by both Parties*------
("Effective Date’’), and remains effective unless terminated sooner by the terms herein. The term of this 
Agreement shall continue for at least twelve (12) calendar months after the Effective Dale ("Minimum 
Term”), or unless

3 Form 142-0530! 
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or (b) this Agreement terminates earlier as set forth in this Agreement.

After the expiration of the Minimum Term, either Party may terminate this Agreement by written 
notification to the other Party of such termination, which termination shall be effective on the date that is 
the later of (i) the beginning of the calendar month that is immediately after the expiration of the 
Minimum 'Term, and (ii) the beginning of the calendar month that is closest to but at least thirty (30) 
calendar days after the non-terminating Party receives such notification.

In the case of a three (3) year commitment for participation in CBP. SDC j<NE tierces to pen ide as much 
protection as possible to allow the Aggregator to maintain the currenl program rates tlirsHiehuui that
period for those customers enrolled.

\ L'T

iEvents of Default, An "Event of Uclai6.1

>r (i) makes an assignment or any general arrangement for the benefit 
, or (it) files a petition or otherwise commence, authorize, or 
the commencement of a proceeding or case under any bankruptcy or 
for the protection of creditors or have such petition filed or 

tomtneneed against it which is not dismissed within thirty (30) days
A

Remedies. If an Event of Default occurs and is continuing. Utility may terminate this 
Agreement and exercise any other remedies available to it at law, in equity, by statute or 
otherwise, subject, however, to the dispute resolution procedures set forth in Section 1 1,4 
below. In addition, if an Event of Default for the payment of monies occurs and is 
continuing where Aggregator is the Defaulting Parly, then the Utility may make a draw 
under any security provided by Aggregator for any such outstanding amounts due and 
payable from Aggregator.

6.2

Remedies 'Not Exclusive. No remedy by the terms of this Agreement conferred upon or 
reserved to Utility is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy, but each and every

6.3

4 Form 142-0530! 
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such remedy shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy given 
hereunder or existing at law or in equity or by statute.

Rights and Responsibilities Following ’Termination.. The Patties' rights and 
responsibilities following termination of this Agreement are set forth in Rule 30.

6.4

VII. LIMITATION OP LIABILITY

Defense of Claim. If any Claim is brought against, the Indemnified Parties, Aggregator 
shall assume the defense of such Claim, with counsel reasonably acceptable to the Indemnified Parties, 
unless in the opinion of counsel for the Indemnified Parties a conflict of interest between the Indemnified 
Parlies and Aggregator may exist with respect to such Claim. If a conflict precludes Aggregator from 
assuming the defense, then Aggregator shall reimburse the Indemnified Parlies on a monthly basis for the 
Indemnified Parties’ defense costs through separate counsel of the Indemnified Parties' choice. If 
Aggregator assumes the defense of the Indemnified Patties with acceptable counsel, the Indemnified 
Patties, at their sole option and expense, may participate in the defense with counsel of their own choice 
without relieving Aggregator of any of its obligations hereunder.

8,2

Survival. Aggregator’s obligation to indemnify Utility under this Section 8 shall survive8.3

5 Form 142-05301 
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the termination of this Agreement.

IX. NOTICES

Mailing Address. Except for statements, invoices and bills, which shall be submitted 
pursuant to Section 4 above, any formal notice, request, or demand concerning this Agreement shall be 
given in writing by Utility or Aggregator, and shall be (a) mailed by first-class mail, (b) mailed by 
registered, certified or other overnight, mail, (c) delivered in hand, or (d) faxed with confirmation as set 
forth below, to the other party as indicated below, or to such other address as the parties may designate by 
written notice.

9.1

If to Aggregator:

Fax :

If to Utility:

—

Fax i

veitly-
rs (not
rtified.

, .AIJTY

ot. disclose any Confidential information obtained 
tig any affiliates of Aggregator, without the express 
term "Confidential Information” means proprietary 

lerlaining to Utility, customer names and other 
usage data (“Customer Information"’), any trade 

whether or not reduced to writing or other tangible 
information known to Aggregator prior to obtaining 
domain at the time of disclosure by Aggregator; (c) 
party who did not receive the same, directly or 
for release by express prior written consent of an

f
f
I:

s
1
t

£

Use of Confidential Information. Aggregator hereby agrees that it shall use the 
Confidential Information solely for the purpose of performing under this Agreement. Aggregator agrees 
to use at least the same degree of care Aggregator uses with respect to its own proprietary or confidential 
information, which in any event shall result, in a reasonable standard of care to prevent unauthorized use 
or disclosure of the Confidential Information.

10.2

6 Form 142-05301 
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Authorized Disclosure. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Section 10, 
Aggregator may disclose any of the Confidential Information in the event, but only to the extent, that, 
based upon advice of counsel, Aggregator is required to do so by the disclosure requirements of any law, 
rule, regulation or any order, decree, subpoena or ruling or other similar process of any court, 
governmental agency or regulatory authority. Prior to making or permitting any such disclosure, 
Aggregator shall provide Utility with prompt written notice of any such requirement so that Utility (with 
Aggregator’s assistance if requested by Utility) may seek a protective order or other appropriate remedy.

10.3

Term. The confidentiality provisions set f 
and effect with respect to any Confidential Information tint 
disclosure of such Confidential In formation; provided, fit 
remain in full force and effect with respect to any Custome

10.4

X

1/or obtained by 
the prior written

I I
Aggregate 
consent of

gator shall perform its obligations under this Agreement 
igent or employer-employee relationship or joint venture

I i
as an hide 
or partner;

Disputes. Any dispute arising between the Parties relating to the 
: or to the performance of a Patty’s obligations hereunder shall be reduced 
Parties' designated representative for resolution. The Parties shall be 

ci in an effort to resolve any such dispute. Any dispute or need for

I i .4 R 
interpretation oft. 
to writing and rc 
required to meet
interpretation arising out of this .Agreement which cannot be resolved after discussion between the Parties 
shall be submitted to the CT’UC for resolution. If Aggregator disputes a Utility bill, the resolution of such 
dispute shall be as set forth in Rule 30.

c.k i:u v, vr ! 11.

Waiver. Any failure or delay by either party to exercise any right, in whole or part, 
hereunder shall not be construed as a waiver of the right to exercise the same, or any other right, at any 
time thereafter.

I 1.5
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11.6 Govcrnmcnial Actions. 'This Agreement shall be subject to the continuing jurisdiction of
the CPUC and all orders, rules, regulations, decision or actions of any governmental entity (including a 
court) having jurisdiction over Utility or this Agreement. The Agreement is subject to such changes or 
modifications by the CPUC as it may direct from time to time in the exercise of its jurisdiction.

Ifntire Agreement. This Agreement, including the Attachments listed below, sets forth the 
entire understanding of the Parties as to the subject matter hereof, and supersedes any prior discussions, 
offerings, representations or understanding (whether written or oral), and shall only be superseded by an

I 1.7

instrument in writing executed by both Patties. This Agreement shall not be modified by course of 
performance, course of conduct or usage of trade.

Attachment A: Schedule Capacity Bidding Program (CBP)
Attachment B: Rule 30 Aggregators for Capacity Bidding Program (CBP) 
Attachment C: Notice by Aggregator to Add or Delete Customers

unlerparts, each of which shall be 
nd the same instrument.

Counterparts. This Agreement may be ex 
deemed to be an original, but all of which together shall co'

Headings. The headings contained in tliii 
the Parties and shall not be used or relied upon in any mar 
Agreement,

1 1.8

are solely for the convenience of 
instruction or interpretation of this

1 1.9

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the 
executed this Agreement as of the Effective re

ted representatives of Utility and Aggregator have

AGGREGATOR:UTILITY:

SAN DIEGO GAS & ELKCTRK NY

By: By:„ , '
Signature: 
Name: __ 
Title:

Signature:

Name:
—

Title:

8 Form 142-0530! 
(10/06)
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'e territory served by the Utility.

RATES

i Aii charges and provisions of a participating customer’s otherwise applicable rate schedule shaii apply. Aii 
i charges and provisions of a customer participating through an Aggregator shaii apply. Customers who elect 
; to sign up directly with the Utility for participation in the CBP will! be paid at a maximum of 80% of the
I available capacity payment. Aggregators will receive 100%' of the capacity payment for the amount of load
j reduction received in any given month. The tables below set forth the rates that will be paid to Participants 
j under this schedule for each Product type and will be fixed for a three year program cycle.

Load Reduction Incentive Payment, Day-Ahead Program Option (S/kW-month):1.

Jul Sep OctProduct
1 to 4 hours
2 to 8 hours 
4 to 8 hours

May Jun Aug
2,43 8,55 14.21

7,39 18.25
7.61 18,99

17,58
19.99
20,78

11.80
13.14
13,71

3,50
2.74 3.94
2,81 4,05

2, Load Reduction Incentive Payment,

Jul Aug Sep OctProduct
1 to 4 hours
2 to 8 hours 
4 to 8 hours

May Jun
2,91 7.85 17,05

8,87 19.50
9,13 20,39

21,08
23,99
24,91

13,92
15,77
18,45

4,20
3,29 4,73
3,38 4,88

Load Reduction Incentive Payment, Dav-Of Program 30 Min Option ($/kW-month):3. .

Product Jul Sep OctMay Jun Aug
9.03 19.61 24.24

3.78 10.20 22.43 27.59
3.89 10.50 23.45 28.65 18.92

4.831 to 4 hours 3.35 16.00
2 to 6 hours 5.44
4 to 8 hours 5.59 :

(Continued)
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Energy Usage Reduction Incentive Payment, All Program Options (cents/kWh):
The applicable rate to be applied in calculating the Energy Usage Reduction Incentive Payment is 
generally the daily Utility city gate natural gas price multiplied by the Program dispatch heat rate of 
15,000 Btu/kWh for each kilowatt hour of energy reduction dur tuts. See Energy Usage
Reduction Incentive Payment Special! Condition 6.b.., for a further description of the calculation of the 
Energy Usage Reduction Incentive Payment, the development of the payment amount, and any 
payment amount adjustments.

43.

:

:

(Continued)
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The Definitions of terms used in this schedule are found either herein or in Ruie 1 :1.
:

Qualifying Customer: Service under this schedule is available to all non-residential time-of-use : 
metered customers with demand in excess of 20 kW who elect to participate. Customers electing to
participate in the Program must meet and comply with all of the requirements for such participation i 
as set forth in this Schedule. Participating customers must have the required metering and operable 
communications equipment installed prior to and while participating in the Program. See Metering 
Requirement Special Condition 13, for additional details. Participating customers must have the 
required notification equipment in place prior to participation in the Program. See Event 
Notification/Communication Special Condition 8, for additional details.

2,
-

Aggregators: In the event customers elect, to participate in the Program via an Aggregator, 
such participation, and such Aggregator’s participation in the Program, are subject to the 
terms and conditions of this schedule and Ruie 30, Aggregators for the Capacity Bidding 
Program (CBP). Customers participating in the Program may designate onliy one Aggregator 
at a time for each participating meter and may change such designation only after the 
expiration of the Minimum Term in respect of such participating meter (unless terminated 
earlier, as set forth in Term, Special Condition 19). Prior to any changes in the designation 
or any termination of an Aggregator, a customer shall deliver to the Utility a “Notice to Add, 
Change or Terminate an Aggregator for Capacity Bidding Program” (Form 142-05302) 
notifying the Utility of such change or termination.

a.

b.

change.

(Continued)
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:>ants may nominate from among the following product types (“Products”)3.

Minimum Maximum Maximum Maximum Events
Duration per Duration per Cumulative Event Per Day

Event Event Duration Per
Operational Month

1-4 Hour 4 hours 441 hour 1

2-8 Hour 2 hours 6 hours 44 1

ur 4 hours 8 hours 44 1

Minimum ini Maximum Maximum Events
Duration per Duration per Cumulative Event Per Day

Event Event Duration Per
Operational Month

1-4 Hour 1 hour 4 hours 44 1

2-6 Hour 2 hours 6 hours 44 1

ur 4 hours 8 hours 44 1

Day-Of Minimum Maximum Maximum Maximum Events
30 Min Duration per Duration per Cumulative Event Per Day

Products Event Event Duration Per
Operational Month

1-4 Hour 1 hour 4 hours 44 1
2-6 Hour 2 hours 6 hours 44 1
4-8 Hour 4 hours 8 hours 44 1

Participants rnay nominate a different Product for each month of the Program’s operational season 
(as set forth bellow), and any combination of Products for each such operational! month in respect of 
the Nominated Load Reduction for such operational month. Each nominated Product must specify 
the portion of Nominated Load Reduction associated thereto without overlap between nominated 
Products for such operational! month. Customer participation in within Day-Ahead and/or Day-Of 
pp&duct/or Day-Of 30 Min product types is defined in Rule 41.

;
!

(Continued)
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The Program’s operational season is from May 1 through October 31.

Each operational month of the Program begins and ends at the beginning and ending of such 
calendar month.

The Program’s operational days are Monday through Friday during the Program’s operational 
season, excluding Utility holidays, as defined in Rule 1.

The Program’s operational hours are from 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. during each of the Program’s
operational days.

;
:

{Continued}
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i Operation: (Continued)3

Interruptible Period: Each interruptible period (“Event”) shall be the period of time during 
which the Utility has informed the Participant to curtail energy consumption by use of a 
communications process utilizing equipment described in the Event
Notification/Communication Special Condition 8.

a.

Interruptible Period Termination: An Event will! terminate upon notification by the Utility that 
the Event has ended, provided that an Event shaill not continue longer than the duration 
prescribed therefore for the Product nominated by the Participant as described in the table 
above.

b.

Load Reduction Nominations:c.

:

:

ii. ;

:
:

;

d. Cance
for an 
fifteen 
ioad r< 
Load F

:

(Continued)
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Third-Party Coordinators: Utility may contract with one or more third parties (“Coordinators”) 
to assist Utility in the administering, coordination and/or scheduling of the Program and may 
designate such Coordinators as the soie point of contact in respect of such services by 
notifying the applicable Participants of such designation.

e.

f. Progr gersr

The Utility may call an Event whenever the Utility’s electric system suppiy portfolio 
reaches a resource dispatch equivalence of 15,000 Btu/kWh heat rate, or as Utility 
system conditions warrant.

Whenever the California Independent. System Operator has issued an alert or 
warning notice, the California Independent System Operator shall be entitled to 
request, that the utility, at its discretion, cal! a program event pursuant to this 
Schedule.

I

Progr liability: An Event may be called during the Program’s operational season, operational
days and operational! hours as defined above. The Program shall be limited as to its availability to 
Participants based on any limitations that the Utility has in getting communications systems in place. 
The Utility will staff as quickly as practical to provide this service to as many Participants as quickly 
as practical so long as communications are in place before service commences.

4.

Limitation of Interruptible Periods: Events shall be limited as follows:a.

Day Ahead: For Participants selecting Day-Ahead Products, Events shall be called 
by the Utility with notice to such Participants not later than 3:00 p.m. on the day prior 
to the Event day. Notices will be issued by 3:00 p.m. on the business day 
immediately prior to a holiday or weekend if a CBP Event is planned for the first 
business day foliowing the holiday or weekend. The Events shall not exceed the 
maximum duration (in hours) corresponding with the Product nominated by the 
Participantas set forth in the table above. The maximum cumulativeduration of an 
Event during any operational month shall not exceed 44 hours.

Day Of: For Participants selecting Day-Of Products, Events shall be called by the 
Utility with notice to such Participants by 9:00 a.m. but not later than two (2) hours 
prior to the commencement of the Event. The Events shall not exceed the 
maximum duration (in hours) corresponding with the Product nominated by the
Participantas set forth in the table above. The maximum cumulativeduration of an
Event during any operational! month shall not exceed 44 hours.

ii. ;

Day Of 30 Min: For Participants selecting Day-Of 30 Min. Products, Events shall beiii.
called by the Utility with notice to such Participants no later than Thirty (30) Minutes
prior to the commencement of the Event. The Events shall not exceed the
maximum duration (in hours) corresponding with the Product nominated by the
Participant as set forth in the table above. The maximum cumulativeduration of an
Event during any operational month shall not exceed 44 hours. I

(Continued)
5C0 Date Filed 
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Customer Specific Baseline: In order to participate in the Program, Participants must have a valid 
baseline (“Baseline”) for each Product nominated each clay of an operational month, which Baseline 
must be established no later than fifteen (15) calendar days prior to the first day of such operational 
month of the Program. Baselines shall be established as follows:

5.

;

(Continued)
5C0 Date Filed 
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Participating Customers: The baseline is equal to the average electricity consumption (in 
MWh) of the participant during the applicable Program Event hour over the ten (10) 
immediately preceding similar days prior to the Program Event day. Similar days exclude 
weekends, holidays, and days when load reductions were requested or when outages were
called.

a.

;
;

For Aggregators, the hourly load profile for the aggregated group ofb. Aggregators:
participating accounts on such day shall be determined by summing the hour by hour 
interval metering data for each participating account. The Baseline Houriy Energy Usage is 
equal! to the average electricity consumption (in MWh) of the aggregated group of 
Participating Accounts during the applicable Program Event hour over the ten (10) 
immediately preceding similar days prior to the Program Event day. Similar days exclude 
weekends, holidays, and days when load reductions were requested or when outages were 
caiied.

:
;

:
:
:
:

Dav-Of Adjustment: Participants and Aggregators may choose to have their baselines 
calculated us ay-Of Adjustment. The Day-Of Adjustment is calculated using the first 
three of the four hours prior to the event divided by the average load for the same hours 
using the last 10 weekdays for CBP participants. This Day-Of Adjustment shall not exceed 
plus or minus 40% of the Participant’s calculated baseline. Participants must elect or opt-in 
to receive this adjustment. The Participant/Aggregator may select a baseline or a baseline 
with a day-of adjustment for each service account when they nominate for the operating 
month.

c.

;

;
;

Incentive/Energy Payment and Non-Performance Penalties:6.

;Load Reduction Incentive Payment:a.

If the Utility does not call an Event during an operational month, the amount of the 
Load Reduction Incentive Payment for such operational month is calculated by 
summing, for each Product nominated in such operational month, the product of the
Nominated Load Reduction for such nominated Product and the Load Reduction 
Incentive Payment rate as set forth in the table above for such nominated Product. :

:

If the Utility caiis one or more Events during an operational month, the amount of the 
Load Reduction Incentive Payment for such operational month is calculated by 
summing the Adjusted Event Capacity Payment Amounts for each Product 
nominated in such operational! month, which is calculated as follows:
“Unadjusted Hourly Event Capacity Payment Amount” for each Product nominated
in such operationa! month is equai to the product of the Nominated Load Reduction 
for such nominated Product and the Load Reduction Incentive Payment rate as set: 
forth in the table above for such nominated Product, divided by the number of Event
hours called during such operational month, and the “Adjusted Event Capacity 
Payment Amount” for each such Product nominated in such operational month is 
calculated based on the Actual Load Reduction (as defined in the Actual Load
Reduction Special Condition 7) for such Product in such operational month:

;

The

;

(Continued)
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-t/Energy Payment and Non-Performs - - nalties: (Continued)6

Actual I.oad Reduction for ' Payment Amount
such Product

More than 100 percent of 
Nominated Load Reduction 
for such Product

Payment equal to 100 percent of 
Unadjusted Event Capacity Payment 
Amount for such Product

90-75 - 100 percent of 
Nominated Load Reduction 
for such Product

Payment calculated by prorating between 
90 and 100 percent of Unadjusted Event 
Capacity Payment Amount for such 
Product

7S—-8IA99~pere«etef
{4©minat®d4=©a4-R&d«ct»n-
femsuGh-Pwduet

Payment equal to 50 percent of 
Unadjusted Event Capacity Payment
Ameunt-femsuGh-PreducC

50 - 74,99 percent of 
Nominated Load Reduction 
for such Product

Zero (0)

Less than 50 percent of 
Nominated Load Reduction 
for such Product

Penalty equal to (.50 minus Actual
Reduction divided by Nominated I.oad
reduction) multiplied by the Unadjusted 
Event Capacity Payment Amount.

:If the Load Reduction Incentive Payment amount as calculated above yields an 
amount Hess than zero (i.e. a penalty amount), then such penalty amount shall be 
payable by Participant to the Utility in accordance with the Disbursement of 
Payments Special! Condition 6.c. bellow.

b.

If the Utility does not call an Event in respect of a Product during an operational 
month, no monthly Energy Usage Reduction Incentive Payment in respect of such 
Product is payable for such operational month.

i

If the Utility calls one or moire Events during an operational! month in respect of a 
Product, bundled customers enrolled directly with SDG&E or through Aggregators 
are eligible to receive the amount of monthly Energy Usage Reduction Incentive 
Payment for such Product that is equal to the Actual Load Reduction for such 
Product times a 15,000 Btu/kWh heat rate times the Utility’s delivered natural gas 
price (“Delivered Natural Gas Price”) for each operational day of each such Event 
(which Delivered Natural Gas Price is determined by the posted California Border 
Natural Gas Index Price plus the cost of applicable transportation to the Utility’s 
service territory, and adjusted as follows:

ii.

:

(Continued)
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enaities: (Continued)6. Incentive

(Continued)b.

(a) Shortfall Energy Amount: In the event of a Shortfall Energy Amount (as 
defined in the Actual Load Reduction Special! Condition 8) in respect of such 
Product for such operational month, the monthly Energy Usage Reduction 
Incentive Payment amount for such Product will be reduced by an amount 
equal to the product of such Shortfall Energy Amount and the greater of (i) 
the Energy Usage Reduction Incentive Payment Price or (ii) the CAISO 
hourly SP15 ex-post energy price for each Event hour. If such calculation of 
Energy Usage Reduction Incentive Payment amount for such Product yields 
an amount Hess than zero (i.e. a penalty amount), then such penalty amount 
shall be payable by Participant to the Utility in accordance with the 
Disbursement of Payments Special! Condition 6c.

;
;

(i) the Utility’s Delivered Natural Gas Price is not in the right units. 
EURP price and ISO ex-post are both in $/MWh.

(b) Excess Energy: In the event that the Actual Load Reduction for such
Product during an Event in such operational month exceeds the Nominated 
Load Reduction for such Product in such operational month (such excess 
amount, “Excess Energy Amount”), then the Energy Usage Reduction 
Incentive Payment amount for such Product will be increased by an amount 
equal! to the product of such Excess Energy Amount and the Utility’s 
Delivered Natural! Gas Price during the Event; provided, however, that, for 
purposes of calculating the Energy Usage Reduction Incentive Payment 
amount, the Excess Energy Amount for a Product cannot exceed 50 percent 
of the Nominated Load Reduction for such Product.

Direct Access and Community Choice Aggregation are not eligible for the 
Energy Usage Reduction Incentive payments nor subject to Energy Usage 
Reduction penalties.

Disbursement of Payments:c.

Customers: For customers participating directly with the Utility, the CBP incentive will 
be calculated based on the customer’s Actual Load Reduction. In no case will a 
customer receive a credit payment for a given hour if it does not meet the minimum 
energy reduction threshold, as nominated in the monthly Load Reduction
Nomination. The billing and payment of Load Reduction Incentive Payments and 
Energy Usage Reduction Incentive Payments, as well as ail! other amounts, charges, 
penalties and fees due and payable in respect of this Program, to or from customers 
participating in the Program will be paid by the Utility within 30 days after the end of 
the event operating month, but no more than 60 days after the end of the event 
operating month will be made in the course of customer's normal billing for services 
with the Utility consistent with Utility's tariffs.

:

;

(Continued)
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Incentive/Energy Payment and Non-Performance Penalities: (Continued)

Aggregators: The billing and payment of Load Reduction Incentive Payments and 
Energy Usage Reduction Incentive Payments, as well as a!! other amounts, charges,
penalties and fees due and payable under this schedule, Ruie 30 or the Aggregator
Contract, to or from Aggregators are set forth in Ruie 30.

Failure to Pay: In the event a participating customer fails to pay any amounts to the Utility as 
and when due, the rules governing such failure to pay, and the Utility’s and such customer’s 
rights and obligations therewith, as set forth in the Utility’s tariff will apply. The Aggregator 
Contract will set forth the rights and obligations of the Utility and the Aggregator party thereto
in respect of any failure to pay amounts as and when due to the Utility.

Customer Liability for Aggregator Failure to Pay. If, due to a Shortfall Energy Amount which
results in a penalty to be paid by an Aggregator to Utility In respect of Load Reduction 
Incentive Payments and/or Energy Usage Reduction Incentive Payments, such Aggregator 
fails (or is deemed to have failed) to fully pay to Utility such penalty amounts, and any 
security provided by such Aggregator is insufficient to cover such outstanding penalty 
amounts, then each customer represented by such Aggregator under the applicable 
Aggregator Contract will be liable for its pro rata share of such outstanding penalty amounts, 
which pro rata share will be based upon such customer’s contribution to such Shortfall 
Energy Amount.

>A Participant’s “Actual Load Reduction” during an Event for each Product
nominated by such Participant is equai to:

In the case that such Participant is a customer participating directly with the Utility, the extent 
that the actual energy usage of such customer during such Event for such Product is less 
than such customer’s Baseline for such Product.

6.

ii.

d.

I
e.

7.

a.

In the case that such Participant is an Aggregator, the extent that the actual energy usage of
the aggregated group of customers during such Event for such Product is less than such 
aggregated group of customer’s Baseline for such Product.

In the event the Actual Load Reduction for such Product during an Event in such operational month 
is less than the Nominated Load Reduction for such Product in such operational month, such 
deficient amount is the “Shortfall Energy Amount” for such Product in such operational month.

Event Notification/Communication: Participating entities (customers, aggregators, ESPs) must, at their
own expense, have access to the Internet and an e-mail address to receive Event notifications via the 
Internet. In addition, Participants must have, at their own expense, an alphanumeric device that is 
capable of receiving a text message sent via the Internet. Participants will be notified via the Utility’s 
designated Internet website. As a courtesy, notification may also be given via pager, e-mail, or 
cellular telephone; however, the official notification shall be posted to the Utility’s designated Internet 
website in accordance with the time parameters set forth herein. No Participating entity may 
participate in the program until ai! of these requirements have been met.

b.

8.

;

(Continued) i
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n initiated in accordance with the provisions herein, the 
rent may be terminated as provided in the Interruptible

S

Contr iiuiirernenti Participating customers and Aggregators must execute ail applicable
agreements prescribed by the Utility prior to participation under this schedule. Necessary 
agreements may include the following:

10,

For Utility customers, a Capacity Bidding Program Customer Contract (Form 142-05300) 
(“Customer Contract”);

a.

For Aggregators, an Aggregator Agreement for Capacity Bidding Program (CBP) (Form 142
05301) (“Aggregator Contract”).

b.

Multiple Progi ticipation: Eligibility for Multiple Program Participation is defined in Ruie 41.11,

Termination of Schedule: This schedule is in effect until modified or terminated through the Utility’s 
Deitic sponse Programs portfolio Application proceeding, or through the annua! program
evaluation and modification process most recently adopted by the Commission in '03-024.

12,

Metering Requirement: Each participating customer must have a SDG&E Smart Meter installed. In 
certain aacircumstances an approved interval meter and approved meter communications 
equipment will be installed and read by SDG&E. The Utility must have access to the customer’s
meter data on a daily basis for a period of no less than ten (10) calendar days to establish a valid 
customer specific baseline.

13.

An approved interval meter is capable of recording usage in 15-minute intervals and being read 
remotely by the Utility.

For customers with billed maximum demand of 20 kW or greater during one of the past 12 billing
months, the Utility will, if required, provide and install the metering and communication equipment at 
no cost to the customer.

Utility Testing: At the Utility’s discretion, up to two (2) Events may be called during each operational
season for the purpose of testing of the Program (“Test Events”). All notification protocols, as well 
as all applicable payments and penaities, will apply during Test Events. The only difference
between a Test Event and an actual Event is the absence of the prerequisite trigger condition of 
15,000 Btu/kWh heat rate criteria. A Test Event may be scheduled on a day-ahead/ or-oma-dav-of / 
or a day-of 30 Min basis on any applicable weekday, within the operational parameters contained
herein. If an actual event is not initiated by iate summer a test event will be called during the peak 
moths of August or September.

14,

:

(Continued)
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1

:

:

Ul! UCIIiCiliU iCO[JU!!OC‘,

Failure to Reduce Energy: A failure to comply with an Event will! result in the appiicabie penalty 
provisions (including the payment therefore by the Participant incurring such penalty) being applied 
as described herein.

1 6.

17.

18,
I

19,

:

;
# ruu [ luauui i.

In the event of termination of an Aggregator Contract between an Aggregator and Utility, the 
customers whom such Aggregator represented under such Aggregator Contract will have fourteen 
(14) days from the date of receipt of notice of such termination by Utility in which to continue their 
participation in the Program in respect to the represented service meters through another Aggregator 
or directly with Utility without the designation of an Aggregator. Customers electing the foregoing 
must submit a “Notice to Add, Change or Terminate an Aggregator” (Form 142-05302) setting forth 
their election. If such customer does not submit such form by such 14-day period, such customer 
will be deemed to have elected to continue its participation in the Program with respect to such 
service meters directly with the Utility without being represented by an Aggregator.

:

(Continued)
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DEMAND Bicr:::t ?ROGRAM-Dav Of CONTRACT

This “Contract” is made and e
C a i if o rn i a corpo ratio n

lego Gas & Electric Company, a
' "SDG&E"

or CCA Customer, hereinafter 
o" or "Party",

her andas

referred to as “Customer”, and jointly, <

■ i 13 herein requesting to take service on SDG
-Day Of (“Schedule DBP-PO”), attached hereto as

IP-DO
on a;er

E THE I E E AS

fully executed by both parties. The “Effective Date” of 
st signing party. This Contract shall remain from the

APf-'i/TIC., unless terminated earlier according to the terms herein.

T i

J T
), Customer shall voluntarily provide Demand Bids to
emand Bidding Event (all as defined within Schedule

ADO).

III. 1
-no is a demand/energy bidding program that offers incentives to non-residential 

umption and demand during a specific Demand Bidding Event,custo
Sche -DO will end December 31, 2044201S.

-Do if Customer is capable of providing at least a 5 MW

I

T

Single Account 
Aggregate Accounts

Account Numbers: 1,)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5,}

IV. i

II! not assign this Contract without prior written consent of SDG&E, Any such 
itomaticaiiy void.assignr

Page 1 of 8 Form No, 142-05218 (05/13)
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¥,
esolved between the Parties shail be settled by means of conference, 
1 as provided for herein.tried i;

The first step in the dispute resolution process shall be a conference by which the dispute is 
referred to a designated officer of each Party for resolution. If those two officers cannot reach an 
agreement within a reasonable period of time, the Parties shall submit the dispute to mediation.

lies in 
is not

jfd the 
hall be 
ifornia.

:;t, the prevailing 
including expert 
use and outside 
>rized by specific

I

if

if

Tee
j

, i i ii', i , o '[ i i i !- -Dm. whether based upon negligence, tort, strict 
liability or otherwise, including but not limited 1y Claims of any kind. This indemnification
obligation shall not apply only to the extent that any such Claims are caused by either the willful 
misconduct of SDG&E or by SDG&E’s sole negligence.

Page 2 of 6 Form No, 142-05218 (05/13)
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IX.
D0-op-Sebe4ute4JBP-E

whiche' »,

X.
the Commission and to any changes or modification 
the exercise of its jurisdiction.that the

ier Party shall have the right to 
uies and regulations, an application 
r agreement relating thereto.

r their legal commitments with their
liability or involvement in contract or 
r(s)/Aggregators.

:r have executed this Contract as of the Effective Date.

San Diego G? ctric Company

By: By:

Title:Titie:

Date: Date:

Demand Bidding Program- ¥ W I

Page 3 of 6 Form No. 142-05218 (05/13)
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I I IT A

Title:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email Address:

"Title:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email Address:

Title:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email Address:

"Title:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email Address:

Attach additional Customer Account Information sheets to this contract if required. (Sheet of

Page 4 of 6 Form No. 142-05218 (05/13)
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lllflENT B

Site #1
Account Name 
Account Number 
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number 
Customer Committed Load Reduction

Site #2
Account Name 
Account Number 
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number 
Customer Committed Load Reduction

Site #3
Account Name 
Account Number 
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number 
Customer Committed Load Reduction

Site #4
Account Name 
Account Number 
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number 
Customer Committed Load Reduction

Site #5
Account Name 
Account Number 
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number 
Customer Committed Load Reduction

Page 5 of 6 Form No. 142-05218 (05/13)
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Program
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23477-ERevised Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

San Diego, California 22913-ECal. P.U.C. Sheet No.
:

Sheet 1-DO
- ■ *ay Of ; T

(DBP ) is a demand/energy bidding program that offers incentives 
onsumption and demand during a specific Demand
aw. This program will end December 31st, 2014.

V e entire territory served by the Utility.

RATES

; | Day Of DBP Incentive is $ 500600.00/M Wh for customers who purchase commodity from the Utility (bundled
i customers).

'-DO incentive for customers who purchase commodity from an Energy Service Provider or a

r
i - i -C 3 incentive for bundled customers. In 

he Utility if the DAM LMP is greater than the DBP-DO 
j incentive, the customer does not receive an incentive

30 Incentive Payment is calculated as defined in special condition 8. The Utility will provide the 
Incentive Payment as an adjustment to the customer’s regular monthly bill, within 90 days of the

DO Incentive Payments only for those hours of AcceptedThe
set ft i 4.

The definitions of terms used in this schedule are found either herein or in Ruie 11.

Quaiifying Customer: This Schedule is applicable, in combination with a customer’s otherwise 
applicable tariff(s), on a voluntary basis, to non-residential customers, including Direct Access and 
Community Choice Aggregation customers, who are capable of providing at ieast a 5 MW load 
reduction based on the customer’s specific baseline. At the time of enrollment a customer may 
choose to aggregate no more than 5 billable meters for the purposes of qualification and settlement. 
The customer will reduce their energy consumption when requested at times when an SDG&E 
system emergency or statewide emergencies are declared by the California Independent System 
Operator (CAISO).

2, :
1

Billable Meter: A billable meter represents the meter data used for the purpose of calculating a 
customer's UDC rate charges. In the event that a customer’s meter data is combined for the purpose 
of calculating UDC charges a billable meter number represents the combined meter data.

3.

(Continued)
1C0 Date Filed 

Effective2479-EAdvice I.tr. No.
c
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23478-ERevised Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

San Diego, California C; il. P.U.C. Sheet No.
:

-DO
: t- - Day Of

1TIONS (Continued)

i Operation:4

Demand Bidding Event: The Utility will declare a Demand Bidding Event for the following day
and the Utility will! request bid confirmationss from the customers that will cover the period of
the event.

a.

Demand Bid: A Demand Bid is the amount of MW per hour (MWh usage) that a customer 
commits to reduce for each hour of an Event.

b.

For each hour the customer must submit the customer’s Bid for a minimum demand 
reduction of 5 MWh.

Bid Submissioni Customers

fhW^e-avateMeAo-cwtafynitial bid will be the MW reduction identified on their enrollment 
application. The customer may change their bid throughout the year as their operations

c.

change as long as the bid meets the minimum bid value.

d. Bid Evaluation: Unless a capacity level (megawatt quantity) is specified in the CAISO
notification, the Utility will deem aii qualified Demand Bids received by the deadline 
acceptable from customers. In evaluating late bids, the Utility will consider then-current 
conditions, including previous acceptance or rejection of timely bids submitted within the first
hour.

Unless a capacity level (MW quantity) is specified in the CAISO or Utility event notification,
the Utility will then evaluate the qualified bids received based on a first come, first served 
basis, taking bidder past performance and compliance into account, and accept or reject
each bid.

Bid Confirmation: The Utility will notify the customer of a Demand Bidding Event 30 minutes 
prior to the event and request GQfffirm-the-confirmation of value on the bid submission. The
customer will! have the opportunity to increase or decrease their bid at this time.

e.

Confirmation of bid will be sent via electronic mail! (e-mail) in the event notification 
and sent out a minimum of 30 minutes prior to an event.

Progr :gersi A Demand Bidding Event shall be initiated upon notice from the CAISO of a 
Stage 1, 2, 3 emergency, a transmission or imminent system emergency, or as conditions warrant by 
the Utility. Whenever the California independent System Operator has issued an alert or warning 
notice, the California independent System Operator shall be entitled to request that the utility, at its
discretion, cal! a program event pursuant to this Schedule.

5.

i

Progr lityi DBP-DO is available year-round. There is no limit to the number of Demand
Bidding Events per month or per year.

6.

(Continued)
2.C0 Date Filed 
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23479-ERevised Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

San Diego, California 22915-E*P.U.C. Sheet No.r
: :

Sheet 3■ " I l " , I I' I -DO
T

7, uubiun it

istorners enrolled in the program, the 
it is defined as the consumption for that 
imiliar day prior to the Event. Similar days 
orrter was paid to reduce load, when load 
id Response event and clays in which the

a.

y multiplying the preliminary baseline by a 
factor will be calculated by dividing the 

commencing at least 4 hours prior to the 
)f the preliminary baseline. This Day-Gf 
e no less than 0.6.

jstomers enrolled in the program, the 
ir is defined as the consumption for that 
ior to the Event. Similar days will! exclude 
educe load, when load reductions were 
event and days in which the customer

b.

;

:
nlnary baseline by a
ated by dividing the 
4 hours prior to the 

seline. This Day-Of
rt

Bir
x

of qualification and
liiable meter.

X or
er

-DO Incentive Payment: If the actual load reduction for the hour is less than the 5060% of the
the demand bidding

DO incentive by the customer’s
160% of the customer hourly bid

tiplied by the DBP-DO incentive.

8.
:t IG i-

r i x
T

9. onai hour equals the 
loiisiy IV1W consumption

-DO event hour. If a customer chooses to aggregate billable meters for the
,iai to the sum of the

I

r

(Continued)
3C0 Date Filed 
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23480-ERevised Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

San Diego, California Ci 22918-EP.U.C. Sheet No.
:

Sheet 4-no
! TOff

' of Demand Bid Events 
d by the Utility. Customer 
munications and to send 
y of the Internet site or e-

1 I
i

I tee

-1 t-mito Alert or Warning or more advanced
Did that has not yet been 

ie accepted bid shall not 
e based on the customer’s

1
J'

;ef
I1

er18

1 an EnroiirnentApplication
the program. Enrollment 
s been provided by the

uuaiumci cinu vanuaicu uy yic wimty.

Multiple Program Participation: A customer may not participate simultaneously in DBP-DO and any
other Demand Response rate or program.

Termination of Schedule: This Schedule will be terminated on December 31st, 2014.

13,

14,

Metering Requirement: Customer’s electric meter must be an interval data recorder with related 
telecommunications capability, compatible with the Utility’s meter reading and telecommunications 
systems. If a customer meets the requirements of this tariff and does not have the correct metering 
equipment, the Utility will provide and install interval metering equipment and telecommunications 
systems at no cost to the customer.

15,

-DC compliance shall be determined from a 
r that can be read remotely by the Utility,
cations acceptable to the Utility. Direct 
ie Utility telecommunication access to its 
ng DBP-DO compliance.

ier
:erT3©

assessed under this Schedule for a 
lidding Event.

16.
\

of service under this schedule or other 
is provided for in the Utility’s Ruie 10,

17, nr

4C0 Date Filed 
Effective2479-EAdvice i.tr. No.

<i

Decision No. Resolution No.13-04-017

SB GT&S 0099797



a JjJjf* Sempra biergy t/i.w

■■ r I- DAY AHFAGf; v/ / CONTRACTD

This “Contract” is made and entered ii 
California corporation

lego Gas & Electric Company, a
' "SDG&E"

or CCA Customer, hereinafter 
s" or "Party",

hereinafter andas
a

referred to as “Customer”, and jointly, or indivk

s herein requesting to take service on SDG&E Tariff Schedule Demand 
, Demand Bidding Program- Day AheadNavy (“Schedule DBP-DAN”), attached

penalty.)l

E Tl ES AGREE AS

’ ofeft
the

er

TIC
DAN, Customer shall voluntarily provide Demand Bids to

uie
GAG).

DAfj is a demand/energy bidding program that offers incentives to the Navy for
Demand Bidding Event, This Schedule is in 
nd Response Programs portfolio application

ii r
r

Customer shall qualify for Schedule DBP-DAN if Customer is capable of providing at least a 3-2 
MW load reduction based on its specific baseline. At the time of enrollment, Customer may choose to 
aggregate no more than 20 billable meters and 8 billable meters for individual bids for the purposes of 
qualification and settlement. Customer shall! reduce its energy consumption when requested at times 
when an SDG&E system emergency or statewide emergencies are declared by the California 
Independent System Operator (CAISO).

__ Single Account
__ Aggregate Accounts

Account Numbers:
11.1. 6. 16.

2, 7, 12, 17.
18,3, 8. 13.

4. 9. 14. 19.
10.5. 15, 20,

IV. !
I! not assign this Contract without prior written consent of SDG&E, Any such 
itomaticaiiy void.assignr

Page 1 of 6 Form No. 142-05218-N (07/13)
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¥,
shall be settled by means of conference,

tried i;

; a conference by which the dispute is 
If those two officers cannot reach an 
bmit the dispute to mediation.

referrer
agree it

The second step in the dispute resolution process shall be mediation between the Parties in 
accordance with the Commercial Rules of the American Arbitration Association, If the dispute is not 
resolved by the mediation, the Parties shall submit the dispute to arbitration or litigation. Should the 
Parties not agree on arbitration, both Parties agree that jurisdiction of any claim or suit hereunder shall! be 
limited to the courts of appropriate jurisdiction located within the County of San Diego, State of California, 
Both Parties hereby submit to the exclusive personal jurisdiction of such courts.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if Customer is a 
jurisdiction of any claim or suit hereunder shail be h< 
jurisdiction.

! r~i '-'inw ooi-iAr! i r\ li\\! r-t of! r\ sm r\ ir"k-£V\ r/vs ir,terpret any 0f the terms of this Contract, the prevailing 
uccessfui Party ail! costs, expenses, (including expert 
ding fees and disbursements of in-house and outside 
a the extent permissible by iaw or authorized by specific

covenant not included in this Contract has been, or is 
its own examination of this Contract, the counsel of its 

, and covenants in the Contract itself.

old 5DG&E and its current and future parent company, 
directors, officers, shareholders, employees, agents, 
&E Parties”) harmless for, from and against any and ail 
bilities, penalties, fines, damages, costs or expenses 

including without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees (including fees and disbursements of in-house and 
outside counsel!) of any kind whatsoever (collectively, “Claims”) resulting from or arising out of this 
Contract or Customers participation in Schedule DBP-BA-N, whether based upon negligence, tort, strict 
liability or otherwise, including but not limited to third party Claims of any kind. This indemnification 
obligation shall! not appiy only to the extent that any such Claims are caused by either the willful 
misconduct of SDG&E or by SDG&E’s sole negligence.

OI!Clil!tO, CJUUUl 80, OMftO) pii UbC tJU i i IljO luaaco, sia

Page 2 of 6 Form No. 142-05218-N (07/13)
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uai or implied, as a result of the partial or completeshall 
fa i II u r«

IX.
conditions of Schedule DBP-BAN and all local, state

and f<

X.
he Commission and to any changes or modification 
he exercise of its jurisdiction.that the

Ight to
ication

'h their
iract or

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, SDG&E and Customer have executed this Contract as of the Effective Date.

San Diego 6;.: ctric Company

By: By:

Title:Title:

Date: Date:

HE 11.

' , Demand Bidding Program- Day Ahead (Navy Only)Tfilf

Page 3 of 6 Form No. 142-05218-N (07/13)
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Title:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email Address:

"Title:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email Address:

Title:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email Address:

"Title:
Mailing Address:

Telephone Number: 
Pager Number: 
Email Address:

Attach additional Customer Account information sheets to this contract if required. (Sheet of

Page 4 of 6 Form No. 142-05218-N (07/13)
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llflENT B
- gta^-AheadNavy)£

stome

Site #1
Account Name 
Account Number 
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number 
Customer Committed Load Reduction

Site #2
Account Name 
Account Number 
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number 
Customer Committed Load Reduction

Site #3
Account Name 
Account Number 
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number 
Customer Committed Load Reduction

Site #4
Account Name 
Account Number 
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number 
Customer Committed Load Reduction

Site #5
Account Name 
Account Number 
Site Address
Existing Electric Meter Number 
Customer Committed Load Reduction

Page 5 of 6 Form No. 142-05218-N (07/13)
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23628-EOriginal Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

San Diego, California Cai. P.U.C, Sheet No,
:

Sheet 1 | Ni l> [ i Dfj^Jp/'ISBKNJNAVY)
! N- NAVY ONLY

-N; vy »nh/ Da-wy.QLPP-OADBP-N) is a demand/energy bidding
onsumption and demand during a specific

I Cl
er

k

e entire territory served by the Utility.

; | The DBP-DADBP-N Incentive is $4&05QQ/MWh for customers who purchase commodity from the Utility 
; (bundled customers).

Sips -wrTP '-N incentive for customers who purchase commodity from an Energy Service Provider or
t

I
DUD-da-DF'P-!'.| incentive for bundled

3
uUP-DADBr-N incentive.
not receive an incentive for the event from SDG&E.

the customer doesnnn :

JN Incentive Payment is calculated as defined in Special Condition 8. The Utility will 
3ADBP-N Incentive Payment as an adjustment to the customer’s regular monthly bill, 
the Demand Bidding Event, The Utility will make DBP-DADBP-N Incentive Payments
s of Accepted Demand Reduction, as set forth in Special Condition 4,

definitions of terms used in this schedule are found either herein or in Ruie 1

Qualifying Customer: This Schedule is appliicabie, in combination with a customer's otherwise 
applicable tariff(s), on a voluntary basis, to customers who are considered a Navy branch of the 
federal government, including those that are Direct Access and Community Choice Aggregation 
customers, who are capable of providing at least a 3-2_MW load reduction based on the customer’s
specific baseline.

2,

a) At the time of enrollment a customer may elect up to 20 billable meters to choose from for 
the purposes of qualification and settlement, but bids for an event the customer will! identify 
up to eight (8) meters for purposes of bidding.

Billiabie Meter: A billable meter represents the meter data used for the purpose of calculating a I
customer’s UDC rate charges. In the event that a customer’s meter data is combined for the purpose ;
of calculating UDC charges a billable meter number represents the combined meter data. i

3,

;

(Continued)
1C0 Date Filed 

Effective
Jut 29, 2013

2508-EAdvice i.tr. No, Aug 15, 2013
c

Decision No. 13-07-003 Resolution No.
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23629-EOriginal Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

San Diego, California Dai, P.U.C, Sheet No,if

Sheet 2ll( 11 i. (navy)
- NAVY ONLY

1T1QNS (Continued)

i Operation:

Demand Bidding Event: The Utility will declare a Demand Bidding Event for the following day 
and the Utility will request bids from the customer that will! cover the period of the event.

a.

The Utility will! make all efforts to notify the customer of an event the day prior by 
13:00, In the event of an event that occurs after 13:00 all parties will make their best
effort to facilitate the bidding process.

Demand Bid: A Demand Bid is the amount of MW per hour {MWh usage) that a customer 
commits to reduce for each hour of an Event,

b.

For each hour the customer must submit their bid for a minimum demand reduction
of 3-2 MWh.

Bid Submission: Customers will! select no more than 8 meters and subrni nand Bid
within 2 hours of the notification of an event.

c.

d. Bid Evaluation: Unless a megawatt quantity is specified in the CAISO or utility event
notification, the Utility will deem ai! qualified Demand Bids received by the deadline 
acceptabie from customers.

If a megawatt quantity is specified in the CAISO or Utility event notification, the 
Utility will evaluate the qualified bids received based on a first come, first served 
basis, taking bidder past performance and compliance into account, and accept or ; 
reject each bid. ':

Bid Acceptance/Rejection Notification: Day-ahead bid solicitations can be terminated prior to 
Acceptance Notification, up to the deadline of 15:30 based on CAISO or Utility notification 
that Scad relief is no longer needed.

e.
;

Progr igers: A Demand Bidding Event shall be initiated upon notice from the CAISO of a
Stage 2 < tergency, a transmission or imminent system emergency, or as local emergency
conditions warrant by the Utility. Whenever the California Independent System Operator has issued 
an alert or warning notice, the California Independent System Operator shall be entitled to request 
that the utility, at its discretion, call a program event pursuant to this Schedule.

5.

Program Availability: DBF- OA-NJs available year-round. There is no limit to the number of Demand
Bidding Day Ahead Events per month or per year.

6.

i
(Continued) r

2.C0 Date Filed 
Effective

Jut 29, 2013
2508-EAdvice i.tr. No. Aug 15, 2013

c

Decision No. 13-07-003 Resolution No.
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23630-EOriginal Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

San Diego, California Cal. P.U.C, Sheet No.
:

Sheet 3&BP-OAPBP-N (NAVY)
_Y ;

/ . uubiun it

istomers enrolled in the program, the 
ir is defined as the consumption for that 
imillar day prior to the Event. Similar days 
omerwas paid to reduce load, when load 
id Response event and days in which the

a.

/ multiplying the preliminary baseline by a 
factor will be calculated by dividing the 
commencing at ieast 4 hours prior to the 
)f the preliminary baseline. This Day-Of 
e no less than 0.8.

b. istomers enrolled in the program, the 
ir is defined as the consumption for that 
ior to the Event. Similar days will! exclude 
educe load, when load reductions were 
event and days in which the customer

:

C.

DBP-DADBP-N Incentive Payment: If the actual load reduction for the hour is less than the 50% of
the demand

DBP-DADBP-N incentive by the
150% of the
Itiplied by the

8,
1

i fcj

Actual Demand Reduction: The Actual! Demand Reduction for any given operational hour equals the 
difference between • starrier Specific Baseline and the recorded hourly MW consumption
(MWh) during 3:N_ event hour. If a customer chooses to aggregate billable meters for the
purposes of qualification and settlement the actual demand reduction wili be equai to the sum of the 
actuai demand reductions from the biiiabie meters.

9,

:
(Continued)

SCO Date Filed 
Effective

Jut 29, 2013
2508-EAdvice i.tr. No. Aug 15, 2013

c

Decision No. 134)74)03 Resolution No.
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23631-EOriginal Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

San Diego, California Canceling Cai. P.U.C, Sheet No,
:

Sheet 4DBP-DADBP-N (NAVY)F

- NAVY ONLYIj

;
;

Events 
stonier 
> send
3 or e-

:

■ more 
tot yet
all not
Dimer’s

ication
(lillrnent
3y the

;
;

cuoiunic! ai iu vanuatcu uy use utmiy .

Multiple Program Participation: A customer may not participate simultaneously in 
and any other Demand Response rate or program.

-N13, i

:Termination of Schedule: This Schedule is in effect until! modified or terminated through the Utility’s 
Demand Response Programs portfolio application or similar proceeding.

14, :
:

Metering Requirement: Customer’s electric meter must be an interval data recorder or smart meter 
w ted telecommunications capability, compatible with the Utility’s meter reading and
telecommunications systems. If a customer meets the requirements of this tariff and does not have 
the correct metering equipment, the Utility will!! provide and install interval metering equipment and 
telecommunications systems at no cost to the customer.

15,

;
For Direct Access and CCA customers, DBP-DADBP-N compliance shall be determined 
from a telephone accessible electric revenue interval meter that can be read remotely by the 
Utility, and/or from alternative metering and telecommunications acceptable to the Utility. 
Direct Access and CCA customers are required to allow the Utility telecommunication 
access to its electric revenue meter for the purposes of determining DBP-DADBP-N 
compliance.

a.

ider this Schedule for a16.

der this schedule or other 
>r in the Utility’s Rule 10,

17.

i
(Continued) i

4C0 Date Filed 
Effective

Jut 29, 2013
2508-EAdvice i.tr. No. Aug 15, 2013
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SDGti Demand Response Programs and Activities 
Incremental Cost 

2013 Funding

Year-to-Date Program fcxpondituros

Program-to-Dato
2013 [expenditures

txpenditu
2012-201

Percent
Cost Item expenditures February May- August September October FundingJanuary November tai

. sfli'y Programs
300.GGOi 32.1%

iss
Responsive Programs

Capac. it
S17.9S

(SC- .400.0001
$6,400,000

59.9%
23.6%$8,773 $21,195 $17,397itr-xM (S22.S14) '$2.0281 $13,630 $130,445 4 .623.598 I $6,885,000

Jit

technologies
342 28?

36.209

JE $55.02;--

Category o:
'$245! $30 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,432

i$l.938l
i$3i7!

$5,227
$4,910

$3,107
$4,777
$7,884

$2,147
$36,566
$38,713

$8,645
$85,719
$94,364

$10484 
$124,043 I $1,126, 
$134,527"! $1.559.

2.4%
i$14.017! $3,71 i 

$3,71-
$3,192
$3,192

000
Budget Category 5 total ($14.0171 $1,494 000 $0 13.4%

Evaluation. Measurement S, Verification

$0 SO $0 $0 SO SO $0 SO 3,000i$?>. 280! S33.740 ($334
-,220 ,V?1 3:4?..

$0 $0 iS3.2t
.020 .'6 0.0%

Budget Category 6 i otal

Category ation & Outreach

($1,580!
'$40,521!

'$803,817!
($111!

$0 $960,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 SO $0 $0 $94,603 K30.000
00.000

_ 3,000
JS1.8- W_

$1
$0 $0 $0 $0 '$193,191! $29,012 ($50,133! '$2,301:

($41,948:
'$34,998:
S31.533

$12,140
$36,747

12.6%
16.1%$249,661

$64,16199_ $1,871 'S109.9421 $48,818 $0Budget i ($434! ($863.928! $8,606 $72,798 ($44,249! ($8.463! $48,887 27.4%

sort Activities
3C-.241

Progr, and Activities
(Si 8.474! ($36,917! ($20.

($36
.39?) $4,1
.493) $66.3

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $50 $5,538
$460,661
$466,199

$1,637,120
$1,160,537

1.000
4,359

49.3%
117.9%51 $54,666 $270,023 i$84.458: $497 $3,837 ($5.023) ($651;

Ju, $0$44 56? ($5-5.895: $70,511 $54,666 $270,023 ($34.4 58) $497 $3.837 ($5.023) i $601i $2,797,657 $4,305,359 167.2%

. .-ejects

Budget Category 10 Total

i ■. . . ■ (S2S4.354; $322,468 $1,389,793 $387,359 $540,398 $663,369 $478,648 $730,412 $382,995 $1,087,794 $709,572 $18,735,059$6,944,226 $65,806,793 $0 28.5%

Notes:
D.12-04-545

(Si
Cd

I
O
H
Rp
(Si

i oo
40
40
00o
40
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Enter Utility specific information and program data in yellow cells

I
Inputs from Avoided Cost Model
Inputs made by CPUC Energy Division Staff
Formulas contained in this Excel Workbook

CPUC Input 
| Formula

All inputs in nominal dollars

Copy
folio columnOi

Copy column
Change label 
INDIRECT Exo

e exactly the same)

ms

Ion costs.

+

(S>
Cd

i
O
H
Rp
(S>

i oo
SO
SO
00



Avoided LEGEND
Uti Enter Utility specific information ana program data in yellow ceiis

inputs from A voided Cost Model

Inputs made by CPUC Energy Division Staff

Formulas contained in this Excel Workbook

Houi

i/kW yr; i-orrmi;a

f 1 Ali Inputs in nominal dollars(Summer W yr)

LCp; Start
Time Span

2Emissions jS/tonjhigh iSc* .£Base Case Capacity Factor

low value
Generation Capacity Costs

Avoided cost values above have not been adjusted for msses
Operating Data 

Heat rate iBUi/kWh} 
Cap Pact or

GHG

T&O Capacity Costs Avg. On Peak [missions Pate lons/IvtWh
Plant Costs ■a ■. ■■ : .............. ■ ■ i.: ■ ;

Fixed O&iVi (S/kW yr.i 
Variable OS.M (S/MWhi

Capita! Ammortization Period WACC
r-—

PG&E.
Leveiized Costs (2012!

Annua! Pixed Cost ;S/kVV yr;
load Impact SCP

SDGSH 2
Real time Energy Revenue 
AS Revenue 
Operating tost

SDG&E s%

A Adjustment Factor

CT

Residua! Capacity Value 
Summer Output 
Summer Capacity Value 

Financing 
Debt to Equity 
Debt Cost 
Equity Cost 
Margin;!! 'lax Rote

LOO % j!Mo Adjustment;

+/- % Sensitivity values are multipin. 
e.g. for low case, the A Adjustment factor will be 
multiplied by (1-10%) or 90%

■ ■ in :1 ■1 i ■ X U 0% L 00.0%.....

20.0%

0.0%
Apr Gov

ISO Capacity Value (SDG&6 jj L 00.0%

PGSE

SCt
SDG&f

leu :U!Apr fvk-iy

(S>
Cd

I
O
H
fc>
LTj

I oo
SO
SO
00

to



0,90 1.14
1.10

T
I1

$0,610
$0,624

$0,224
$0,224
$0,200

$0,625
$0,610
$0,522

$0,535
$0,390

($0,560)
($1,125)
($1,468)

$89,139
$89,025
$79,519

$113,799
$111,155

$95,071

$40,142
$29,313
($0,447)

($27,013)
($35,258)
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PTR / SCTD CBP DBP_DA DBP_DO
FACTORS

A 89%
88%

62% 89%
88%
100%

89%
B 96% 100%

100%C 100% 100%
68% 0% 0%

140% 1.40%

May to Oct 11. to 7; Max 1 event per day 
and 44 hours per

140% 140%

Availability
11 to 6 yr rnd; limit on events Year round; limit Year round; limitevents events

7 5 6 6Event hours 
Expected events 9 9 9 9

2015
950,848
225,000
979,572

2015
1,712,871

2015
167,346

BUDGET
Admin
M&E
Incentives 
Capital annual 
Capital to be amortized 
Total budget
MW 
MW h
Bill savings

2014 2016
950,848
225,000
982,339

2014 2016
1,658,959

2014 2016
167,34645,346 45,346

1,788,324 1,867,847 40,500 40,500 179,356 179,356

630,000
2,785,420

176,964
3,678,159

25.4
1,142

184,713

146,933
3,673,739

26.3
1,184

197,222

2,158,187 85,846 85,846
1.5

346,701 346,701
16 16 1.5 5.5

299
5.5

998 1,002
223,943

81 299
216,620 13,099 13,491 48,339 49,790

S/kWh
Energy rate C/!>2QkW 
Sm commercial 
Residential

2014 2015 2016
0.157
0.201
0.211

0.162
0.207
0.217

0.167
0.214
0.223

These are the proposed 2014 class average rates provided by the 5DG&E rate dept in Feb 2014 
The 2014 rates are escalated annually by 3'%
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2014 2015 2016
Capacity Bidding
Adjusting CBP incentives using expected hours because budget was based on max hours of events while benefits based on expected hours.

IVlWh 2015 MWh 2016
Day Ahead MW 
Day Of 2 hr 4 hr MW 
Day of 2 hr 6 hr MW 
Day of 30 min 4 hr mW 
Day of 30 min 6 hr MW 
Day of ait MW 
total MW
Budgeted incentives 
Estimated Capacity incentives:
Day Ahead 4 hr 
Day Of 2 hr 4 hr 
Day of 2 hr 6 hr 
Day of 30 min 4 hr 
Day of 30 min 6 hr 
Day of all
Estimated Energy incentives:
Day Ahead 4 hr
Day Of 2 hr 4 hr
Day of 2 hr 6 hr
Day of 30 min 4 hr
Day of 30 min 6 hr
difference in max and exp incentives
Day of all

9.4 9.4 337.46
138.75
154.40
192.12
213.79

337.46
138.75
154.40
211.33
235.17

3.9 3.9
2.9 2.9
5.3 5.9
4.0 4.4

16.0 16.9
25.4 26.3

3,039,380 3,224,581

523 538
252,609
212,990
396,869
334,664

1,197,132

252,609
212,990
437,494
368,915

Day Ahead 4 hr 
DayOf2hr4hr |

~D57^r2TrTh?~

_ 24 
2.9
3.3

6.6 14.2 17.6 11.6 3.5
7.9 17.1 21.1 13.9 4.2

22,026 proposed tariff
annual9,056

10,078
12,539
13,954

1,251,056

S/kW-mo9,314 
10,364 
14,185 
r 786

34

May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct
Day Ahead 4 hr56 2.4 6.6 14.2 17.6 11.6 3.5
Day Of 2 hr 4 hr67 2.9 7.9 17.1 21.1 13.9 4.2
Day of 2 hr 6 hr 3.376 19.5 24.0 15.8 4.7
Day of 30 min 4 hr 3.377 19.6 24.2 16.0 4.8
Day of 30 min 6 hr 3.888 1 22.4 27.6 18.1 5.4

Adj. ratio by MW DA 
Adj. ratio by MW DO

0.37
0.63

Allocating the CBP budget into Day Ahead and Day Of options using the forecasted MWs
1,248,449 

50,000
CBP Admin
CBP M&E

DA Admin 
DO amin

1,248,447
50,000

1

Allocate the II Budget across programs: customers from Tl program go to CBP, CPP D and Demand Smart 
First adjust admin dollars to account for additional engineering costs not applicable to these forecasted MWs

1,089,391 1,089,391
563,299

Adjustments forTI include:
II customers go onto CBP DA, CBP DO, and CPP D
Adjust admin costs to take out extra engineering fees not applicable to tested MWs 
Adjust incentives to align with tested MWs
Use historical split between CPP and CBP which is 64% CBP and 36% CPP to allocate

Tl Admin 
Adjusted Admin
Adjust incentive budget to align with forecasted MWs:

Incentive Budget
CBP DA MW 
CBP DO MW 
CPPD MW
Total forecasted MW

647,535

1,890,000 1,890,000
0.30 0.30 0.30

C/7
Cd 1.79 2.77 2.93

I 1.36 1.34 1.39o
4.40 4.62H

Rp
C/7

Incentives in CE tests are only for new MWs coming online since the Tl incentive is paid only once upon installation:
Incremental forecasted MW

I
O
O
SO
SO
00

SO



Incremental on CBP DA 
Incremental on CBP DO 
Incremental on CPP D 
Total incremental MW

0.98 0.16
0.06

0.98 0.22 1.20

Allocating the Tl budget across programs:
CBP DA Tl Admin 
CBP DO Tl Admin
CPP DTI Admin 
CBP DA Tl incentives 
CBP DO Tl incentives 
CPP D Tl incentives

The split between CPP and CBP is 64% CBP and 36% CPP

Incentives are paid 60% the first year and 40% the following year.
No incremental MWs in 2014, so only the 60% for new IVlWs in 2015 is paid

.

Cumulative incr. MWs for CPPD 
Aggregator Incentives for CPPD 

Total CPPD Tl incentives

0.06

11,859

Check total admin for CE 
Total incentives for CE 
Diff in budget for inc 
Diff in budget for admin

: these differences are not included in the CE tests

Totals for DA: 
Admin 
Incentive

479,514
545,564

462,573
546,190

Totals for DO:
Admin
Incentive

Tl incentives (to be amortizedO

1,233,358
1,242,759

176,964

1,196,386
1,321,657

146,933

Totals for CPPD:
Admin

incentives
Tl incentives (to be amortized)

233,113 202,788
1,694

10,165

Total:
Total check:

3,911,271
3,911,271

3,888,386
3,888,386

DBP incentives
Incentives needed 
Budgeted Incentives

219,856 
726,251 
506,395 506,395

219,856
726,251

diff
C/7
Cd

I SCTD incentives 
Incentives needed 
Budgeted incentives

o 982,339 
3,601,562 

1,991,990 2,619,223

1,609,572
3,601,562

H
C/7

I
O
O
SO
SO
00
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o



Proposed 
Budget 

2,956,077 
S, 191,338 
1,755,808 

323,2.89 
1,410,970 
8,189,651 
5,571,417

Admin 2015 Admin 2016 
w/ alloc 
325,693.68

incentives
2015
1,005,154

incentives
2016
1,505,122

Adj for Alloc, Allocation
Category w / alloc

205,527 325,634.68
569,520 1,248,448.70 1,248,447.25 3,039,379.93 3,224,581.38
122,076 212,691.59 212,691.59 726,250.50 726,250.50
22,477 172,883,38 172,883.38
98,101 752,675,47 756,395.20

569,402 777,964.82 777,964.82
387,364 1,089,390.91 1,089,390.91

BIP 2,956,077
8,191,338
1,755,808

323,2.89
1,410,970
8,189,651
5,571,417

CBP
DBP
PTR
Emerging Tech
SCTD 3,601,562

1,890,000
3,601,562
1,890,000Tl

Locationa! DR Pilot
NC Pilot 
MEO Fiex Alert 
Customer Ed & Outreach 
Local Marketing

145,804.84 145,804.84 375,181 375,281974,236 974,236 67/736

257,123 3,601,646.76 2,353,646.763,698/1.71 3,698,171
IA
IDSM Oust Ed & Outreach

745,000 745,000PLS 2,000,000 2,000,000
12,400,000
47,470,957

139,054
862,136

3,300,517
Sum mer Saver 
Subtotal 35,070,957 11,382,527 12,067,697 42,210,935

Policy & IT Support 
DRFVi EC 
DR Research 
Total

3,300,517
3,439,462

400,000
42,210,935

200,000.00 200,000.00

check from PR: 42,210,935

From Program Builder: Admin incentives total
1,005,154
1,505,122. 2,956,077
3,039,380
3,224,581 8,191,338

726,251
726,251 1,755,808

RSP 2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016

Rase interruptib 
Rase Interruptib 
Capacity Bidclin 
Capacity Biddin 
Demand Biddin 
Demand Biddin 
Emerging Techn 
Emerging Techn 
Evaluation, Me a 
Evaluation, Mea 
Genera! Admin 
Genera! Admin 
IT Infrastructur 
IT infrastructur 
ME Research 
ME Research 
Other Eocai Ma 
Other Eocai Ma 
Peak Time Reba 
Peak Time Reba 
Permanent Loa 
Permanent Loa 
Residential New 
Residential New 
Small Customer 
Small Customer 
Technology ince 
Technology ince

1 22.2,871
222,930
963,639
963,687
151,653
151,653
703,625
707,345

1,913,032
1,526,430

745,005
786,072
956,425
813,015
200,000
200,000

1.473.085
2.225.085 

161,645 
161,645 
255,000 
255,000 
111,937 
111,937 
493,264 
493,264 
895,709 
895,709

18,760,711

RIP 1
CBP 2
CBP 2
DBP 0
DBP 0
DR ET 
DR ET
EM&V
EM&V
GENADMIN
GENADMIN
ITJNFR
ITJNFR
MERes
MERes

2
2 1,410,970
2
2 3,439,462
4
5 1,531,077

10
6 1,769,440

400,000
OEM 1
OEM 1 3,698,171
PTR 1
PTR 1 323,2.89
PLS 1 745,000

745,000
375,181
375,181

3,601,562
3,601,562
1,890,000
1,890,000

23,450,224

PLS 1 2,000,000
RNC 1
RNC 1 974,236
SCTD Res 
SCTD Res

2
2 8/1.89,651

T! 4
Ti 4 5,571,417

42,210,935
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This sheet has the new C8P forecast. For the remaining programs. the sheet labeled impecisx
load Reduction from Auto DFt/Tl load Reduction without Auto DR/TILoad Reduction

Nctificatio Max HourMax Hour iuly ■ i ■■ ■ -i : :: ■ Nctificatio Max Hour year iuly i. ■ i

0.5

4.0 |_
.. .■, -.i . ■ i •,Max Hour August September Octobe ificatio July August September October August September October

Or DO 30

% ot AufoPR inCBP total:

Notification Max Hoi- August September October Max Hour August September October o Max Hour August September October

S/kW-mo Auci

Day Ahead 4 hr 2.4 6.6 14.2 17.6 11.6 3.5
Day Of 2 hr 4 hr 2.9 7.9 17.1 21.1 13.9 4.2

Day of 2 hr 6 hr 19.5 24.0 15.8 4.7

Day of 30 min4 3.3

Day of 30 min 6 3.8

Day Ahead capacity incc-niive for 2016Day Ahead 4 hr 22,779
10,238

8,587

16,302
13,673

523.538
Day Of 2 hr 4 hr
Day of 2 hr 6 hr 31/ ago
Day of 30 min 4
Day of 30 min 6 1,5.97,1323n oSs9

Dav Ahead capacity Incentive for 2Q1&Day Ahead 4 hr 22,779
10,238

8,587

17,932
15,041

323,538

Day Of 2 hr 4 hr
Day of 2 hr 6 hr fog ago

Day of 30 min4

Day of 30 min 6 Day of capaciiv incentive lor 2013fog.Ce> i ,272,008

C/0
Cd

I
O
H
Rp
uo

I oo
CO
CO
00
IO
io



Feb Jui Sep OctProgram Year Jan Mar Apr May Jun
3.2
3.2
2.5
2.5

4.87
4.87
15.02
15.22

A u g Nov Dec
I.)BP DO 
DBP DO 
PTR Res

2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016 
2014 
2014 
2014
2014
2015
2016
2015
2016

1.7 1.1 2.4 4.6 3.4
3.4
2.9

4.6 5.0 3.0 1.1 5.54
5.541.7 1.1 2.4 4.6 3.7 4.6 5.0 3.0 1.1

1.5 1.2 3.4
3.4

5.0 1.1 1.7 5.011.4 4.1
PTR Res 1.5 1.5 1.2 2.9 4.2 1.1 1.7 5.075.1
SCTD
SC ID
CPPD Large 
CPPD Large 
CPPD Medium 
CPPD Medium 
Total CPPD 
Total CPPD 
Tl in CPPD 
II in CPPD 
CPPD Large 
CPPD Medium 
Total CPPD 
II in CPPD 
SCTD 
SCTD sm comm 
SCTD all 
SCTD all

0.04 0.04
0.04

0.04 3.61 7.38
7.38

7.50 8.35
8.3.6
16.83

9.44 9.32
9.32
16.11
16.30
16.04
17.17

1.09
0.04 0.04

5.08
3.61 7.50

16.78
16.98

9.44 1.09
6.00
6.08

0.04 9.44 
17.55 
1 7.79 
1 7.63

5.08 5.13 14.86 
1 5.04

15.04 17.55 5.06
5.15 5.19 5.14 15.23 17.05

16.68
17.86

17.79
17.63

5.13 
5.73
6.13

6.08 6.10 6.05
5.81

15.52
14.81

15.15
16.22

15.06
16.12

16.65
17.83

6.75
7.225.83 18.87 18.87

35.18
36.66

1.34

11 11 30 30 30 33 34 35 32 13 11
11 30 31 31 35 37 33 13 1111

0.42 0.43 0.42 1.15 1.15 1.14 1.2 7 1.34 1.22 0.48 0.411.2 7
0.42 1.13 1.20 1.19 1.32 1.33 1.39 1.27 0.51 1.39

15 17 17 16 6 17.325 15 15 17
16 17 17 19 17 6 18.51

35.83
16

5 5 31 31 34 34 36 33 135 15 11
0.19
0.30
0.30

0.19
0.29
0.29

0.19
0.29
0.29

0.56 1.17 1.16
1.06

1.29 1.29 1.36 1.24 0.49
0.36
0.36

1.36
0.97 1.22 1.2 7 1.39 1.41 0.92

0.92
0.29
0.29

1.41comm
0.97
4.6
4.6

1.22 1.06 1.27 1.39 1.41 1.41
0.3
0.3

0.3
0.3

0.3 8.6 8.8 10.8 10.2 1.4 0.3 10.84
10.848.6 8.8 9.7 10.8 10.2 1.4 0.3

All PTR/SCTD 
All PTR/SCTD

0.68 % of SCTD in PTR2015
2016

1.8 1.8 1.5 7.9 11.5 8.4 12.9
12.9

14.2 15.8
15.9

14.7 2.5 2.0 15.85
15.911.8 1.8 1.5 8.0 11.5 8.4 14.2 14.8 2.5 2.0

DBP DA 
DBP DA

2015
2016

1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.50
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.50

CBP all 
CBP all

2015
2016

24.0 23.9 25.4
26.3

2 5.2 
26.2

25.3 22.4 25.38
26.31

12
24.8 24.8 26.3 23.4 13
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2016SDG&E M&E Activities 
Program € valuations
Critical Peak Pricing Default 
Critical Peak Pricing Small Commercial 

Peak Time Rebate 
Critical Peak Pricing Residential 
Capacity Bidding Program 
Summer Saver
RACT/ Residential Technology

Small Commercial Technology Deployment

Base Interruptible Program
Other €va!uation Activities *

TA and TI / Auto DR
Permanent Load Shifting Evaluation

Customer Research Studies
Demand Response Forecasting App Dvlpmnt

End Use Metering

Labor 4o €upport*tudies
M&E Analytical Support 2 FTE's

2015

$75,000
$75,000

$175,000
$100,000

$50,000
$175,000
$100,000

$50,000
$30,000

$175,000
$150,000
$175,000
$200,000

$50,000
$250,000
$100,000

$50,000
$30,000

$15,000
$25,000
$99,967
$50,000

$260,000

$65,000
$25,000
$99,967
$50,000

$260,000

$246,525$233,116

$1,526,492$1,913,083Total M&E related tosis 3,439,575

525.000 I 249,887
305.000 

1,083,083

not included in CE tests 
in specific program budget 
portfolio cost 
total

305,000
971,492

1,526,379 3,439,4621,913,083

Values in PB (adj required for entry into PB) 1,526,430 3,439,4621,913,032
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Cost Effectiveness Methodology E3 Demand Response Documents (including Distributed Generation Avoided Cost Calculator)
'his spreadsheet)

R ‘

35926.pdf
neration Cost Effectiveness FrameworkCSI v

CT Cost and Performance aportM i' jf)!

iQJ

11/v

2007 er
>007-011 ;C EC-200-2007-011-SF.PDF

Planning Reserve Margin iled August 23, 2010 closing the proceeding.
it

ecification
0%2060%20Hz%20Grev%202008%20Rev%202.pdf

CT Summer Capacity Derate

s/en/downloads/ger3695e.pdfJC

This document updated January 21, run
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Changes since Proposed Decision IssuedInputs C7, R22 n
otused)C8

F5
ion and Distribution Deferral values for each IOU and linked

11/02/10
12/15/10
12/15/10
12/15/10

13, L22
age Sub Transmisison and Distribtution Values by Utility 

Moved WACC input and added utility specific WACC's linked to utility selection 
voided Cost Values
1 arid "Nameplate" Generation Capacity Values, reflecting 
: Penalty

Modified monthly allocation of capacity value to reflect 4 years of historical load data
Updated Avoided Cost Model inputs (from version 3.8)
Entered After Tax IOU WACCs 
Added annual CT capacity factor results 
Fixed IOU drop down selection
Added IOU specific T&D monthly allocation factors based on temperature

1(18
IV113
15

12/15/10
12/15/10
01/10/11
01/10/11
01/10/11
01/10/11
01/10/11

18
134

Changes after January 2011 Workshop
R22
112
125
140

L*
11/02/10
11/02/10
11/02/10
12/15/10
12/15/10
12/15/10
12/15/10

Fixed inadvertently reversed PCI BC ratio.
Fixed to calculate NPV in same manner as other cells
Removed "bill reductions" from rows 63 and 68 in calculation of IRC costs 
Add user input for T&D Values
Revised T&D montly value calculation to refer to user selection for T&D deferral value 
Added user selection for T&D capacity value (T&D, D only, user Input)
Added T&D deferal value results based on user selection 
Added notification that Participant Annual Expenses are based on bill savings + 
incentives equipment costs entered in Rows 70, 71 and 80 84 
Modified ammortization of equipment costs to be cumulative 
Revised calculation of participant costs to be 75% ^(incentives + bill reductions) 

Equipment Costs
dified averaging of MW Impacts to ignore zero or blank months
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d Portfolio Tab, based on BIP,€BP tabsPortfolio ll/UZ/lU

Modified for IOU to input total costs, benefits and impacts, then DR Template calculates 
average benefit values in $/kW Yr and $/MWh. Removed A E Factors 
Removed A factor sensitivity
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i
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d Portfolio ColumnSummaryH
ged all formulas to INDIRECT to all easy addition of programs(S>

I 12/15/10
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d Instructions for adding program and entering data in Portfolio Tab
Added macro for adding new program
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